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Preface

Plasma science and technology (PST) is a discipline investigating fundamental 
transport behaviors, interaction physics, and reaction chemistry of plasma, which is 
the fourth fundamental state of matter, and its applications in different technologies 
and fields. Plasma has uses in refrigeration, biotechnology, health care, micro-
electronics and semiconductors, nanotechnology, and space and environmental 
sciences, and more. Modern semiconductor devices and thin film solar cell technol-
ogies can be fabricated through plasma processes and PST to be economically viable. 
Plasma technology is a key advancement in modern medicine and health care. It can 
be used to manufacture bioengineering devices that depend on plasma processes 
to harden artificial joints and plan biocompatible surfaces on tissue scaffolding. In 
addition, PST can be used to create systems that expel plasma as a propellant for 
spacecraft.

This book provides a comprehensive overview of PST, including information on 
different types of plasma, basic interactions of plasma with organic materials, 
plasma-based energy devices, low-temperature plasma for complex systems, 
and more.

Chapter 1 introduces the exciting field of cold atmospheric pressure (CAP) plasma 
and its applications in the biomedical field. Chapter 2 discusses the thermal effects 
induced by dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma actuation to suppress 
dynamic ice accretion over the surface of an airfoil/wing model for aircraft icing 
mitigation. Chapter 3 focuses on synthesizing nanomaterials using an emerging 
technology called in-liquid plasma. In Chapter 4, the authors investigate the effects 
of polarization on thermal conductivity for a wide range of plasma parameters 
using a homogeneous non-equilibrium molecular dynamics method. In Chapter 5, 
the authors employ a molecular dynamics simulation method to investigate three-
dimensional electrorheological complex (dusty) plasmas. Chapter 6 examines the 
impact of porosity, rotation, and finite ion Larmor radius (FLR) corrections on 
thermal instability of immeasurable homogeneous plasma and the corresponding 
effects of radiative heat-loss function and thermal conductivity. Chapter 7 
analyzes a non-linear parametric interaction between very low frequency (VLF) 
and extremely low frequency (ELF) waves in the ionosphere. Chapter 8 discusses 
the basic theory and latest developments of terahertz radiation schemes using a 
free-electron beam to interact with periodic electromagnetic structures. Chapter 9 
introduces new types of dissipative streaming instabilities. Chapter 10 reports the 
shortcomings of Hall thrusters and their erosion problems of the channel walls, 
figures of merit, and a comparison with chemical propulsion. This chapter also 
discusses the various waves and electromagnetic instabilities propagating in a Hall 
thruster magnetized plasma. Chapter 11 discusses the Hall-type accelerator with 
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closed electron drift and open walls both theoretically and experimentally. Finally, 
Chapter 12 discusses gyro devices as the most suitable millimeter-wave sources for 
heating plasma in tokamaks.

Dr. Aamir Shahzad
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Chapter 1

Cold Atmospheric Pressure 
Plasma Technology for Biomedical 
Application
Rakesh Ruchel Khanikar and Heremba Bailung

Abstract

Cold plasma generated in an open environment with a temperature nearly 
around room temperature has recently been a topic of great importance. It has 
unlocked the door of plasma application in a new direction: biomedical applications. 
Cold atmospheric pressure (CAP) plasma comprises various neutral and charged 
reactive species, UV radiations, electric current/fields etc., which have several 
impactful effects on biological matter. Some of the significant biological effects of 
CAP plasma are inactivation of microorganism, stimulation of cell proliferation 
and tissue regeneration, destruction of cells by initializing apoptosis etc. Although 
the detailed mechanism of action of plasma on biomaterials is still not completely 
understood, some basic principles are known. Studies have indicated that the 
reactive oxygen species and nitrogen species (ROS, RNS) play a crucial role in the 
observed biological effects. In this perspective, this chapter first provides a brief 
discussion on the fundamentals of CAP plasma and its generation methods. Then 
a discussion on the optical diagnostics methods to characterize the plasma is pro-
vided. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is used to identify the reactive species 
and to measure their relative concentration. Other important plasma parameters 
such as gas temperature, electron/excitation temperature and electron density mea-
surement methods using OES have also been discussed. Then a discussion on the 
application of CAP plasma in biomedical field is provided. A thorough understand-
ing of biochemical reaction mechanisms involving highly reactive plasma species 
will further improve and extend CAP plasma technology in biomedical applications.

Keywords: Cold atmospheric plasma, plasma jet, dielectric barrier discharge,  
reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, plasma medicine, wound healing,  
cancer therapy

1. Introduction

In physical sciences, the term “plasma” often refers to the fourth state of  matter 
consisting of electrons, ions and neutral particles; while in biology, it refers to 
the yellowish non-cellular liquid portion of the blood. The Nobel prize-winning 
American chemist Irving Langmuir first used the term plasma in 1927 to an ionized 
gas - an electrified fluid carrying electrons and ions, in analogy to the biological 
plasma carrying blood corpuscles, germs etc. Despite this historical connection, 
there had been no real correlation between the two plasmas until the emergence of 
the plasma medicine field recently [1].
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Plasma can exist in a variety of forms and can be created in several ways. More 
than 99% of the visible universe is considered to be in the plasma state. The twin-
kling of stars, nebulas, auroras in the night sky are some examples of plasma that 
we observe away from us, and so is our Sun. On the other hand, flashes of lightning, 
fluorescent tubes, neon signs along our city streets are some other plasma examples 
that we encounter in our everyday life. Plasma can be classified in different ways 
based on thermodynamic equilibrium, ionization degree, density etc. Based on 
the thermal equilibrium between the electrons and the heavy particles, plasma 
can be categorized into thermal or high temperature plasma and nonthermal or 
cold plasma [2]. The distinction between thermal and nonthermal plasmas is very 
important in the context of this chapter. In all plasmas produced by applying an 
external electric field, the energy transfer to the electrons is much faster than that to 
the heavier ions. Due to their very high mobility, electrons have the opportunity to 
heat up to several thousands of degrees of Kelvin before the surrounding environ-
ment heats up or even without heating them at all. In thermal plasma, the electrons 
and heavy particles (neutrals and ions) reach a local thermodynamically equilib-
rium state, i.e., energy transfer from electrons to the heavy particles equilibrates the 
energy transfer from heavy particles to the environment, and all the species in the 
environment remain at almost the same temperature. Because of this, this type of 
plasma is also called equilibrium plasma. Thermal plasma can reach a temperature 
up to 108 K, as found in the solar core. On the other hand, in nonthermal plasma, 
cooling of heavier particles is more efficient than the energy transfer from electrons 
to them, and the gas temperature remains low. Therefore nonthermal plasma is also 
called non-equilibrium plasma or cold plasma.

With the advent of atmospheric pressure plasma discharges in the early 1990s, 
various industrial and environmental applications that do not require low pressure 
operating conditions became possible [3]. Among these, the use of low-temperature 
atmospheric pressure plasma for biomedical application took center stage. The abil-
ity of these cold atmospheric pressure (CAP) plasma discharges to produce enhanced 
gas phase chemistry at low gas temperature has led to their widespread application 
in fields that require low temperatures, such as biomedical applications and material 
processing [4]. In recent years, different devices have been designed to generate cold 
plasma in atmospheric pressure and have been investigated for their ability to use in 
biomedical applications [5]. It is demonstrated that CAP plasma could interact with 
organic substances without causing any electrical/thermal damage. The early results 
have indicated the great potential of these CAP plasma devices for biomedical appli-
cations. These devices can produce plasma at nearly room temperature (less than 
40°C) at the contact zone, which is essential for direct application on the human or 
animal body as well as for sterilization of some medical devices [6]. Figure 1 shows a 
typical photograph of a cold plasma jet extending out of a 7 mm quartz tube.

In the mid-1990s, a few researchers, for the very first time, demonstrated the 
efficient bactericidal property of the CAP plasma. This has opened up a new field 
of research in science and technology, combining plasma physics and biology called 
plasma medicine. Since then, CAP plasma devices have been successfully utilized in 
various applications ranging from sterilization to wound healing to killing cancer 
cells [3, 7]. From the very beginning, it was expected that the reactive species gener-
ated by the CAP plasma play a crucial role in the observed biological effects. Even 
if many details regarding the mechanism of interaction of plasma with biological 
matter are still not clear, some basic principles are known, and our depth of knowl-
edge is growing very fast in this field. By the beginning of the second decade of the 
2000s, clinical trials on patients started with some success [8]. Several applications 
have reached the clinical trial stage, and some of the CAP plasma devices have 
already been certified as medical devices. Woedkte et al. list three clinical trials 
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using CAP plasma sources conducted in Germany, and two devices got CE mark-
ing as medical devices in 2013 [9]. Another device named SteriPlas (Adtec Ltd., 
London, UK) is the latest one to be certified for use as a medical device [10]. Several 
other devices have been tested under experimental and laboratory environments 
and are expecting possible clinical use certification. In 2019, the Food & Drug 
Administration (FDA) in the USA also approved for their first clinical trials of CAP 
plasma for cancer treatment [11].

It should be pointed out here that the early studies on plasma application in the 
biomedical field were concentrated on the thermal effects of plasma [12]. One such 
successful application was argon plasma coagulation (APC). It has been used to cut 
tissue in endoscopic applications. These devices operate by heating the tissue using 
electric current. Therefore their effects are mainly thermal. On the other hand, cold 
plasma transfers little heat, and its effects are primarily nonthermal.

These remarkable achievements of CAP plasma applications took only about 
25 years from the initial discovery to the fundamental scientific investigation stage 
and finally to applications on actual patients.

In this chapter, we shall concentrate mainly on the nonthermal or cold plasmas 
produced at atmospheric pressure, their production methods, diagnostics, and 
their various applications in the biomedical field. After the introductory portion 
in Section 1, the fundamentals of nonthermal plasma is discussed in Section 2. 

Figure 1. 
Photograph of a CAP plasma jet.
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In Section 3, various CAP plasma generation methods will be discussed. These 
include dielectric barrier discharge (DBD), atmospheric pressure plasma jet 
(APPJ) and corona discharge. Then in Section 4, we shall discuss the diagnostics 
methods of CAP plasma. Due to the small size of the CAP plasma, generally 
passive, non-contact diagnostic methods are utilized for characterization. Optical 
emission spectroscopy (OES) is one such very popular non-invasive diagnostic 
tool for CAP plasma characterization. Then in Section 5, we shall discuss the 
interaction of CAP plasma with biomaterials and their biological effects. Section 6 
discusses various significant biomedical applications of CAP plasma ranging from 
sterilization to wound healing to killing cancers. The final section then summa-
rizes the application of CAP plasma technology in biomedical applications and 
their future outlook.

2. Fundamentals of nonthermal plasma

The term nonthermal plasma refers to a plasma that is not in thermodynamic 
equilibrium, meaning that the temperature of electrons, ions and neutrals are 
not equal. In this type of plasma, the electrons remain at a very high temperature 
(up to a few eV, 1 eV ≈ 11,600 K), whereas the temperature of heavy particles is 
quite low. Because of this reason, they are also termed as non-equilibrium or cold 
plasma. The high energetic electrons provide the unique reaction chemistry of 
the cold plasma by facilitating excitation, ionization and chemical dissociation 
of atoms and molecules at a very low gas temperature. The cold plasma gener-
ated at atmospheric pressure produces a myriad of reactive and charged species, 
including electrons, ions, free radicals, neutral or excited atoms, UV photons etc. 
These exciting properties of cold plasma have led to their extensive use in various 
technological fields such as material processing, environmental remediation, 
nanomaterial synthesis, textile industry, food processing and biomedical  
applications etc. [13].

Plasmas can be generated by supplying electrical energy to a gas in the form 
of an electric field. When the applied electric field between the two electrodes is 
high enough to initiate a breakdown, plasma is formed. Electrons can rapidly gain 
energy from the applied electric field because of their tiny mass and high mobility. 
Then they transmit the energy to the neutral atoms and molecules through colli-
sions, providing energy for ionization, excitation, dissociation and other chemical 
processes. Two types of collisions occur in plasmas [14]:

Elastic collisions: These type of collisions raise the kinetic energy of the neutral 
species but do not change their internal energies. They increase the temperature of 
the heavy particles.

Inelastic collisions: These type of collisions between electrons and heavy par-
ticles are excitative or ionizing. They modify the electronic structure of the neutral 
species. When the electronic energy is high enough, it can create excited species or 
ions. Most of the excited species of plasma have a very short lifetime. They come 
down to the ground state by emitting a photon. The metastable species are also 
excited states, but they can decay only by energy transfer through collisions as there 
are no allowed transitions. Hence, they have a longer lifetime. These collisions do 
not raise the temperature of heavy particles.

2.1 Paschen’s law

The voltage necessary to start a discharge in a gas between two electrodes is 
given by Paschen’s law. It is named after Freidrich Paschen, who discovered it 
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empirically in 1889. The breakdown voltage depends on the electrode spacing d and 
the pressure p and is given by the formula [15]:

 
( )
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1ln . ln ln 1

b
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B p d
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A p d
γ

=
  

  − +   
  

 

Here, A and B are constants determined experimentally, and seγ  is the secondary 
electron emission coefficient of the cathode. Figure 2 shows the dependence of 
breakdown voltage of various gases on the product of electrode spacing and pres-
sure. It is seen that for a constant electrode spacing, the voltage required to ionize a 
gas is high towards higher pressure, which implies that a narrow gap is necessary to 
have a reasonable breakdown voltage at atmospheric pressure.

2.2 Current-Voltage characteristics

The plasma behavior inside a discharge is determined by the values of current 
and voltage between the electrodes. A typical figure that almost every plasma physics 
textbook discusses is the current–voltage characteristic of a low-pressure (~ 1 mTorr) 
DC discharge, which describes different gas discharge regimes as shown in Figure 3. 
Arc discharged is characterized by a very high current and a low voltage between the 
anode and the cathode. Glow discharge occurs at a low current (typically in mA range) 
and a high voltage. The corona discharge is characterized by a very low current (few 
μA) and a very high voltage. For low-temperature atmospheric pressure applications, 
arc discharge is not acceptable as it produces a very high gas temperature. Therefore, 
a special setup is necessary to create a cold plasma and keep the plasma current low so 
that discharge remains in glow and corona regime.

Figure 2. 
Breakdown voltage in various gases as a function of the product of pressure, P and gap distance, d for plane 
parallel electrode.
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The necessary condition for a plasma to be suitable for biomedical application is 
that the plasma has to be produced at atmospheric pressure and the gas temperature 
has to be near room temperature to avoid thermal damage of biomaterials (tissue 
etc.) at the contact zone. For this purpose, the plasma needs to be near glow mode. 
However, glow discharge is generally produced at low pressure. At higher pressure, 
glow discharge is unstable, and a glow to arc transition can always occur. Therefore, 
a special electrode arrangement is required to maintain the discharge near glow 
and corona regime at atmospheric pressure. One general method of producing CAP 
plasma is to place a dielectric barrier between the two electrodes, and the resulting 
plasma is known as dielectric barrier discharge (DBD). The role of the dielectric 
is to limit the discharge current and thus keeps the plasma temperature low. The 
different types of CAP plasma generation methods are discussed in the next section.

3. Methods of CAP plasma production

Production of atmospheric pressure nonthermal plasma is quite challenging 
due to high electron-neutral collision frequency, and low applied electric field. 
Fortunately, several methods have been developed over the years to overcome these 
challenges. Different production methods have been reported to produce cold 
plasma in the open environment. These include Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD), 
Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet (APPJ), corona discharge etc. Several different 
working gases such as Helium, Argon, Nitrogen, Heliox (a mix of helium and oxy-
gen), air etc., are used to produce CAP plasma. This section gives a brief overview 
of the commonly used CAP plasma generation techniques.

3.1 Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)

One of the most widely used techniques for generating CAP plasma is the 
dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) using alternating or pulsed electric field. As the 
name itself suggests, a dielectric cover is used at least at one of the two electrodes 
for producing the discharge. The function of the dielectric layer is to suppress 
the spark or arc transition by limiting the discharge current. DBDs are also called 

Figure 3. 
Current–voltage characteristics of a low pressure DC discharge showing transitions from Townsend to glow and 
arc discharge.
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“silent” discharges as it produces no sound during discharge. Typical electrode gap 
distance in a DBD varies from 0.1 mm to several centimeters. Different dielectric 
materials such as glass, quartz, ceramics and polymers etc., are used in DBDs. To 
avoid a spark or arc transition, sufficient breakdown strength of the dielectric 
layer is necessary for insulation of discharge current. But a thicker layer requires a 
higher voltage, so a compromise must be made here. The electrode arrangement is 
generally enclosed in a chamber to introduce various gas mixtures between the two 
electrodes [16]. High voltages sources with frequencies in the kHz range generally 
drive DBDs. There are many different configurations of DBD are available, but the 
concept behind them all is the same. These include planar, parallel plates separated 
by a dielectric or a cylinder, or coaxial plates with a dielectric tube between them. 
Some basic DBD electrode configurations are shown in Figure 4.

More recently, Fridman et al. developed a floating electrode DBD (FE-DBD) 
[17]. It is similar to the original DBD and consists of two electrodes: an insulated 
high voltage electrode and an active electrode. The difference between FE-DBD and 
DBD is that the second electrode is active, meaning it is not grounded. The second 
electrode can be human skin, a sample, or any other target. Here, the powered elec-
trode needs to be close to the surface of the second electrode to create the discharge.

The discharge in a DBD at atmospheric pressure is generally non-uniform 
filamentary type which can result in non-uniform treatment of the sample. 
The dynamic distribution of these filaments determines the appearance of the 
discharge. Although DBDs usually produce filamentary plasmas, under certain 
conditions, homogeneous diffuse plasma can also be created. Several groups have 
reported successful production of diffuse homogeneous atmospheric pressure glow 
DBD plasmas [18–21]. The mechanism of generating a glow DBD is to initiate a 
Townsend breakdown instead of a streamer breakdown [22]. To form an avalanche 
under a lower electric field and avoid growing a large number of positive space 
charges, sufficient initial seed electrons should exist in the gap before breakdown. 

Figure 4. 
Schematics of DBD with different electrode configurations.
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Figure 5. 
Typical electrode configurations of (a) DFE jet, (b) DBD jet, (c) DBD-like jet and (d) SE jet. H.V. = high voltage.

In DBDs, residual species from the previous half period of the applied voltage 
provide the seed electrons or enhance the initial field for the next discharge cycle. 
This is the so-called memory effect [19].

3.2 Atmospheric pressure plasma jet

One of the most versatile techniques for the generation of CAP plasma for 
biomedical application is the nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma jets. Because 
of their practical capability to produce plasmas that are not spatially bound or 
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confined by electrodes, they can be used for direct treatment on any object irre-
spective of their shape and size. As a result, they can deliver the plasma generated 
essential short lifetime active radicals and charged particles to the sample to be 
treated. Many plasma jets with different configuration have been reported in the 
literature to generate CAP plasma. There exist various classifications schemes for 
CAP plasma jets. Some authors classify CAP plasma jets according to the power 
sources’ excitation frequency to generate the plasma. This frequency range can vary 
from DC to GHz. Accordingly, they are named DC plasma jet, pulsed-dc plasma jet, 
KHz operated plasma jet, RF operated plasma jet and Microwave driven plasma jet 
[16, 23–25]. Some authors also use the names ‘plasma flame’, ‘plasma plume’, ‘plasma 
gun’, ‘plasma stream’, ‘plasma pencil’ etc., for plasma jets [24]. The plasma jets are 
operated with inert gases such as helium, argon etc. or a mixture of inert gas and 
a few percent of reactive gases of interest. The earliest known CAP plasma jet was 
developed by Koinuma et al. in 1992. It was powered by an RF source [26].

A comprehensive collection of various types of nonthermal plasma jet arrange-
ments has been discussed in detail by Lu et al. [27]. They are classified into four 
different groups, namely dielectric-free electrode (DFE) jets, dielectric barrier 
discharge (DBD) jets, DBD-like jets and single electrode (SE) jets. The DFE jets 
consists of an inner powered electrode and an outer grounded electrode, as shown 
in Figure 5(a). There is no dielectric material between the two electrodes. The gas 
temperature of this jet is relatively high, and cooling water is needed for continuous 
operation and to keep the temperature low. There is always a risk of arcing in this 
jet when standard operating conditions are not met. The DFE jet is not suitable for 
direct biomedical applications. However, it is effective for surface sterilization. It is 
operated by an RF power source.

In DBD jets, a dielectric layer is present between the two electrodes, and the 
plasma is not in contact with any electrode. The power consumed by this plasma 
jet is very less (of the order of few watts). Due to the presence of dielectric, these 
plasma jets are relatively safe as there is no risk of arcing and is ideal for biomedical 
applications. The DBD jets can be powered by a KHz ac source or by a pulsed-dc 
source. Figure 5(b) shows the typical electrode configurations of DBD jets.

In DBD-like plasma jets, the discharge is more or less DBD-like when plasma is 
not in contact with any object. There is no dielectric material between the live elec-
trode and the object to be treated. In this type of plasma jets, easily more power can 
be delivered to the plasma, and the plasma can be very reactive. As long as arcing 
can be avoided, this type of jets has their own advantages. For biomedical applica-
tions, this kind of devices should be handled carefully because of the risk of arcing. 
These plasma jets can be powered by KHz ac, RF or pulsed dc sources. The typical 
configuration of a DBD-like plasma jet is shown in Figure 5(c).

The SE jets are similar to DBD-like jets, except there is no electrode outside the 
dielectric tube. These jets can be operated by dc, KHz ac, RF or pulsed dc power 
sources. These kind of jets are not suitable for biomedical application due to the risk 
of arcing. Figure 5(d) shows the basic electrode configuration of a SE plasma jet.

Although the plasma produced by CAP plasma jets looks homogeneous to the 
naked eye, it is actually discrete in nature when observed by using fast imaging. The 
plasma volume consists of some “bullet “-like structure, with a propagation speed 
of more than ten kms−1. This discrete nature of plasma jet was first reported by 
Teschke et al. using an RF-driven plasma jet [28] and by Lu et al. using a pulsed dc 
plasma jet [29].

3.3 Corona discharge

A corona discharge is a well-known non-equilibrium discharge that occurs 
around a pin or thin wire electrode where the electric field is higher near the 
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electrode edge but decreases quickly with increase of distance [18, 30]. Due to 
this highly non-uniform electric field, the gas breakdown occurs near the pointed 
electrode. The electric field strength is high enough to form a conductive region but 
insufficient to cause electrical breakdown to nearby objects. This type of non-uni-
form electric field can be created using an asymmetric electrode pair arrangement 
such as point to plane or wire to cylindrical electrodes, as shown in Figure 6.

The corona discharge can be classified into two types depending on the polarity 
of the HV electrode. The physics of these positive and negative corona discharge 
is considerably different. This happens due to the vast difference in the mass of 
electrons and ions. In the positive corona, the electrons are attracted to the HV 
electrode, and the positive ions are repelled. The secondary electrons are created 
by photoionization in the gas near the electrode. The electrons are then attracted 
towards the electrode, which begins the process of further electron avalanche 
through inelastic collision with neutral gas molecules.

On the other hand, in the negative corona, the electrons move away from the HV 
electrode. In this case, the secondary electrons are primarily generated by the photo-
electric effect from the electrode surface itself. The process is similar to the Townsend 
breakdown. The electron avalanche then multiplies through impact ionization. As we 
go away from the electrode, positive ion accumulation occurs, and the electric field 
becomes weak. As a result, ionization diminishes there.

A corona discharge can be driven by direct-current (DC), alternating-current 
(AC), or pulsed voltage. It has widespread applications in various fields, such as 
ozone synthesis, material processing, water purification, electrophotography, 
copier machine, bacterial inactivation, wound healing and medical surface prepa-
ration etc. This type of plasma provides substantial flexibility in treating various 
products and materials used in the medical industry, for example, syringe barrels, 
pill bottles, catheter tubing, IV tubes and surgical gowns etc.

4. Diagnostics of CAP plasma

Due to the small size and transient discharge behavior of CAP plasma, plasma 
diagnostics is very challenging. The use of invasive diagnostic techniques such as 
Langmuir probe is not suitable as they significantly disturb the plasma and, as a result, 
yield incorrect values. Therefore, various non-invasive optical diagnostic techniques 
are the choices of interest for determining the plasma characteristic of CAP plasma 
[31]. One such most widely used technique is Optical emission spectroscopy (OES).  

Figure 6. 
Typical electrode configurations of corona discharge. (a) Point to plane and (b) wire to cylinder configuration.
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It is a relatively simple and easy to implement method for determining various plasma 
properties. The light emitted by the plasma due to deexcitation contains various valu-
able information regarding the plasma. An optical emission spectrometer can capture 
this radiation, from which one can extract information on the different species present 
in the plasma. Also, using the emission spectrum, one can estimate various plasma 
parameters such as electron/excitation temperature, neutral or heavy particles gas 
temperature, electron density, concentration of different reactive excited species etc. 
Figure 7 shows a typical emission spectrum obtained from an argon CAP plasma jet.

The emission spectrum of CAP plasma often contains emission from molecular 
species like 2 2, ,N N OH+  etc. The highly energetic electrons of plasma can easily 
transfer their energy to the low lying molecular rotational and vibrational states. In 
atmospheric pressure condition, the rotational and translational degrees of freedom 
of gas molecules remain in equilibrium through collisions. Consequently, the 
rotational temperature gives the value of gas temperature. Generally, the OH  
rotational band around 306–309 nm, the second positive system of 2N  and the first 
negative system of 2N +  are used to obtain the gas temperature. From the best fit 
between the experimental spectrum and a simulated theoretical spectrum of a 
particular molecular band, the rotational temperature or the gas temperature of the 
plasma can be determined. The simulated spectrum can be calculated using soft-
ware like Specair [32] and Lifbase [33]. The Boltzmann distribution of the rotational 
levels is assumed to obtain the temperature.

Another important plasma parameter, the electron/excitation temperature, can 
be obtained using the Boltzmann plot technique [34]. In this technique, the spectral 
line intensity (I) and the excitation temperature (Texc) is related by the formula: 

( )ln / /k k excI g A E kT Cλ = − + , where λ is the wavelength of the line, gk is the upper 
state degeneracy, Ek is the upper level energy and A is the transition probability. If 
the Boltzmann law is satisfied, the plot of ( )ln / kI g Aλ  vs. kE  becomes a straight 
line, and the inverse of the slope gives the excitation temperature. Typically, the 
electron temperature is found to be near 1 eV in CAP plasmas. In low-temperature 
plasmas, the low energy electron number is much higher than that of high energy 
electrons. So the bound electrons on the higher excited levels can be in collisional 
equilibrium with the free electrons because the energy difference between higher 
excited levels and the ionization energy is small. So they can satisfy Boltzmann law. 

Figure 7. 
Emission spectrum of an argon CAP plasma jet.
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The population of electrons on the lower excited levels usually do not satisfy the 
Boltzmann law because they are not in collisional equilibrium with the free elec-
trons. The excitation temperature can also be measured using another well-estab-
lished method called the line intensity ratio method [35].

The electron density can be measured from the study of spectral line broaden-
ing. Spectral lines are always affected by various broadening mechanisms, such as 
Stark, Van-der-Waals, instrumental, Doppler broadening etc. By extracting the 
Stark part from the total broadening, the electron density can be determined. The 
popular lines used for this measurement is the hydrogen Balmer lines. These lines 
can appear as an impurity from the moisture, or hydrogen can be added in a small 
amount to the discharge for diagnostic purposes. The Hβ 486.13 nm line is most 
widely used because of very strong Stark broadening and less self-absorption. 
It is also not much affected by broadening due to ion dynamics and temperature 
variations. Electron density as low as 5 × 1013 cm−3 can be measured using this 
method [31]. The Hα line at 656.3 nm can also be used for this purpose. However, 
the accuracy of the electron density value obtained from this line is relatively 
less. Other non-hydrogenic atomic lines can also be used to determine the elec-
tron density using this technique. For a detailed discussion on electron density 
measurement from the Stark broadening, an interested reader can go through 
the references [36, 37]. Typically, the electron density can vary between 1010 and 
1014 cm−3 in CAP plasmas [31].

Apart from OES, there are many other techniques to study CAP plasmas. The 
active laser spectroscopy techniques such as laser induced fluorescence (LIF), 
two-photon absorption laser induced fluorescence (TALIF) can be used to obtain 
information on the ground state and long-lived, nonradiative excited atoms, 
molecules or radicals [2]. This technique has been used for many years for plasma 
diagnostics. Popular laser sources used in LIF are the Nd:YAG laser, dye lasers, 
excimer lasers, and ion lasers. Other well-known techniques such as Thompson 
scattering can give direct information on the electron density and temperature. 
Rayleigh and Raman scattering can provide information on the gas density and 
temperatures. The optical absorptions spectroscopy and cavity ring down spec-
troscopy (CRDS) can determine the absolute densities of certain plasma species. 
Other techniques known from chemical analysis such as UV and FTIR absorption 
spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, gas chromatography or electron paramagnetic 
resonance spectroscopy etc., are also used to identify and quantify ions and reac-
tive species in the plasma and to track its transition from plasma phase to liquid 
phase [6, 18, 38].

5. Effects of CAP plasma on biomaterials

The bactericidal property of plasma was first demonstrated in the mid-1990s, 
and that started a new research field combining plasma physics and medicine, i.e. 
plasma medicine [39]. From the very beginning, it was realized that the plasma 
generated reactive species play a pivotal role in the observed biological effects of 
CAP plasma. With time, our knowledge of the mechanism of plasma action on 
cells and tissues has started growing significantly. The basic understanding of the 
mechanisms of CAP plasma effects on biomaterials is crucial to establish plasma 
technology application in the biomedical field.

Notwithstanding the use of different plasma sources, working gases, micro-
organism stains, cell types etc., some general biological plasma effects have been 
mentioned repeatedly in the basic research of plasma biomaterial interactions 
such as [9, 18]:
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1. Lethal plasma effects

a. Inactivation/killing of microorganisms

b. Inactivation or destruction of cells by initialization of apoptosis in mamma-
lian cells

2. Non-lethal plasma effects

a. Stimulation of microorganism metabolism

b. Detachment of cells from the cell cluster

c. Influence on angiogenesis and cell proliferation and consequently promote 
wound healing and tissue regeneration

d. Influence on cell migration, expression of cell surface proteins

The possibility to inactivate microorganisms on sensitive surfaces of living 
structures like intact or wounded skin has attracted the very early interest of physi-
cians. The in vitro and in vivo results of plasma assisted wound healing showed that 
plasma acts in a two-stage process. The first one is the antiseptic effect to restore 
the physiological potential of the wound area by decreasing bacterial load, and the 
next one is additional stimulation of the healing processes by tissue regeneration 
independent from antiseptic effects.

Based on the current state of knowledge on the mechanism of plasma biomate-
rial interaction, it can be deduced that the biological effects of CAP plasma are 
based on two principles:

1. Biological plasma effects are primarily initiated by plasma induced changes of 
the liquid environment of tissue and cells.

2. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) generated 
in or transferred into liquid phases play a vital role in plasma-induced biological 
responses.

The biologically important ROSs include superoxide ( 2O
− •), hydrogen peroxide 

( 2 2H O ), hydroxyl radical (•OH ), singlet oxygen (1
2O ), ozone ( 3O ) etc. The RNSs 

include nitric oxide (• NO ), nitrogen dioxide (• 2NO ), nitrogen trioxide ( 3NO ), 
peroxynitrite (ONOO −) etc. [7]. These reactive species are formed either by 
plasma–liquid interaction or by plasma–air interaction. These reactive species act 
on cells and tissues in the same way as that occur in the body’s regular biochemical 
and physiological processes [40]. Based on this fundamental insight, the field of 
redox biology can now be used to explain the biological plasma effects. For exam-
ple, hydroxyl radical causes peroxidation of unsaturated fatty acids present in lipids 
constituting the cell membrane. The strong oxidative properties of hydrogen 
peroxide affect proteins, lipids and DNA. Nitric oxide is known to affect the 
regulation of collagen synthesis, cell proliferation, regulation of immune deficien-
cies, induction of phagocytosis and angiogenesis etc. In cancerous cells, it is sus-
pected that the action of CAP plasma increases intracellular ROSs, which can  
lead to cell cycle arrest at the S-phase, DNA breaks, and induction of apoptosis 
(programmed cell death). Researchers have also shown that the plasma generated  
ROS and RNS can penetrate biological tissues up to more than 1 mm depth. 
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Therefore they can interact with the cells on the surface as well as with those 
beneath [41]. As these ROSs and RNSs regularly occur in cell biological processes, 
mammalian cells have mechanisms to protect themselves from over-concentration 
of these species, which might otherwise lead to oxidative stress with severe biologi-
cal consequences such as genotoxic DNA changes. Detailed investigations till 
now indicate that the application of CAP plasma does not increase the risk of 
genotoxicity [6].

Other plasma components such as UV radiation, electric field/electric current 
also play an additional role. However, the role of UV in direct biological effects is 
estimated to be very low due to the low dose of UV in these plasma devices. But its 
supporting role in reactive species generation is essential. Electric fields or currents 
have varying direct biological effects on living tissue, and it strongly depends on the 
type of discharge. The magnitude of these electric fields can be as high as several 
kV/cm, and they are suspected of playing a part, such as in cellular electroporation, 
which may help larger molecules to enter the cells. Besides these, the plasma gener-
ated charged species such as electrons and ions are also assumed to play some roles 
in the observed biological effects. More research is needed to identify the role of 
these plasma components for their possible part in biological and medically relevant 
plasma action, above all reactive species.

6. Applications of cold atmospheric plasma in medicine and healthcare

CAP plasma can be employed in two different ways in biomedical applications. 
The first one is termed direct exposure or direct treatment, where plasma comes in 
direct contact with the biological sample to be treated. In this mode, all the plasma 
generated species, both long lived and short lived species, come in direct contact 
with the sample and work synergistically. The second mode is termed indirect 
exposure or indirect treatment. In this method, plasma is used to activate a liquid 
medium, and then the plasma activated liquid (PAL) is used for treatment. In 
this case, only the long lived chemical species such as nitrates, nitrites, and H2O2, 
which diffuse and solvate into the aqueous state, play a role. One advantage of PAL 
is that it can be stored and used at a later time and the composition may be tuned. 
Both types of CAP plasma treatment have shown significant success in biomedical 
applications. However, the amount of research reported using direct treatment is 
more than that using indirect treatment method.

Nowadays, CAP plasma has been successfully applied in various biomedical 
applications, including inactivation of microorganisms, sterilization of infected tis-
sues, blood coagulation, skin regeneration, tooth bleaching, wound healing, cancer 
therapy etc. CAP plasma treatment for regenerative processes, such as wound 
healing, is one of the most advanced applications of plasma technology in the 
biomedical field. Three plasma devices have already been CE certified for medical 
use. The very first one is the medical device kINPen® MED (INP Greifswald/neop-
las tools GmbH, Greifswald, Germany). The second one is PlasmaDerm® VU-2010 
(CINOGY Technologies GmbH, Duderstadt, Germany), and the latest one is the 
SteriPlas medical device (Adtec Ltd., London, United Kingdom). Their specific pur-
pose is wounds and skin diseases treatment. However, several more plasma devices 
are awaiting possible certification for clinical application [10, 42].

6.1 Use of CAP in disinfection, wound healing and dermatology

In the beginning, CAP plasma in medicine was applied to the treatment of 
chronic wounds [43]. Isbary et al. in 2012 first reported about the clinical trials 
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of CAP plasma treatment on chronic ulcer wounds [44]. The authors reported 
significant infection reduction without any side effect. After that, several clinical 
trials have proven that CAP plasma action sufficiently reduces the bacterial load 
on wounds and improve chronic ulcer healing [42]. CAP treatment is also found to 
accelerate the rate of wound closure at early stages after wounding. Various stud-
ies have shown that CAP plasma is an effective tool for disinfection of a variety of 
bacteria and fungi on the skin and wound pathogens such as Methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa etc. [45].

Besides wound healing, the CAP plasma has also been investigated in dermatologi-
cal applications. These include treatment of infective and inflammatory skin diseases 
like atopic eczema herpes, zoster, athlete’s foot, acne and others [42, 45]. Some stud-
ies have reported positive effects of CAP plasma, but still, more research is required 
to understand the biochemical processes involved in dermatological applications.

6.2 Use of CAP plasma in cancer therapy

Another most exciting and promising area of CAP plasma application in 
medicine is cancer treatment. Cancer cells appear to be more vulnerable to CAP 
plasma than healthy cells. Researchers have shown that CAP plasma can induce 
programmed cell death (apoptosis) in cancerous cells while leaving their nearby 
healthy cells essentially unaffected. Up until various in vitro and in vivo studies have 
been performed to study the CAP plasma effect on different cancer cells. These 
studies have repeatedly shown the anti-cancer capacity of CAP plasmas.

It has been reported that CAP plasma treatment increases intracellular ROS 
concentration. This, in turn, creates a severe redox imbalance in cancer cells as they 
are already under oxidative stress. Then, the redox imbalance leads to mitochondrial 
dysfunction, DNA damage, advanced state of oxidation of proteins, caspase activa-
tion, etc., and ultimately leads to death of cancer cells [11].

The early animal studies performed had shown the promising potential of 
CAP plasma in cancer therapy [46, 47]. Since then, many in vivo studies have been 
conducted, and similar positive results have been reported for various types of 
cancer cells injected under the skin of mice. To date, CAP plasma treatment has 
demonstrated a significant anti-cancer effect on approximately twenty cancer types 
in vivo. These cancer cell lines include skin, brain, head and neck, breast, leukemia, 
hepatoma, colorectal, bladder, cervical, lung etc. [48]. In 2019, Metelmann et al. 
reported the first clinical trials on patients with advanced head and neck cancer 
[49]. The trial demonstrated the clinical relevance of CAP plasma in cancer treat-
ment and reported an overall positive effect. Some other researchers have shown 
that some radiation-resistant and chemo-resistant cancer cells are also sensitive 
to plasma treatment. Some studies have demonstrated CAP plasma as an intra-
operative adjuvant treatment. It can be used to inactivate the remaining cancer 
cells after a surgery [42, 50]. In the USA, the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) 
approved the first clinical trials of CAP plasma to treat the cancer tumors remaining 
after surgery in 2019 [11].

6.3 Use of CAP plasma in dentistry

Another long time studied field of CAP plasma application is in dental medicine. 
The most predominant oral diseases are caries and periodontitis, which are initi-
ated by dysbiotic biofilms. The application of plasma primarily aims to reduce these 
biofilms on tooth substances and surrounding tissues. Also, instead of using an 
antimicrobial solution to oral cavity sites for disinfection, CAP plasma treatment 
can eliminate the unpleasant side effects from anti-microbial solution use. There 
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is a broad spectrum of research going on the possible oral and dental application 
of CAP plasma ranging from disinfection of root canals, inactivation and removal 
of biofilm on teeth, treatment of infections and wounds of oral mucosa, dentures 
and on dental implants, tooth whitening, decontamination and coating of dental 
prosthesis, cleaning and optimization of tooth and implant surfaces to improve 
bonding of dental fillings [10, 42].

6.4 Use of CAP plasma in other biomedical areas

Another field explored from the beginning of plasma medicine research is CAP 
plasma use for hemostasis and blood coagulation [42]. Application of CAP plasma 
leads to blood coagulation in a much localized manner without damaging the tissue. 
Therefore it can be a valuable supporting technique in surgery. Aside from these 
large fields, the potential of CAP plasma in ophthalmology [51, 52] and neurology 
[53, 54] is also under investigation.

7. Summary and future outlook

The application of CAP plasma technology in the biomedical field has opened 
up new frontiers in science and technology. It has reached new heights of scientific 
progress in recent years and has been successfully applied in numerous applica-
tions, ranging from sterilization to wound healing to killing cancers. Three CAP 
devices have already been certified for clinical use for the treatment of chronic and 
infected wounds. Even if many details regarding the mechanism of interaction of 
plasma with biological matter are still not clear, some basic principles are known. 
The biological and medically beneficial plasma effects are primarily triggered by 
the plasma generated reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species 
(RNS). While CAP plasma has already reached standard medical care status in 
some areas, such as sterilization, disinfection, wound treatment etc., only primary 
and pre-clinical data for its effects are available in some other areas. A better 
understanding of the mechanism of its action will allow further improvement and 
extensions of the CAP plasma technology to achieve its full therapeutic potential. 
Also, the development of new plasma devices and modifications of the existing ones 
will open up new opportunities. In this case, international standardization of the 
methods to characterize the plasma devices is required to allow better comparability 
of results obtained from different findings.

It cannot be hypothetically omitted that CAP plasma application does not have 
some minimal adverse consequences at the molecular level. All these findings and 
the odds are subject to ongoing investigations, but the current results indicate that 
the various benefits of CAP plasma outweigh the unproven negative effects. What 
we all foresee is that the CAP plasma is on its way to clinical routine. Essentially a 
multidisciplinary research platform is growing with experts from many different 
fields like plasma physics, biochemistry, molecular biology, medicine etc. to address 
the issues with synergetic approach.

In the 20th century, laser technology caused a medical revolution with swift 
development. It successfully got integrated into medicine and created its own 
medical field called laser medicine. Now, CAP plasma has the chance to repeat 
this history and to be at the forefront of scientific and technological progress in 
medicine of the 21st century.
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Chapter 2

An Experimental Investigation 
on the Thermodynamic 
Characteristics of DBD Plasma 
Actuations for Aircraft Icing 
Mitigation
Cem Kolbakir, Haiyang Hu, Yang Liu and Hui Hu

Abstract

We report the research progress made in our research efforts to utilize the 
thermal effects induced by DBD plasma actuation to suppress dynamic ice accretion 
over the surface of an airfoil/wing model for aircraft icing mitigation. While the 
fundamental mechanism of thermal energy generation in DBD plasma discharges 
were introduced briefly, the significant differences in the working mechanisms of 
the plasma-based surface heating approach from those of conventional resistive 
electric heating methods were highlighted for aircraft anti−/de-icing applications. 
By leveraging the unique Icing Research Tunnel available at Iowa State University 
(i.e., ISU-IRT), a comprehensive experimental campaign was conducted to quantify 
the thermodynamic characteristics of a DBD plasma actuator exposed to frozen cold 
incoming airflow coupled with significant convective heat transfer. By embedding a 
DBD plasma actuator and a conventional electrical film heater on the surface of the 
same airfoil/wing model, a comprehensive experimental campaign was conducted 
to provide a side-by-side comparison between the DBD plasma-based approach and 
conventional resistive electrical heating method in preventing ice accretion over the 
airfoil surface. The experimental results clearly reveal that, with the same power 
consumption level, the DBD plasma actuator was found to have a noticeably better 
performance to suppress ice accretion over the airfoil surface, in comparison to the 
conventional electrical film heater. A duty-cycle modulation concept was adopted 
to further enhance the plasma-induced thermal effects for improved anti−/de-icing 
performance. The findings derived from the present study could be used to explore/
optimize design paradigm for the development of novel plasma-based anti−/de-
icing strategies tailored specifically for aircraft icing mitigation.

Keywords: DBD plasma actuation, Thermodynamics of DBD plasma discharges, 
Aircraft icing mitigation and protection

1. Introduction

Aircraft icing is widely recognized as one of the most serious weather hazards 
to flight safety [1–3]. Ice accumulation has been found to induce large-scale flow 
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separation over airframe surfaces, thereby, degrading the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of an airplane significantly [4]. Ice accretion over airframe surfaces can 
make the aircraft to roll or pitch uncontrollably, and even causes crashes [5]. While 
considerable research progresses have been made in recent years to provide a better 
understanding about aircraft icing phenomena, preventing the loss of control due 
to ice accretion over airframe surfaces still remains an important unsolved problem 
at the top of National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)‘s most wanted list of 
aviation safety improvements as highlighted at https://www.ntsb.gov/safety/mwl/
Pages/mwl5-2017-18.aspx.

It should be noted that, while anti-icing refers to the prevention of ice buildup 
on an airframe surface, de-icing denotes the scenario where ice has already 
formed on an airframe surface, which is removed subsequently. While a number 
of anti−/de-icing systems have been developed and implemented for aircraft icing 
mitigation in recent years, all aircraft anti−/de-icing systems can generally be 
classified into two categories: active and passive methods. While active methods 
rely on energy input from an external system for the anti−/de-icing operation, 
passive methods take advantage of the physical properties of the airframe sur-
faces (e.g., surface wettability) to prevent/delay ice formation and accretion. 
Current active anti−/de-icing strategies for aircraft icing mitigation suffer from 
various drawbacks. For example, spraying aqueous solutions of propylene and 
ethylene glycol (minimum of 50% concentration) along with other chemical 
additives are widely used for ground anti−/de-icing at airports before aircraft 
takeoff. Propylene and ethylene glycol, although readily biodegradable, exert 
an extremely high biochemical oxygen demand on aquatic systems that result in 
killing fish and other aquatic creatures due to the depletion of dissolved oxygen 
[6]. There has been an increasing concern of the environmental impacts from the 
aircraft de-icing fluid swept away with storm and melt water runoff at airports to 
ground water and nearby waterways [7]. Pneumatic de-icing systems with rubber 
boots have been used to break off ice chunks accreted at airfoil/wing leading edge 
for aircraft in-flight icing protection, but they are usually quite heavy and some-
time unreliable [8]. Ultrasonic and mechanical de-icing solutions are not easily 
integrated into existing aircraft and pose foreign object damage (FOD) hazards 
to aero-engines [8]. While electric resistant heating l or hot air bleeding systems 
have been used to melt out ice by heating airframe surfaces, they are usually very 
inefficient and have demanding power requirements and can also cause damage to 
composite materials from overheating. Furthermore, the melt water may simply 
run back and re-freeze at a downstream location to cause uncontrolled ice accre-
tion [8]. Passive anti-icing approaches with hydro−/ice-phobic surface coatings 
have also been suggested as viable strategies for aircraft icing mitigation [9–11]. 
However, none of the passive approaches are found to be able to eliminate/prevent 
ice accretion over airframe surfaces completely, especially in the critical regions 
(e.g., near the airfoil leading edges) [12, 13]. Thus, it is highly desirable and 
important to develop novel and effective anti−/de-icing strategies to ensure safer 
and more efficient operation of aircraft under atmospheric icing conditions.

Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma actuators, which are fully electronic 
devices without any moving parts, have been studied extensively in the aerospace 
engineering community [14–16]. A DBD plasma actuator usually features two 
electrodes attached asymmetrically on the opposite side of a dielectric barrier 
layer. When a high voltage (i.e., either in alternating current (AC) or nanosecond 
pulses), is applied to the electrodes, the air over the encapsulated electrode will be 
ionized to generate a streak of plasma discharges. For AC-DBD plasma discharge, 
powered by an AC electric field, ionized air molecules is formed in the discharge 
region above the covered electrode inducing a fluid velocity adding momentum to 
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the boundary layer [17–20]. For the cases with the applied high voltages in nano-
second pulses (i.e., ns-DBD plasma actuation), it would induce an ultrafast gas 
heating mechanism, leading to the generation of a shockwave [17–20]. The use of 
DBD plasma actuators has gained significant interest in the aerospace engineering 
community as a promising flow control tool to suppress airfoil stall [21–23] and 
eliminate separation of laminar boundary layer flows [24, 25] for improved aerody-
namic performances. It should be noted that, even though DBD plasma actuators 
have been widely used for various flow control applications [26, 27], the electro-
mechanical efficiency of DBD-plasma- based approach (e.g., the ratio of the energy 
used to induce ionic wall jet flows for flow control to the total energy consumed by 
the actuator) was found to be usually very low (i.e., no more than 0.20%) [28], and 
majority of the energy consumed by the plasma actuators would be dissipated via 
gas heating and dielectric heating [29].

As revealed clearly by Stanfield et al. [30] and Dong et al. [31], the rotational 
temperature of the gas above the grounded electrode of a DBD actuator during the 
plasma actuation can be increased up to 200°C, while the vibrational temperatures 
were observed to be an order of magnitude higher than the rotational temperature. 
It was also found that the primary mechanism for the heating of the dielectric layer 
is through heat transfer from the plasma, i.e., through direct injection, convection, 
and radiation. To further characterize the thermal effects of DBD plasma discharges, 
Tirumala et al. [32] used an infrared thermography technique to measure the surface 
temperature over a DBD plasma actuator, and found that the predominant mecha-
nism of dielectric heating is due to the heat transfer from the plasma to the gas, 
which then heats up the dielectric surface through forced convection. The increase 
of the surface temperature was found to have linear relationship with both the 
applied voltage and the input frequency. By adopting the significant thermal effects 
of DBD plasma actuators, Cai et al. [33] conducted an explore study to demonstrate 
the feasibility of using plasma-induced thermal effects for anti−/de-icing operations 
by embedding an AC-DBD plasma actuator on an ice accreting cylinder model. The 
thermal effects of AC-DBD plasma actuation were found to be effective for both 
anti-icing and de-icing operations.

For the flow control applications on aircraft, DBD plasma actuators are usually 
designed to be mounted in the aerodynamically delicate regions where the aerody-
namic characteristics would alter greatly as incoming flow changes (e.g., leading 
edges of wings and inlet lips of aeroengines) [14, 34]. It should be noted that, 
such aerodynamically delicate regions are usually also the preferential sites for ice 
formation and accretion [33]. Since DBD plasma actuation has been found to induce 
significant surface heating effects along with the ionic wind generation [30, 31], 
DBD plasma actuators can also be used promising candidates for aircraft icing miti-
gation. By leveraging icing research tunnels to generate icing conditions to simulate 
the dynamic ice accretion process over airfoil/wing surfaces, a series of experimen-
tal studies were conducted recently to demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing the 
plasma-induced thermal effects to suppress dynamic ice accretion process over the 
surfaces of airfoil/wing models for aircraft icing mitigation [29, 35–39].

In the present study, we report the research progress made in our research efforts 
to utilize the plasma-induced thermal effects to suppress dynamic ice accretion 
process over the surfaces of airfoil/wing models for aircraft icing mitigation. In the 
context that follows, while the fundamental mechanism of thermal energy genera-
tion in DBD plasma actuation is introduced briefly, the significant differences in the 
working mechanism of the plasma-based surface heating approach from those of 
conventional resistive electric heating methods for aircraft anti−/de-icing applica-
tions are highlighted. By leveraging the unique Icing Research Tunnel available at 
Iowa State University (i.e., ISU-IRT), a comprehensive experimental campaign is 
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conducted to quantify the thermodynamic characteristics of an DBD plasma actuator 
embed over the surface an airfoil/wing model exposed to frozen cold incoming air-
flow with significant convective heat transfer in the context of aircraft anti−/de-icing. 
By embedding both a DBD plasma actuator and a conventional electrical film heater 
onto the surface of the same airfoil/wing model, an experimental investigation is also 
conducted to provide a side-by-side comparison between the DBD plasma actuator 
and the electrical film heater in preventing ice formation and accretion over the airfoil 
surface under a typical icing condition. While a high-speed camera is used to capture 
the transient details of the dynamic ice accretion and water transport processes 
over the airfoil surface, an infrared thermal imaging system is utilized to map the 
surface temperature evolutions during the dynamic ice accretion process or anti−/
de-icing process with the AC-DBD plasma and the electrical film heater turned on. 
The temporally-synchronized-and-resolved IR thermal imaging results are correlated 
with the acquired ice accretion images to elucidate the underlying physics for a better 
understanding of the fundamentals of the DBD plasma-based approach for aircraft 
icing mitigation.

2. Mechanism of surface heating due to DBD plasma actuation

As that shown schematically in Figure 1, when a high voltage (i.e., either in 
alternating current (AC) or nanosecond pulses) is applied to the electrodes of an 
DBD plasma actuator, the air over the encapsulated electrode would be ionized to 
generate a streak of plasma charges. It has been reported that DBD plasma actuation 
would have significant thermal effects [24, 30–32, 40]. While substantial thermal 
energy is generated along with the formation of ionic airflow for AC-DBD plasma 
actuation [40], ns-DBD plasma discharge was found to induce an ultra-fast gas 
heating (FGH), which can dramatically affect the kinetics of chemical reactions, 
leading to the development of shockwaves in the near-surface gas layer [41–43].

It is well known that, when the high-voltages are applied to the electrodes, a 
high-intensity electric field would be generated between the exposed electrode 
and the grounded electrode separated by the dielectric layer. Driven by the electric 
field, the free electrons and ions in the air are responsible for energy transmission 
from the external power source to gas heating [32, 42]. As suggested by Popov [44] 
and Aleksandrov et al. [20], the dynamic gas heating during the plasma discharge 
is mainly caused by the complex collisions, reactions, and interactions between 
electrons, ions, and the excited molecules in the electrical field, as summarized in 
Figure 2.

The free electrons get energy from the electric field through acceleration, and 
then collide with neutrals and ions in the air. If an elastic collision occurs, there is an 
immediate, but only a rather small portion of total energy release, while in inelastic 
collisions, ionized particles and excited molecules can be produced, which are the 
main sources of energy heating the gas. Collision between ions and neutrals and 

Figure 1. 
Schematic of a typical DBD plasma actuator.
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electrons is another source that should be taken into consideration [45]. Figure 3 
summarizes the primary reactions contributing to the gas heating in DBD plasma 
actuation. When the free electrons impact the molecules in the air (e.g., N2 and O2), 
these molecules would be excited from the ground states to the electronic states. 
Then, dissociation of the excited molecules would occur, which can generate a sig-
nificant amount of thermal energy [44]. When electrons impact with the molecular 
ions in the electrical field, recombination would also occur [20], in which process, 
the energy would be released between the electronic and translational degrees of 
freedom of the produced atoms [44]. During the dissociation processes of the elec-
tronically excited molecules, while the energy released in the collisions is expended 
on the rotational excitation of molecules and gas heating, the rotational energy is 
relaxed into the translational degrees of freedom during the multiple collisions, 

Figure 2. 
Heating mechanisms of DBD plasma actuation.

Figure 3. 
Primary reactions for gas heating in DBD plasma actuation.
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which is termed as quenching of the excited molecules. The kinetic energy pro-
duced in the quenching processes is rapidly converted into gas heating [44]. It 
should be noted that, a large number of excited oxygen atoms are produced in the 
dissociation-recombination-quenching reactions. These excited atoms can also be 
quenched by the molecules in the air, i.e., N2 and O2. It was suggested about 70% of 
the excitation energy of the excited atoms O(1D) is expended on gas heating [44]. 
Along with the above dissociation and quenching reactions, the excited oxygen 
atoms O(3P) would also lead to the reaction of VT relaxation, which is considered to 
be a significant reaction contributing to the gas heating [44].

3.  Differences in the working mechanisms of the plasma-based approach 
from conventional resistive electric heating methods for aircraft 
inflight icing mitigation

Since the impingement of supercooled water droplets onto an airframe surface 
is the precursor for the ice accretion over the airframe surface, a better understand-
ing about the heat transfer mechanisms during the impinging process of the water 
droplets onto the surface of a plasma actuator against that of a conventional electri-
cal film heater is very helpful to elucidate the underlying physics to reveal the sig-
nificant differences in the working mechanisms of DBD plasma-based approaches 
from those of conventional resistive electric heating methods for aircraft icing 
mitigation.

Figure 4 shows the schematics to reveal the great differences in the heating mech-
anisms as a water droplet impinging onto airfoil surfaces protected by using two dif-
ferent anti−/de-icing systems (i.e., conventional electrical heating method vs. DBD 
plasma-based approach). For the case with a conventional electrical film heater, the 
thermal energy is generated on the heater surface through resistive electric heating 
as supplied from the electrical power source. While a portion of the thermal energy 
may be dissipated to the airflow above the heater surface due to the development 
of thermal boundary layer via convective heat transfer, which could warm up the 
impinging water droplet before it is in contact with the heater surface, the dominat-
ing mechanism for heating the water droplet would be through heat conduction after 
the dynamic impinging process (i.e., droplet impacting, splashing, and receding), as 

Figure 4. 
Comparison of different heating mechanisms as water droplet impinging onto the surface of an electrical film 
heater against that of a DBD plasma-based actuator.
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shown schematically in Figure 4(a). Due to the significant temperature differences 
between the impinging supercooled water droplet and the heater surface, the thermal 
energy would be transferred from the heater surface to the water droplet, which can 
keep the droplet warm up (i.e., above the freezing point) or even being evaporated 
after the water droplet impacted onto the surface of the electric film heater.

However, as shown schematically in Figure 4(b), the situation would become 
much different for the case as the water droplet impinging onto the airfoil surface 
protected by a DBD plasma actuator. As described in Tirumala et al. [32], the 
primary heating mechanism for plasma discharges is through heat transfer from the 
plasma to the ambient gas, which then heats up the dielectric surface through direct 
injection, convection and radiation. This is a reverse thermal path in comparison 
with that of the scenario of the conventional electrical heating method. Therefore, 
as the water droplet impinging onto the airfoil surface protected by the DBD plasma 
actuator, the water droplets would not only be heated up through heat conduction 
after impacted onto the hot dielectric surface, more importantly, but also be effec-
tively heated up through forced convective heat transfer as the droplet traveling 
through the hot air in the plasma region even before becoming in contacting with 
the surface of the plasma actuator, as shown clearly in Figure 4(b).

As described in Li et al. [46], the transient temperature of an in-flight droplet 
can be calculated by using equation of

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )exp 6 / /exp 6 /i e e f p f pT T T T t h c D t h c Dρ ρ    = − +       (1)

where T is the transient temperature of the in-flight droplet, h is the convection 
coefficient of air around the surface of the in-flight droplet, Ti is the initial tem-
perature of the droplet, Te is the air temperature surrounding the droplet, ρ is the 
density of the droplet, cp is the specific heat of the droplet; tf is the time of flight of 
the droplet in the convective air flow, and D is the diameter of the flying droplet. It 
is obvious that, with the same flight time, a higher temperature of the surrounding 
air would imply a higher transient temperature of the inflight water droplet. Since 
DBD plasma actuation would induce a significant gas heating above the surface of 
the plasma actuator, the temperature of the water droplet before impacting on the 
surface of the plasma actuator would become much higher than that of the case 
above the electrical film heater.

4.  Evaluation of anti−/de-icing performance of the DBD plasma-based 
approach against conventional resistive electric heating methods for 
aircraft icing mitigation

As described above, even though both the DBD plasma-based approach and con-
ventional electrical heating method utilize thermal energy to prevent the impinging 
supercooled water droplets from being frozen to cause ice accretion on the airframe 
surfaces, the fundamental working mechanisms of the two strategies are quite 
different for aircraft icing mitigation. It should also be noted that, the conventional 
electrical heating heaters usually have almost 100% energy efficiency in the sense 
that all the input electric energy would be converted to thermal energy, while the 
heating efficiency of DBD plasma actuation was found to vary from 50–90% under 
different operating conditions [47]. It is highly desirable to evaluate the overall 
effectiveness of the two different methods for aircraft anti−/de-icing applications. 
By embedding both a DBD plasma actuator and a conventional electrical film heater 
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onto the surface of the same airfoil/wing model, a comprehensive experimental 
campaign was conducted to provide a side-by-side comparison between the DBD 
plasma actuator and the conventional electrical film heater in preventing the ice 
formation and accretion over the airfoil surface.

4.1 Test model and experimental setup

The experimental study was performed in the Icing Research Tunnel available 
at Aerospace Engineering Department of Iowa State University (i.e., ISU-IRT). As 
shown schematically in Figure 5, ISU-IRT is a research-grade, multi-functional icing 
research tunnel with a test section of 2.0 m in length × 0.4 m in width × 0.4 m in 
height and four transparent side walls. It has the capacity of generating a maximum 
wind speed of 60 m/s in the test section and an airflow temperature down to −25°C. 
An array of eight pneumatic atomizer/spray nozzles are installed at the entrance of 
the contraction section of ISU-IRT to inject micro-sized water droplets (10 ~ 100 μm 
in size) into the airflow. By manipulating the pressure and flow rate supplied to the 
atomizer/spray nozzles, the liquid water content (LWC) in ISU-IRT is adjustable (i.e., 
LWC ranging from 0.1 g/m3 to 5.0 g/m3). In summary, ISU-IRT can be used to simu-
late various atmospheric icing phenomena over a range of icing conditions (i.e., from 
dry rime to wet glaze ice conditions). In the present study, a typical glaze icing condi-
tion was generated in ISU-IRT with the freestream airflow velocity of U∞ = 40 m/s, 
temperature of T∞ = −5°C and liquid water content level (LWC) of LWC = 1.0 g/m3.

Figure 5 also gives the schematic of the airfoil/wing model used in the present 
study, which has a NACA0012 airfoil profile in the cross section and a chord length 
of 150 mm (i.e., C = 150 mm). A resistive electrical film heater (i.e., Kapton® 
Polyimide Film insulated heater), which was selected due to its outstanding opera-
tional performance among the electrical film heaters available on the market, was 

Figure 5. 
Schematic of ISU-IRT and the airfoil/wing model used for the experimental study.
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embedded over one side of the airfoil surface. The electric film heater consists of an 
etched foil element of 0.013 mm thickness that is encapsulated between two layers 
of 0.05 mm Polyimide Film and 0.025 mm FEP adhesive tape. The coverage area of 
the film heater is 50.8 mm × 101.6 mm. A DC power source was used to power the 
electrical film heater for the anti−/de-icing operation during the experiments.

A DBD plasma actuator was embedded over the other half surface of the airfoil/
wing model for a side-by-side comparison of the anti−/de-icing methods. The DBD 
plasma actuator consist of four encapsulated electrodes and five exposed electrodes, 
with the same electrode thickness of about 70 μm. Three layers of Kapton film (i.e., 
130 μm for each layer) were integrated to serve as the dielectric barrier to separate 
the encapsulated electrodes from the exposed electrodes. Ranging from the airfoil 
leading-edge to about 27% chord length downstream, four encapsulated electrodes 
were distributed evenly over the airfoil model with a separation distance of 3.0 mm. 
The length of the encapsulated electrodes was about 350 mm, and the width was 
10.0 mm (except the one at the leading edge which was 5.0 mm). As reported by 
Waldman and Hu [48], since most of the ice would accrete around the leading edge 
of the airfoil/wing model, the width of the first encapsulated electrode was reduced 
to 5.0 mm in order to generate more plasma discharges near the airfoil leading-edge 
for a successful anti−/de-icing operation in the region, while the encapsulated 
electrodes were attached symmetrically around the leading edge of airfoil model. 
The exposed electrodes (i.e., 96 mm in length and 3.0 mm in width) were placed 
right above the encapsuled electrodes with zero overlap between the exposed and 
encapsulated electrodes. The DBD plasma actuator were wired to a high-voltage AC 
power supply (Nanjing Suman Co., CTP-2000 K), which is capable of providing a 
maximum 30 kV peak-to-peak sinusoidal voltage with a center frequency of 10 kHz. 
During the experiments, while the AC current applied to the plasma actuator was 
measured by using a high response current probe (Pearson Electronics, Inc., Pearson 
2877), the high-amplitude voltage was measured by using a high voltage probe (i.e., 
P6015A from Tektronix). The electric voltage supplied to the electrodes was manip-
ulated with a variable voltage transformer at a constant frequency of 10 kHz. In 
order to quantitatively compare the anti−/de-icing performance of the DBD plasma 
actuator against the electrical film heater under the pre-selected icing conditions, 
the applied power (i.e., in the term of the applied power density, Pd) to the DBD 
plasma actuator was adjusted to be same as that applied to the electrical film heater.

During the experiments, in addition to use a high-speed, high-resolution camera 
(PCO Tech, Dimax) with a 60 mm lens (Nikon, 60 mm Nikkor f/2.8) to record the 
dynamic ice accreting or anti−/de-icing process over the airfoil surface, an infrared 
(IR) thermal imaging system (FLIR A615) was also used to map the surface tem-
perature of the ice accreting airfoil surface via an infrared window (i.e., FLIR IR 
Window-IRW-4C with optic material of Calcium Fluoride) flush mounted on the 
top wall of the ISU-IRT test section. An in-situ calibration was performed to validate 
the IR thermal imaging results against the measured surface temperature data 
with a high-accuracy RTD probe. The measurement uncertainty for the IR thermal 
imaging system was found to be within ±0.5°C. The high-speed video camera and 
the IR thermal imaging system were connected to a digital delay generator (Berkeley 
Nucleonics, model 575) that synchronized the timing between the two systems.

4.2  Thermodynamic characteristic of DBD plasma actuations under frozen cold 
conditions with significant heat convection pertinent to aircraft anti−/de-icing

As described above, while a number of investigations have been conducted to 
characterize the thermal effects of DBD plasma discharges [30–32, 40], almost all 
the previous studies were conducted in quiescent air at room temperature without 
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considering frozen cold conditions and significant convective heat transfer pertinent 
to aircraft icing phenomena. With the experimental set up described above, a compre-
hensive investigation was conducted to characterize the thermodynamic characteris-
tics of DBD plasma actuations as a function of relevant controlling parameters (e.g., 
applied voltage, frequency, and power input, etc...) under frozen-cold test conditions 
coupled with significant convective heat transfer pertinent to aircraft anti−/de-icing.

Figure 6 shows one example of the experimental results to reveal the time evolu-
tion of the measured temperature distribution over the airfoil surface protected by 
the DBD plasma actuator a dry test condition (i.e., without turning on the water spray 
system of the ISU-IRT). For the experiment results, while the incoming airflow was 
set at of U∞ = 40 m/s and T∞ = −5.0°C, the AC-DBD plasma actuators were supplied 
by AC voltage of Vp-p = 12.5 kV and f = 10 kHz, with the corresponding applied 
power density of Pd = 7.8. kW/m2. It is clearly seen that, after the plasma actuator was 
switched on, the temperatures over the airfoil surface were found to increase rapidly, 
with the local surface temperatures at the edges of the exposed electrodes being raised 
from −5°C to more than 25°C in less than 5 seconds. As shown clearly in Figure 6(a), 
the surface heating was first initiated at the edges of the exposed electrodes with evi-
dent local temperature peaks (i.e., as indicated by the white strips in the temperature 
map over the airfoil surface). As the time goes by, more and more thermal energy was 
generated during the plasma discharges, as seen from the measurement results shown 
in Figure 6(b)–(d). It should be noted that the maximum temperatures were always 
found to be located at the edges of the exposed electrodes, which agrees with the 
findings reported in the previous studies [40]. Meanwhile, the temperature over  
the exposed electrodes (i.e., copper tap) appeared to be much higher than that over 
the dielectric layer (i.e., Kapton film). The temperature differences between the 
electrode surfaces and the surface of the dielectric layer were believed to be caused 
by the significant difference in the thermal conductivity between the copper tape 
and the Kapton film (i.e., 385.0 W/m·K for copper tape vs. 1.57 W/m·K for Kapton 
film). The measured surface temperature was found to be relatively low near the 
airfoil leading edge in general, and increased gradually at further downstream loca-
tions, which was correlated well with the chordwise development of the convective 
heat transfer over the airfoil surface (i.e., the heat convection would be maximum at 
the airfoil leading edge, and decrease gradually in the downstream [49]).

Based on the measured temperature distributions given in Figure 6, the span-
wise-averaged temperature profiles along the airfoil chord can be extracted, and 
the extracted results are given in Figure 7. It can be seen clearly that the spanwise-
averaged temperature profiles at the different time instances have a very similar 
distribution pattern, i.e., the surface temperatures were always found to reach the 
local peak values at the edges of the exposed electrodes, and then decrease gradually 

Figure 6. 
Measured temperature distribution over the airfoil surface with the DBD plasma actuator operating under a 
dry test condition of U∞ = 40 m/s and T∞ = −5°C.
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with the increasing distance away from the edges of the exposed electrodes. For 
example, at the time instance of t = 0.4 s, while the surface temperatures over the 
dielectric layer were found to have almost no change (i.e., still being frozen cold at 
Tsurface = −5°C), the local temperature peaks at the electrode edges were found to 
increase rapidly and become higher than +5.0°C. Along with the rapid temperature 
rise at the edges of the exposed electrodes, the temperatures over the surfaces of 
copper-based electrodes were also found to become much higher in comparison 
to those over the dielectric layer. It was suggested that the predominant heating 
mechanism in plasma discharges is due to the heat transfer from the plasma to the 
gas, which then heats up the surface of the plasma actuator through forced convec-
tion [32]. With the plasma actuator embedded over the airfoil surface was exposed 
in the frozen cold airflow coupled with significant convective heat transfer, the 
hot air originally heated by plasma discharges would not only be in contact with 
the dielectric layer, but also convect over the copper-based exposed electrodes. It 
caused the temperature rise over the surfaces of the exposed electrodes. Due to the 
much higher thermal conductivity of the copper-based exposed electrodes, the 
electrode surfaces were found to have a much faster thermal response (i.e., rapid 
temperature increases) in comparison to that of the Kapton-based dielectric layer, 
as shown quantitatively from the measured temperature profiles given in Figure 6. 
As the time goes on, the temperatures over the airfoil surface were found to increase 
rapidly, with the maximum temperature raised to more than 35°C at 6.4 seconds 
after turning on the DBD plasma actuator. It can also be seen clearly that, the sur-
face temperature around the third exposed electrode was found to be always higher 
than those at other locations, which is believed to be a result of the development 
of the thermal boundary layer over the airfoil surface, i.e., due to the effects of the 
significant convective hear transfer over the airfoil surface [50].

4.3  Comparison of the anti−/de-icing performance of the DBD plasma-based 
approach against the convention electrical surface heating methods

With the experimental setup given in Figure 5, a comprehensive experimen-
tal campaign was conducted to provide a side-by-side comparison of the DBD 

Figure 7. 
Spanwise-averaged temperature profiles along the airfoil chord with the DBD plasma actuators operating 
under a dry test condition of U∞ = 40 m/s and T∞ = −5°C.
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plasma-based approach against conventional electrical heating methods in prevent-
ing the ice formation and accretion over the airfoil surface. In performing the ice 
accretion experiments, ISU-IRT was operated at a prescribed frozen-cold tempera-
ture level (e.g., T∞ = −5°C for the present study) for at least 30 minutes in order to 
ensure ISU-IRT reaching a thermal steady state. Then, the DBD plasma actuator 
and the electrical film heater embedded over the airfoil/wing surface were switched 
on simultaneously for about 60 seconds to achieve a thermal equilibrium state 
before turning on the water spray system of ISU-IRT. After the water spray system 
was switched on at t = t0, the super-cooled water droplets carried by the incoming 
airflow would impinge onto the surface of the airfoil/wing model to start the ice 
accretion process. During the experiments, the high-speed imaging system and IR 
thermal imaging system were synchronized to record the dynamic ice accretion or 
anti−/de-icing process and map the corresponding surface temperature distribu-
tions over the ice accreting airfoil/wing model simultaneously.

Figure 8 shows the typical snapshots of the dynamic ice accretion process 
over the airfoil surface with the same electric power supplied to the DBD plasma 
actuator and the electrical film heater (i.e., Pd = 7.8 kW/m2) for the anti−/de-icing 
operation. The box in red dashed lines in the acquired images indicates the mea-
surement window of the IR thermal imaging system. Since very similar features 
were observed for all the test cases, only the measurement results obtained under 
the test conditions of U∞ = 40 m/s, T∞ = −5°C and LWC = 1.0 g/m3 were shown and 
analyzed here for conciseness. As shown clearly in Figure 8(a), right after starting 
the ice accretion experiments (i.e., t = 10.0 s), since both the DBD plasma actuator 
and the electrical film heater had already been switched on for a while to make the 
surface temperatures of the airfoil/wing model being well above the freezing point 
of water, the supercooled water droplets were found to be heated up rapidly, upon 
impacting onto the heated airfoil surface. Therefore, the front surface of the airfoil 
model protected by the plasma actuator and the electrical film heater (i.e., from the 
leading edge to ~30% chord length) was found to be totally ice free, with evident 
water runback flow observed over the airfoil surface. Driven by the boundary layer 
airflow over the airfoil surface, the unfrozen water was found to run back in the 
form of film/rivulet flows. The runback water over the airfoil surface on the electri-
cal film heater side was found to be refrozen into ice eventually to form rivulet-
shaped ice structures at the downstream region of X/C ≈ 60%. In comparison, 

Figure 8. 
Acquired images to reveal the dynamic ice accretion process over the airfoil surface with the electric power 
supplied to the plasma actuator and the film heater being Pd = 7.8 kW/m2.
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much less runback water was observed over the airfoil surface on the DBD plasma 
actutor side with much fewer ice structures formed at the downstream locations.

The experimental observation suggests that, with the same electric powere 
inputs, the DBD plasam actuator seems to have a better anti−/de-icing performance 
in comparison to the conventioneal electric film heater. This can be explained by 
the facts that, since the airflow over the region covered by the DBD plasma actuator 
would be sufficiently heated due to the gas heating effects in the plasma acuatu-
ation, a portion of the airbrone water droplets would be warming up rapidly and 
even evaporated as they flying through the plasam region before impacting onto 
with airfloil surface, resulting in the less water mass collected over the airfoil sur-
face proptected by the DBD plasma actutor. However, with the supercooled water 
droplets impinging onto the airfoil surface protected by conventional electrical film 
heater, the thermal energy was mainly transferred from the heating elements to 
the airfoil surface via heat conduction. Since the input power for this cases was not 
sufficient to instantly evaporate the impacted water droplets (i.e., Pd = 7.8 kW/m2), 
the impacted water droplets were found to coalesce quickly on the airfoil surface 
to form rivulets/film flows to transport the impacted water mass to further down-
stream locations, as driven by the airflow over the airfoil surface. Due to the intense 
convective heat transfer between the surface water and the frozen cold incoming 
airflow over the airfoil surface, the runback water was found to be refrozen into 
ice eventually, result in the formation of rivulet-shaped ice strcutures at further 
downstream locations.

As the time goes on, more and more super-cooled water droplets would 
impinge onto the airfoil surface. As a result, more water mass was found to be 
collected over the airfoil surface to cause the formation of more rivulet-shaped 
runback ice accreted at the downstream locations of the airfoil surface. As shown 
in Figure 8(b) and (c), while electric power supplied to the two systems were set 
to be the same value of Pd = 7.8 kW/m2, the ice structures accreted over the airfoil 
surface on the plasma actuator side were always found to be less than those on the 
electric film heater side.

In order to achieve a better anti−/de-icing performance, the electric power sup-
plied to the plasma actuator and the electrical film heater were increased by a factor 
of two (i.e., Pd = 15.6 kW/m2) to generate more thermal energy for the anti−/de-icing. 
The typical snapshots of the dynamic water runback/ice accretion process with 
elevated power input are shown in Figure 9. It can be clearly seen that, with the higher 
power input of Pd = 15.6 kW/m2, the airfoil surface was found to become completely 
free of ice on both sides of the airfoil surface. It can also be seen that, similar to that 
observed for the case with relatively lower power input described above, the DBD 
plasma side of the airfoil surface appeared to have much less water runback in com-
parison to that on the electric film heater side. The rapid evaporation of the airborne 
water droplets as flying through the plasma region described above is believed to be 
the reason to cause the much less water mass collected on the plasma actuator side of 
the airfoil surface.

The corresponding IR thermal imaging results can reveal more details on the 
different working mechanisms of the two system for the anti−/de-icing operation. 
While Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the measured temperature distribu-
tions over the airfoil surface before and after starting the ice accretion process, 
Figure 11 gives the corresponding surface temperatures at different chordwise 
locations (i.e., locations of A, B, C and D at X/C = 2.0%, 10% 18% and 45% chord 
respectively, as indicated in Figure 10) as a function of the time on the two sides 
of the airfoil surface (i.e., plasma actuator side vs. electric film heater side). It can 
be seen clearly that, after the DBD plasma actuator was switched on for 10 sec-
onds (i.e., at t = 10s), the temperatures over the exposed electrodes of the plasma 
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actuator were found to increase to about 10°C, while the temperatures over the 
dielectric surface (i.e., in the spacings between the electrodes) were still quite low 
(i.e., below the freezing point of water), which has been discussed in the previous 
section. Since the electrical film heater was also switched on simultaneously, a 

Figure 9. 
Acquired images to reveal the dynamic ice accretion process over the airfoil surface with the electric power 
supplied to the plasma actuator and the film heater being Pd = 15.6 kW/m2.

Figure 10. 
Time evolution of the measured temperature distributions over the airfoil surface before and after starting the 
ice accretion process.
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strip-patterned temperature distribution was found over the airfoil surface on elec-
tric film heater side at t = 10 seconds. Such a strip-like temperature distribution was 
due to the configuration of the etched foil resistance element encapsulated between 
the Polyimide films in the electric film heater.

As the time goes by, more and more thermal energy would be generated 
on both the plasma actuator side and the electric film heater side of the airfoil 
surface. At about 50 second after turning on the plasma actuator and the electric 
film heater, a thermal equilibrium state was found to achieve on both sides of the 
airfoil surface, as indicated by the flattening surface temperature profiles shown in 
Figure 11(a) and (b). It can be seen clearly that, the surface temperatures over the 
electrical film heater were much higher than those over the DBD plasma actuator 
as they reached the thermal equilibrium state. The temperatures at the down-
stream location “C” (i.e., X/D = 18%) were found to be the maximum on both sides 
with the measured values becoming 20°C and 90°C on the plasma actuator side 
and the electric film heater side, respectively. As described above, while the ther-
mal energy generated by the electrical film heater is mainly at the heater surface 
through resistive heating, the primary heating mechanism in DBD plasma actua-
tion is through gas heating and then heating up the dielectric/electrodes surfaces 
through direct injection, convection and radiation [32]. Therefore, with the same 
power input, the measured surface temperatures on the electric film heater surface 
were found to be much higher than those over the DBD plasma actuator. It was also 
found that, after the thermal equilibrium state was achieved, the temperature was 
higher at the locations further away from the airfoil leading edge (i.e., X/C ≈ 18%) 
as clearly shown in Figures 10 and 11. Existence of such a temperature gradient 
over the airfoil surface was believed to be caused by the development of the ther-
mal boundary layer over the airfoil surface, i.e., due to the significant convective 
heat transfer over the airfoil surface with the maximum heat convection locating at 
the airfoil leading edge and decreasing gradually in the downstream region.

As indicated by the dashed line in Figure 11, the water spray system of ISU was 
switched on at t = 60 s to start the ice accretion process, i.e., at 60 seconds after 
turning on the plasma actuator and the electrical film heater. This time instant was 
also defined as t0, as given in Figure 10(b). It was found that, after the super-cooled 
water droplets impinged onto the airfoil surface, for the time instance at t = t0 + 25 s, 
while the surface temperature on the electric film heater was found to decrease 
significantly, the temperature on the surface of the plasma actuator only dropped 

Figure 11. 
Measured surface temperatures at different chordwise locations on the airfoil surface before and after starting 
the ice accretion process.
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slightly as shown in Figure 10. As the time goes on, more and more impinged water 
would be collected on the airfoil surface. Since the power input to the plasma actua-
tor and the electric film heater were sufficiently high to prevent ice accretion over 
the airfoil surfaces (i.e., Pd = 15.6 kW/m2), the mass transport and energy transfer 
on both sides of the airfoil surface were found to reach an equilibrium state, as 
indicated by the almost unchanged temperature distributions. More quantitatively, 
after the water droplets impinged on the airfoil surface, while the temperature drop 
on the airfoil surface protected by the plasma actuator was about 33% (i.e., the 
temperature dropped from 12.0°C to 8.0°C at the location A and B, and dropped 
from 18.0°C to 12.0°C at the location C), the corresponding temperature decrease 
son the airfoil surface protected by the electrical film heater were found to be around 
70% (i.e., the temperature decreased from 25.0°C to 6.0°C at the location A, from 
60.0°C to 20.0°C at the location B, and from 90.0°C to 25.0°C at the location C). 
Such significant differences in the surface temperature changes before and after the 
impingement of the super-cooled water droplets can be explained by the different 
heating mechanisms discussed in the previous section. For the electrical film heater 
case, since the thermal energy was mainly generated at the heater surface, and then 
transferred into the impinged supercooled water droplets, the measured surface 
temperature, therefore, appeared to drop significantly due to the great temperature 
differences between the heater surface and the impinged water droplets. However, 
for the case with the water droplets impinging onto the surface of the DBD plasma 
actuator, the water droplets had already been effectively warmed up through the 
forced heat convection as they were flying through the hot air above the plasma actu-
ator. Since the temperatures of the water droplets would be increased substantially 
before impacting onto the dielectric/electrodes surface, it results in the much smaller 
surface temperature drops upon the impacting of the water droplets onto the airfoil 
surface protected by the plasma actuator, as revealed quantitatively in Figure 11(b).

4.4  Further improve the anti−/de-icing performance of the DBD plasma-based 
approach with a duty-cycle modulation technique

As described above, with the same power input, the DBD plasma-based 
approach was demonstrated to be more effective in preventing ice accretion over 
the airfoil surface, in comparison with the conventional electrical heating method. 
The anti−/de-icing performance of the DBD plasma-based approach can be fur-
ther improved through optimization of the design paradigms of the plasma actua-
tion in the terms of plasma actuation modes (i.e., AC-DBD vs. ns-DBD plasma 
actuation) [38], the layout design of the plasma actuator over the airfoil surface 
[36], the applied voltage and frequency, etc. [51]. As an example of the attempts 
to optimize the DBD plasma actuation for improved anti−/de-icing performance, 
a duty-cycled modulation concept was utilized by leveraging the unique feature of 
fast response time for the DBD plasma actuation (i.e., on the order of 10 ~ 100 ms) 
in terms of momentum transfer [28] and thermal effects [47] induced by plasma 
discharges. Figure 12 shows a schematic of the duty-cycle modulation from a 
continuous DBD plasma actuation to a duty-cycled DBD plasma actuation. Various 
frequencies of the duty-cycled DBD plasma actuation were examined to evaluate 
the effects of the duty cycle frequency on the thermal characteristics of the DBD 
plasma actuation [39].

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the acquired ice accretion images and the 
corresponding IR thermal imaging results with the DBD plasma actuators being 
operated at different duty-cycled frequencies. The experimental study was con-
ducted under the same icing test condition of the test conditions of U∞ = 40 m/s, 
T∞ = −5°C and LWC = 1.0 g/m3. While the maximum instantaneous power inputs 
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supplied to the plasma actuator were different for the cases with different duty-
cycle modulation frequencies, the total power consumptions over a given period of 
time were kept at the same level for all the compared cases. It is clearly seen that, the 
cases with duty-cycled plasma actuations show much better anti−/de-icing perfor-
mance (i.e., with the plasma region being completely free of ice), in comparison to 
that of the continuous plasma actuation (i.e., the baseline case shown at the most 
left side of Figure 13). As the duty cycle frequency increases, much less rivulets-
shaped ice features were found to form over the airfoil surface. Since the surface 
temperatures for the cases with the duty cycled DBD plasma actuations are much 
higher than that of the baseline case with continuous plasma actuation, the increase 
in the duty cycle frequency was found to further enhance the thermal effects of 
the DBD plasma actuation, resulting in higher temperatures over the airfoil sur-
face, as revealed quantitatively from the acquired IR thermal imaging results. The 

Figure 12. 
A schematic of the modulation from a continuous plasma actuation to a duty-cycled plasma actuation for 
improved anti−/de-icing performance.

Figure 13. 
Comparison of duty-cycled DBD plasma actuations modulated with different duty-cycle frequencies.
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enhanced thermal effects of the duty-cycled DBD plasma actuation at higher duty 
cycle frequencies was demonstrated to be able to further improve the anti−/de-icing 
performance of the DBD-plasma-based approach for aircraft icing mitigation.

5. Conclusion

In the present study, we report the research progress made in our efforts to utilize 
the thermal effects induced by DBD plasma actuation to suppress dynamic ice accre-
tion process over the surface of an airfoil/wing model for aircraft icing mitigation. 
While the fundamental mechanisms for thermal energy generation in DBD plasma 
actuation were introduced briefly, the significant differences in the working mecha-
nism of the DBD-plasma-based surface heating approach from those of conventional 
resistive electric heating methods were highlighted for aircraft anti−/de-icing 
applications. By leveraging the unique Icing Research Tunnel available at Iowa State 
University (i.e., ISU-IRT), a comprehensive experimental campaign was conducted 
to quantify the thermodynamic characteristics of an DBD plasma actuator embedded 
over the surface of an airfoil model exposed to frozen cold incoming airflow coupled 
with significant convective heat transfer in the context of aircraft anti−/de-icing. By 
integrating a DBD plasma actuator and a conventional electrical film heater onto the 
same airfoil/wing model, an experimental investigation was conducted to provide a 
side-by-side comparison between the DBD plasma-based approach and conventional 
resistive electrical heating method in preventing ice formation and accretion over the 
airfoil surface under a typical aircraft icing condition. While a high-speed camera 
was used to capture the transient details of the dynamic ice accretion and water 
transport processes over the airfoil surface, an infrared (IR) thermal imaging system 
was utilized to map the corresponding temperature over the airfoil surface protected 
by the DBD plasma actuator and the electrical film heater during the anti−/de-icing 
operation. Based on the side-by-side comparison of the measurement results (i.e., 
snapshots of the visualization images and quantitative surface temperature distribu-
tions) on the plasma side of the airfoil surface against those of the electric film heater 
side under the same icing test condition, the effectiveness of using the thermal 
effects induced by DBD plasma actuation and the conventional electrical heating in 
preventing ice formation and accretion over the airfoil surface was evaluated and 
analyzed in details.

It was found that, with the same input power density, the surface temperature 
on the electric film heater was much higher than that over the surface of the DBD 
plasma actuator before the water droplets impingement, which was essentially due 
to the different heating mechanisms of the two methods. For the conventional elec-
trical film heater, the thermal energy was mainly generated at the heater surface. 
For the case of the DBD plasma actuation, the heating path is through heat transfer 
from the plasma discharges to the ambient gas at first, and then heating up the sur-
faces of the dielectric layer and electrodes through direct injection, convection, and 
radiation. Upon the impingement of the super-cooled water droplets onto the airfoil 
surface, while the surface temperature over the electrical film heater was found to 
descend significantly due to the instant heat transfer from the electric film heater 
surface to the impinged water mass, the decrease in the measured surface tem-
perature over the airfoil surface on the plasma actuator side appeared to be much 
less since the airborne water droplets were pre-heated greatly as flying through the 
hot air above the DBD plasma actuator before being in contacting with the heated 
airfoil surface. As a result, the DBD plasma-based method showed a more promis-
ing performance in preventing ice formation and accretion over the airfoil surface, 
in comparison with that of the conventional electrical heating method.
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An explorative study was also conducted to further improve the anti−/de-icing 
performance of the DBD plasma-based method by adopting a duty-cycle modula-
tion concept. It was found that the implementation of duty-cycled modulation to 
the DBD plasma actuation can significantly enhance the thermal effects induced by 
the DBD plasma actuation. It was demonstrated clearly that, under the same icing 
condition and the same total power input, the duty-cycled plasma actuation has a 
better anti−/de-icing performance in comparison to the continuous plasma actua-
tion. The findings derived from the present study could be used to explore/optimize 
design paradigm for the development of novel DBD-plasma-based anti−/de-icing 
strategies tailored specifically for aircraft icing mitigation.
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Chapter 3

In-Liquid Plasma: A Novel Tool
for Nanofabrication
Palash Jyoti Boruah, Parismita Kalita and Heremba Bailung

Abstract

This chapter focuses on synthesising nanomaterials using an emerging
technology called In-Liquid Plasma, i.e., plasma generation inside a liquid. The
generation of various reactive species and energetic electrons in the plasma zone
plays a crucial role in synthesising nanomaterials. They act as the reducing agent.
Non-requirement of the toxic chemical reducing agents make In-Liquid Plasma an
environmentally friendly green approach to fabricate nanomaterials. This method
enables the simultaneous synthesis of nanoparticles from the electrode material and
liquid precursor, which gains much importance on the single-step synthesis of
nanocomposites. Moreover, it gives flexibility in controlling both the physical and
chemical parameters, which provide fine-tuning required for the size, shape and
composition of nanomaterials.

Keywords: In-Liquid Plasma, Plasma zone, Reactive species, Nanomaterial,
Precursor solution, Size and shape transformation

1. Introduction

Plasma technology has been involved in various biomedical and environmental
applications for quite a long time. From the treatment of cancer to the polluted
water, its involvement increases day by day to humankind. Moreover, plasma has
also been immensely engaged in the fabrication of high-quality nanomaterials [1].
Various methods have been employed to generate the plasma both in the non-
thermal and thermal conditions. Amongst them, Plasma – Liquid Interaction (PLI)
gains a lot of attention as it involves both the physical and chemical processes
simultaneously [2]. It offers single-step, rapid and large-scale synthesis of uniform
nanomaterials with different shapes and sizes [3]. One of the advantages of PLI is
that it does not require any external reducing and stabilising chemical agents, so a
few purification steps can be avoided before applying in any application. The
reactive species form during the generation of plasma act as the reducing or
oxidising agents. Moreover, it does not require water cool vacuum chambers or
pumping systems. PLI offers two effective ways for nanomaterial synthesis. The
first one is from the electrode material by generating plasma between two elec-
trodes placed in a liquid. This process is termed as In-Liquid Plasma or solution
plasma. Here, nanomaterials can also synthesised using specific metal precursor
solutions. Hence, both the electrode material and the precursor solution can be the
source of nanomaterial formation. In the second one, nanomaterials are fabricated
by generating plasma above a liquid surface. Here, one electrode is placed above the
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liquid surface and the other is immersed into the liquid in such a way that the liquid
surface acts as the counter electrode. The liquid (precursor) acts as the
nanomaterial source i.e., plasma interact with the liquid solution to synthesise
nanomaterials.

In-Liquid Plasma mainly consists of three zones. The central zone is the plasma
region, where the temperature goes beyond thousands of kelvin. The next one is the
gaseous region, which is formed due to the evaporation of water/solvent. The
outermost zone is the liquid medium, where the temperature is slightly more than
the room temperature. Besides these zones, there are two interfacial regions called
the plasma/gas and gas/liquid interface. These are very significant regions for
nanomaterial synthesis, where many physical and chemical activities occur. A broad
range of active radicals such as OH ∗ ,H2O2, O3,NO, e�

aqð Þ, UV radiations and shock

waves are formed in these interfacial zones [4]. Figure 1 shows the presence of the
three zones (plasma, gas and liquid) and the interfacial regions (plasma/gas and
gas/liquid) during the generation of plasma inside a liquid. This chapter will mainly
discuss the In-Liquid Plasma, i.e., plasma generation inside liquid to synthesise
various nanomaterials. A review of nanofabrication by In-Liquid Plasma over the
last two decades has been discussed in the following paragraphs.

Since the beginning of the 21st century, In- Liquid Plasma has been vigorously
involved in the synthesis of various nanomaterials. In the early years, researchers
have mainly focused on the synthesis of carbon-based nanomaterials [5–8]. In 2000,
Ishigami et al. reported the continuous synthesis of multi-walled carbon nanotubes
by generating arc discharge between two graphite electrodes inside liquid nitrogen
[5]. Whereas Sano et al. in 2001 investigated the synthesis of carbon onions in water
[6] and in 2004, single-walled carbon nanotubes with nanohorns in liquid nitrogen
[9]. Bera et al. synthesised palladium nanoparticles filled carbon nanotubes using
arc discharge in palladium chloride (PdCl2) solution in 2004 [10]. After these
pioneering investigations, researchers began to work on the synthesis of noble and

Figure 1.
Schematic representation of the generation of plasma inside a liquid showing the presence of plasma/gas and
gas/liquid interfaces.
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transition metal nanomaterials and their composites. Lo et al. synthesised Copper
(Cu) – based nanofluids and silver nanofluids using submerged arc nanoparticle
synthesis system (SANSS) in 2005 and 2007 respectively [11, 12]. Lung et al., in
2007, reported the synthesis of gold (Au) nanoparticles in water by arc discharge
[13]. Ashkarran et al. synthesised tungsten trioxide (WO3), Zinc oxide (ZnO) and
Zirconium oxide (ZrO2) nanoparticles inside water in 2008 [14], 2009 [15] and
2010 [16] respectively. In 2009, Omurzak et al. reported the synthesis of blue
amorphous titanium oxide (TiO2) and TinO2n-1 nanoparticles by generating plasma
between two titanium electrodes [17].

In the meantime, besides the erosion of electrode materials, the researchers
investigated the reduction of metallic salt solutions by the In-Liquid Plasma for the
synthesis of various nanomaterials. Saito et al., in 2009, synthesised Au
nanoparticles by generating plasma between two tungsten electrodes inside
Chloroauric acid (HAuCl4) [18]. HAuCl4 acts as the metal precursor for Au
nanoparticles. Pootawang et al. investigated the synthesis of silver/platinum
(Ag/Pt) bimetallic nanocomposites by producing plasma between a silver and a
platinum electrode inside a mixture of solution containing sodium dodecylsulfonate
(SDS) and sodium chloride (NaCl) using a unipolar pulse power supply in 2012
[19]. Synthesis of WO3, Ag and Au nanoparticles by generating plasma between a
metal electrode (tungsten or silver or gold) and a copper plate was investigated by
Hattori et al. in 2013 [20]. Lee et al., in 2014, synthesised tin (Sn) and tin oxide
(SnO2) nanoparticles by the reduction of tin chloride dehydrate (SnCl2. 2H2O) [21].
Fabrication of manganese (Mn) oxide/activated carbon composites was investi-
gated by Lee et al. in 2015 [22]. They used a mixture of manganese chloride
tetrahydrate (MnCl2.4H2O) and activated carbon powder as the solution. The for-
mer and latter act as the precursor for manganese oxide and carbonaceous material
respectively. Synthesis of bimetallic Nickel (Ni)/Copper (Cu) nanoparticles by
generating plasma inside a mixture of nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2.6H2O)
and copper nitrate tetrahydrate (Cu(NO3)2.4H2O) solution was reported by Sun
et al. in 2016 [23]. To enhance catalytic activity towards oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR), Panomsuwan et al. reported the synthesis of metal-free composite of
nitrogen-doped carbon nanoparticles (NCNP)/carbon nanofiber (CNF) using solu-
tion plasma in 2016 [24]. The composites were obtained by generating plasma
inside a mixture of CNF and 2 – cyanopyridine (C6H4N2), where the latter act as the
source of nitrogen. Fabrication of bead-chain-like nanostructures of ZnO from the
oriented attachment of spherical Zn/ZnO nanoparticles by generating DC plasma
between two Zinc electrodes inside deionised water was reported by Ziashahabi
et al. in 2017 [25]. Fabrication of nitrogen-doped activated carbon-supported iron
oxide (Fe2O3) nanocomposites for supercapacitor applications was investigated by
Lee et al. in 2018 [26]. They first prepared the nitrogen-doped carbon (NC) by
Liquid Phase Plasma (LPP) inside a solution containing ammonium chloride
(NH4Cl) and activated carbon (AC) powder, where the former act as the precursor
for nitrogen. After that, the resultant particles were mixed in iron chloride (FeCl2)
and Cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) solution. The LPP reaction then
gives the iron oxide/NC composites (IONCC). The specific capacitance and cyclic
stability of NC and IONCC were found superior to the bare AC. Synthesis of Cu –

Ni/CuO – NiO (CNO) nanocomposites by generating a plasma between a copper
and nickel electrodes inside water using a bipolar pulse high voltage power supply
was reported by Yang et al. in 2020 [27]. They found superior catalytic activity of
CNO towards methanol electrocatalytic oxidation in alkaline media than the other
transition metal or metal oxide based catalyst. Boruah et al. in 2021, reported a
novel single-step synthesis method of Au/CuO micro/nanocomposites by generat-
ing plasma between two copper electrodes inside a solution of HAuCl4 [28]. The
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copper electrodes acted as the source of CuO particles and the HAuCl4 acted as the
precursor of Au nanoparticles.

Moreover, researchers have also focused on the fabrication of nanomaterials
having various defect states to enhance the catalytic activity of the materials during
the last few years. Panomsuwan et al., in 2015, reported the synthesis of defect-
induced black titanium oxide (H-TiO2-x) nanoparticles by generating plasma
between two titanium electrodes inside water [29]. They observed a higher
photocatalytic performance of H-TiO2-x (90%) than the commercial TiO2 particles
(18%) for the degradation of Methylene blue (MB) dye under visible light irradia-
tion. Moreover, about 51% of MB molecules adsorbed on the surface of H-TiO2-x

under dark, whereas for commercial TiO2, the adsorption was about only 9%. The
same group in 2018 fabricated defect–induced heterophase anatase/brookite TiO2-x

nanocrystals by generating plasma inside a solution containing commercially avail-
able TiO2 powder [30]. Active radicals present in the plasma interact with the TiO2

particles to form defective sites. A higher gaseous photocatalytic activity towards
acetaldehyde degradation to CO2 of the plasma-treated particles (TiO2-x) (91.1%)
than the untreated commercial TiO2 particles (51%) was observed. Boruah et al. in
2020 synthesised narrow bandgap tungsten oxide (WO3-x) nanoparticles by gener-
ating plasma inside deionised water [31]. The reason behind the formation of
narrow bandgap nanoparticles was investigated to be the presence of higher amount
of oxygen vacancies. They observed higher photocatalytic performance of WO3-x

nanoparticles (77%) than the commercial nano WO3 (62%) and bulk WO3 (50%)
particles under a solar simulator.

2. Experimental details and methodology

2.1 Experimental designs

The design of experimental setups mainly depends on two electrode configura-
tions: pin-to-pin and pin-to-plane. In the first one, two pointed electrodes are
placed vertically towards each other and in the second one, a pointed electrode is
positioned vertically to a planar (plate) electrode. The advantage of pin-to-pin and
pin-to-plane electrode configuration is to attain maximum electric field at a desired
electrode gap. Various types of voltage waveforms such as DC, pulsed DC, AC, RF
(radio-frequency) and microwave are used to generate plasma. Figure 2 (a) and (b)
shows the generation of plasma using the pin-to-plane and pin-to-pin electrode
configurations respectively, in our laboratory. For pin-to-plane, it is observed that

Figure 2.
Generation of plasma using (a) pin-to-plane and (b) pin-to-pin electrode configurations.
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the plasma channel diverse from the pin electrode towards the plane electrode and
for pin-to-pin, the plasma expands at the central region from the tip of the two
electrodes. Hattori et al. employed a pin-to-plane electrode configuration to gener-
ate a plasma between a metallic electrode and a copper plate using radio-frequency
plasma [20]. Whereas Lange et al. reported the use of pin-to-pin electrode configu-
ration to generate a plasma between two vertically pointed graphite electrodes using
a DC power supply [8].

Many different types of experimental setups have been designed so far for the
fabrication of nanomaterials in various liquids. Ishigami et al. designed the experi-
mental setup for the continuous production and transportation of carbon nanotubes
[5]. They dipped a graphite anode and a short copper or graphite cathode having
pin-to-pin electrode geometry into a vessel containing liquid nitrogen. After the
generation of plasma, carbon nanotubes were formed due to the erosion of the
anode material. They made funnel-shaped bottom of the vessel and sealed it with a
valve to operate continuously. The valve opens periodically to transfer the
nanotubes from the vessel. In a pin-to-pin or pin-to-plane electrode configuration,
erosion of anode is much higher than the cathode erosion [32]. Hence, the resultant
nanomaterial is made of anode material.

2.2 Mechanism of plasma generation

Usually, a pulsed high voltage power supply with a voltage rise time shorter than
the Maxwellian relaxation time of the liquid is required to generate plasma inside a
liquid [33]. When a high voltage is applied between the two electrodes inside a
liquid, it induces a current and redistribution of the electric field. Subsequently,
Joules heating at the tip of the electrodes takes place, which initiates the bubble
formation due to the evaporation of the liquid. Eq. (1) provides an expression for
the theoretical maximum of the electric field in pin-to-plane electrode
configuration [34]:

Em ¼ 2Vi

Rln 2D=Rð Þ (1)

Where, Vi, R and D represent the applied voltage, the radius of curvature of the
pin electrode tip and the distance between the two electrodes respectively. There-
fore, to attain the maximum electric field (Em) at a constant voltage, both the radius
of curvature of the pin electrode tip and the distance between the two electrodes
should be as minimum as possible. When the applied voltage is increased to a
specific value, the high electric field initiates the discharge inside the bubbles.
When the bubbles are bridged together, a continuous plasma channel is formed
between the two electrodes. The formation of plasma or the conductive channel
depends on the Joules heating. When it is larger than a threshold value, instability
occurs, which stimulates the immediate evaporation of the liquid followed by ther-
mal breakdown. Hence, plasma is generated between the two electrodes. However,
when Joules heating is smaller than the threshold value, only electrolysis takes
place. The mechanism of plasma discharge inside liquid also depends on its polarity.
As water is a polar medium, it can conduct current and the plasma discharge occurs
using the mechanism as explained above. However, for a non-polar medium, the
discharge mechanism is slightly different. As non-polar medium cannot conduct
electricity hence, bubble formation does not take place. Therefore, plasma genera-
tion can only be possible when the electric field between the two electrodes is high
enough to trigger the dielectric breakdown of the medium. The dielectric break-
down can be defined as the sharp reduction in the electric resistance of a medium,
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when the electric field is higher than the dielectric constant of the medium. Li et al.
compared the mechanism of plasma discharge in polar (tap water) and non-polar
(benzene) solution [35]. The dielectric constant of benzene is �106 V/m. They
observed the discharge inside benzene after applying the voltage between the two
electrodes (electrode gap 0.5 mm) reached 1.5 kV. However, for tap water, the
plasma discharge channel was observed by applying less than 1 kV.

2.3 Plasma diagnostics and influence of reactive species on material fabrication

As the plasma inside the liquid is confined to a tiny region, spectroscopic diag-
nostics is mainly employed to determine the plasma parameters such as plasma
density and temperature. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) helps to identify the
presence of various reactive species in the plasma zone. The emission spectrum
obtained from the plasma zone is the superposition of the continuous spectra of
electron radiation and band or line spectra of various molecules, atoms and radicals.
Stark broadening of spectral lines and line intensity ratios are employed to deter-
mine the plasma density and temperatures respectively [36]. The temperature of
the plasma zone is very crucial to fabricate various nanoparticles from the electrode
materials. When two or more spectral lines of the same element (atom or ion) are
present in the emission spectrum, then the electron/excitation temperature of the
plasma from the line intensity ratio can be expressed as [37].

Te ¼ E2 � E1

k ln I1A2g2λ1
I2A1g1λ2

� � (2)

Where, subscripts 1 and 2 denote two different spectral lines of the same ele-
ment. I, E, A, λ, g, and k are the relative intensity, the energy of upper level,
transition probability, the wavelength of the emission line, statistical weight and
Boltzmann constant respectively. When the temperature exceeds the boiling point
of the electrode material, there is a high probability of the vaporisation of the
electrode material to form the nanoparticles. Dunleavy et al. observed the presence
of two well-defined regions of plasma [38]. A central core having high tempera-
ture� (16000� 3500) K with high electron density Ne � 5� 1017 cm�3. The region
is at local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). As for LTE, the minimum electron
density is 2 � 1017 cm�3. The other is the low density (Ne � 1015 cm�3) peripheral
region, which is much cooler having temperature � 3500 K. In a unique work of
deposition of anti-corrosion layer using plasma electrolytic carbonitriding on pure
aluminium, the electron density and temperature were calculated to be
6 � 1015 cm�3 and 4000 K respectively [39].

The generation of various reactive species such as hydrogen (H*), oxygen (O*),
hydroxyl (OH*) and superoxide (O ∗�

2 ) radicals in the plasma region can be
explained using the following reactions [2]:

H2Oþ e� ! 2H ∗ þ O ∗ þ e� (3)

H2Oþ e� ! H ∗ þ OH ∗ þ e� (4)

O ∗ þO ∗ ! O2 (5)

H ∗ þO2 ! HO ∗
2 $ O ∗�

2 þHþ (6)

During the formation of metal nanoparticles from the electrolytic solution, the
expression for the reduction of metal ions (Mn+) dissolved in the solution by ener-
getic electrons in the plasma zone is as follows:
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Mnþ þ ne� ¼ M (7)

The mechanism of the formation of Au nanoparticles using the gold precursor
solution (HAuCl4) can be understood by considering the Eqs. (8)-(12) reported by
Ashkarran et al. [40] and Bratescu et al. [41]. Here 0 < j < 4 and the replacement of
Cl� by OH� depends on the pH of the solution.

HAuCl4 ! Hþ þ AuCl�4 (8)

AuCl�4 þ 3e� ! Au0 þ 4Cl� (9)

AuCl�4 þ jOH� $ AuCl�4�j OHð Þ�j þ jCl� (10)

AuCl�4 þ 3H ∗ ! Au0 þ 4Cl� þ 3Hþ (11)

Au OHð Þ�4 þ 3H ∗ ! Au0 þ OH� þ 3H2O (12)

Klapkiv et al. reported a simulation study on the synthesis of Al2O3 by
considering the plasma channel into three zones [42]. In the central zone of the
plasma channel, the temperature ranges from 7000 to 10000 K and the density of
electrons in the order of 1022 cm�3. Here, the evaporated anodic materials (made of
aluminium, Al) are partially ionised and all the other species are in a monoatomic
state. In this zone, Al reacts with singlet oxygen to form AlO, Al2O, and AlO2 as
given by the following reactions:

AlþO $ AlO (13)

2Alþ O $ Al2O (14)

Alþ 2O $ AlO2 (15)

In the next zone, the temperature is about 5400 K and the reactive molecular
species can exist. The following reactions are possible in this zone:

Alþ OH $ AlOþ 1=2H2 (16)

2Alþ OH $ Al2Oþ 1=2H2 (17)

The temperature of the third zone is around 2327 K and the formation of Al2O3 is
possible using the following equations:

2Alþ 3O $ Al2O3 (18)

2AlOþ O $ Al2O3 (19)

Al2Oþ 2O $ Al2O3 (20)

2Alþ 3OH $ Al2O3 þ 3=2H2 (21)

After this region, the temperature of the liquid medium falls to around 300 K
(room temperature of the liquid). During this drastic temperature change, the
polymorphic transition in the oxide phases is possible.

Optical Emission Spectroscopy also provides the emission spectra of electrode
materials; therefore, one can get an idea about the formation of nanoparticles from
the electrode material before going through the other material characterisation
techniques. To detect the plasma species, Lu et al. used OES, where they observed
the emission of Cu atoms along with the other plasma species such as OH, Hα, Hβ, O
and Na [43]. From the emission of Cu atoms, they suggested that at first, copper foil
anode is oxidised to form Cu2+, which then move towards the cathode due to the
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external electric field inside the plasma region. During their movement, they react
with high-energy electrons and H atoms to form Cu atoms. As copper atoms are
highly reactive in water, they are easily oxidised to form CuO nanoparticles. How-
ever, Saito et al. reported the synthesis of CuO nanoflower by considering a slightly
different mechanism [44]. Firstly, copper hydroxide [Cu(OH)2] is formed at the
surface of the copper electrode. The temperature of the electrolyte covering the
electrode goes beyond 260°, which is sufficient to melt the surface of the electrode.
Secondly, Cu(OH)2 interacts with plasma-generated OH� to form tetrahydrox-
ocuprate(II) anions [Cu(OH)4]

2�. Lastly, as the temperature drops, precipitation of
CuO (s) occurs by releasing H2O and OH�. Preferential growth of crystal plane
along with a specific direction forms spindle structures.

3. Synthesis of nanomaterials by controlling process parameter

It is well known that nanoparticles have widespread applications in various field
such as solar cells, photo-thermal cancer treatment, controlled drug delivery, catal-
ysis etc., because of its tunable optical, electrical and catalytic properties which
strictly depends on its structure and morphology of the particle. Therefore, nowa-
days, researchers have devoted substantial effort to have proper control on the
shape and size of nanoparticles by simply controlling the fundamental physical and
chemical parameters. One of the main advantages of In-Liquid Plasma method for
nanofabrication is that it provides flexibility in controlling both the physical
(plasma) as well as the chemical (solution) parameters. However, in the chemical-
based synthesis, only solution parameters and in the gas phase plasma synthesis of
nanomaterial, only plasma parameters can be controlled. Process parameters have a
very significant role in the morphology and composition of nanomaterials.

3.1 Variation of physical parameters

In the plasma – liquid interface, due to the interaction of energetic electrons with
the liquid medium, various reactive species are formed, which play a significant role
as the reducing agent in nanomaterial synthesis. Interestingly, these plasma-
generated reducing agents are directly related to the discharge voltage and current
applied to generate plasma. Therefore, the proper understanding of the role of
discharge voltage and current on nanomaterial synthesis is very essential. Saito et al.
investigated the size of Au nanoparticles by varying the discharge voltage [18]. For
the applied voltage of 1600 and 3200 V, after 1 min of plasma discharge, dendrite
shape nanoparticles of size �150 nm and after 5 min of discharge �50 nm
nanoparticles were observed. After 20 mins of discharge, for 1600 V applied volt-
age, a slight change of the size of the nanoparticles was observed. However, for
3200 V applied voltage, the particle size decreased significantly with some aniso-
tropic shapes such as triangular, pentagonal and hexagonal. After 45 mins of dis-
charge, the size of the nanoparticles reduced up to 20 nm. During the experiment,
they also observed that the pH of the solution (HAuCl4) decreased with the increase
of discharge time. The change in pH explains the formation small nanoparticles. At
low pH, gold nanoparticles dissolve and the reduction rate of gold ion decreases,
which leads to a reduction in nanoparticle size and formation of exotic or aniso-
tropic shapes. Ashkarran et al. reported the effect of discharge current on the size of
Zirconium oxide (ZrO2) nanoparticles [16]. For 10 A and 20 A arc current, the
average size (diameter) of the spherical particles were 21 nm and 42 nm respec-
tively, i.e. size of the particles increased with the increase in discharge current. As
the smaller particles have a larger specific surface area, therefore, they observed
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higher photocatalytic activity of the nanoparticles synthesised at lower discharge
current. However, Ziashahabi et al. reported contradictory results, where they
observed a decrease in the size of the Zn/ZnO nanocomposites with the increase of
discharge current [25]. By maintaining the discharge current at 20, 50, 100 and 150
A, the diameter of the particles was 60, 40, 35 and 26 nm respectively. They also
observed that the shape of the nanoparticles changed from spherical to bead-like at
higher discharge current. For 50, 100 and 150 A discharge current, the length of
bead-like aggregates was 114, 117 and 120 nm respectively. Therefore, with the
increase in discharge current, the size of nanoparticles decreased in diameter and
increased in length. Jin et al. observed the effect of discharge voltage on the shape
and size of Ag nanoparticles [45]. To investigate the phenomenon, they fixed the
other physical and chemical parameters such as pulse frequency, pulse width,
discharge duration, electrode gap and solution concentration at 20 kHz, 2 μs, 600 s,
1 mm and 0.5 mM respectively. When the discharge voltage was in the range of
800–900 V, the particles formed were mostly aggregated and had some dendritic
structures. Further increase in discharge voltage to 1000 V, only dendritic structure
was observed. This change in morphology of the Ag nanoparticles at higher voltage
has been explained by considering the orbit – limiting charging model [46]. The
model relates the particle charge with the surface potential as:

Q ¼ CΦs (22)

Where, Q , C and Φs represents the charge, capacitance of the particle in plasma
and the surface potential of the particle respectively. As the quantity of electrons is
directly proportional to the particle charge. Therefore, when the discharge voltage
increases, the generation of energetic electrons also increases, generating more
charged particles. A considerable number of electrons surrounds the surface of
these charged particles. Hence, further reduction of the Ag ion will take place quite
quickly on the already nucleated negatively charged particle, which helps in
forming a dendrite structure. They also investigated the effect of nanoparticle
morphology by controlling the discharge duration. They also studied the impact on
the morphology of the nanoparticles by varying the discharge duration and keeping
the applied voltage at 1000 V. At 120 s of discharge duration, nearly spherical Ag
nanoparticles of size 12.7 � 4.4 nm in diameter were observed. When the duration
was increased to 500 s, aggregated nanoparticles of a dendritic shape having branch
of size 61.8 � 21.8 nm was observed. However, further increase in discharge dura-
tion to 600 s showed an abrupt increase in the size of the dendritic structure to
153.8 � 54.6 nm. Moreover, during the experiment, they observed the rise of
solution temperature from 333 to 368 K. From this observation of temperature rise,
they explained the change of morphology of the nanoparticles by considering the
Brownian motion of the particles. The below equation is used to explain the rela-
tionship between the temperature and the Brownian motion of the nanoparticles:

D ¼ kT=6πηr (23)

Where, D, k, T, η and r represents the diffusion constant of particle, Boltzmann
constant, temperature, viscosity and radius of particle respectively. Since, along
with the discharge duration, the temperature of the solution increased. Therefore,
the average kinetic energy of the nanoparticles also increases, which helps in
aggregating the particles, due to continuous encounters with each other.

Sun et al. observed the variation on Ni – Cu bimetallic nanoparticle size and
shape as well as the percentage of metal components with the plasma discharge
duration [23]. With the increase of discharge duration, the size of the nanoparticles
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was observed to increase. At the initial stage of discharge, spherical bimetallic
nanoparticles and after longer plasma treatment time flower-shaped nanoparticles
were observed. Moreover, they observed higher copper content in the bimetallic
particles. The atomic composition of the resulting bimetallic nanoparticles was 60%
Cu, 30% Ni and 10% Oxygen. The observation can be explained by considering the
standard potentials of copper and nickel, as shown by the following equations.

Cu2þ aqð Þ þ 2e� ! Cu sð ÞE0 ¼ þ0:34V (24)

Ni2þ aqð Þ þ 2e� ! Ni sð ÞE0 ¼ �0:25V (25)

Since, copper has a higher standard potential i.e. lower ionisation tendency than
nickel. Hence, copper ions are reduced faster than nickels to have more copper
content in the resulting bimetallic nanoparticles. Kang et al. investigated a different
phenomenon, where they observed the size and crystallinity of carbon nanospheres
by varying the pulse frequency of a bipolar pulse power supply [47]. The voltage,
pulse width and electrode gap were controlled at 1.3 kV, 2 μs and 1 mm respectively.
Benzene was used as the precursor for carbon nanospheres. By adjusting the pulse
frequency from 25 to 65 kHz, the average diameter of the carbon nanospheres was
observed to be 20 to 100 nm. Moreover, during the discharge, another interesting
phenomenon was observed. When the pulse frequency was adjusted from 25 to
50 kHz, amorphous carbon spheres were synthesised. On the other hand, at 65 kHz,
synthesised carbon nanospheres composed continuous short-range graphite with
turbostratic structure.

3.2 Variation of chemical parameters

The chemical parameters such as concentration of the solution, pH and use of
surfactant plays a significant role in the morphological and chemical compositions
of the nanomaterials. In a recent work on the synthesis of Au/CuO micro/
nanocomposites, we have reported the shape transformation of CuO particles by
simply varying the concentration of the gold precursor (HAuCl4) solution [28]. In
the experiment, simultaneously, both the electrode (Cu) and the liquid solution act
as the source of materials for the formation of Au/CuO micro/nanocomposites. At
low concentration (0.1 mM HAuCl4) of the solution, the shape of CuO was found to
be spindle. When the concentration was increased to 0.5 mM, along with the
spindle shape, several rod-like structures of CuO were also observed. However, at
higher concentration (1 mM), the spindle shape of CuO completely transformed to
sheet – like structure. The shape transformation of CuO is believed to be due to the
presence of a large number of foreign metal (Au3+) and halide (Cl�) ions at a higher
concentration of gold precursor solution. The pH of the gold solution could also be
responsible for the shape transformation process. Moreover, with the increase of
solution concentration from 0.1 to 1 mM, the size of the Au nanoparticles was found
to increase from 7.73 � 0.11 to 37.50 � 1.50 nm. A different work reported by Saito
et al. investigated the morphology of copper/copper oxide nanoparticles synthesised
from the electrode material by varying the concentration of K2CO3 solution [44].
They observed the formation of CuO nanoflowers having sharp nanorods, where
size increased with increasing the solution concentration. The pH value of the
precursor solution also plays a pivotal role in controlling the structure of
nanomaterials. In most cases, the pH value of the initial precursor solution is
controlled by using different concentrations of NaOH solution. Bratescu et al.
investigated the variation of pH on the size of the Au nanoparticles [41]. They used
HAuCl4.3H2O as the gold precursor. To adjust the pH of the solution, different
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amount of NaOH was used. At pH 3, 6 and 12 the average size of the Au
nanoparticles was measured to be 10, 4 and 2 nm respectively. They explained the
size variation of Au nanoparticles with pH by considering the standard redox
potential of Eqs. (11) and (12), which occur at pH 3 and 12 respectively. The
standard redox potential of the reduction of AuCl�4 to Au0 at pH 3 is 0.95 eV,
whereas for Au OHð Þ�4 to Au0 at pH 12 is 0.60 eV [48]. As greater redox potential
leads to the formation of a high number of atoms, hence, at pH 3 more number of
Au atoms were formed, which aggregates and generate nanoparticles with sizes
�10 nm. At higher pH, less number of atoms were formed, which lead to the
formation of smaller Au nanoparticles.

Although most researchers do not use any stabilising agents, a few reported the
addition of surfactant to the initial solution. Surfactants mainly act as a capping
agent to control the size and shape of the nanoparticles by preventing the aggrega-
tion of particles. Kim et al. reported the use of Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as the
stabiliser to observe the size variation of Au nanoparticles at different concentra-
tions [49]. For the experiment, they dissolved 0.1 mM gold precursor HAuCl4.3H2O
in ethylene glycol. After the plasma discharge, Au nanoparticles with various shapes
such as triangular, square and nearly spherical, having sizes 20.85 � 2.78 nm in
diameter and a few nanorods with 10 nm in diameter and 40–45 nm in length, were
observed. After that, they mixed potassium chloride (KCl) to generate high plasma
density, as potassium ions have higher oxidation potential than hydrogen. For 0.05
and 0.1 M KCl, most of the nanoparticles were observed to be nearly spherical of
diameters 17.1 � 0.48 and 16.38 � 0.48 nm respectively. Therefore, the use of KCl
had a significant role in the shape of the nanoparticles. When 0.01 mM PVP was
added to a mixture of 0.05 M KCl and 0.1 mM HAuCl4.3H2O solution, the size of
the Au nanoparticles was reduced to 12.32 � 0.87 nm. Moreover, with the increase
of the concentration of PVP, the size of the Au nanoparticles decreased and they
have a high tendency to become spherical. It indicates that the use of PVP effec-
tively protects the surface of the Au nanoparticles by limiting the crystal growth
and results in spherical nanoparticles. Lee et al. reported the effect of a cationic and
anionic surfactant on the size of nickel (Ni) nanoparticles [50]. For the cationic and
anionic surfactant, Cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) and Sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) respectively were used. Nickel chloride hexahydrate
(NiCl2.6H2O) solution was used as the precursor for Ni nanoparticles. When SDS
was added to the solution, formation of spherical nanoparticles at all molar ratios of
SDS/NiCl2 were observed. On the other hand, when CTAB was added up to 20% of
the molar ratio of CTAB/NiCl2, smaller spherical nanoparticles than the no surfac-
tant case was observed. When the molar ratio was increased to 30% or greater, the
formation of large polygonal or whisker-shaped particles was observed. From this
experiment, it has been established that cationic surfactant play a significant role in
tuning the size and shape of the nanoparticles. Use of surfactant also influenced the
composition of transition metal nanoparticles, as they have very high probability to
form oxides in liquid environment. For the synthesis of copper (Cu) nanoparticles,
CTAB or other surfactants have to be used otherwise formation of spindle-like
Cu2O/CuO structures are frequently observed [51, 52]. Change of composition of
the nanoparticles from metal (Sn) to metal oxide (SnO2) with discharge time even
after the use of surfactant has also been reported by Lee et al. [21]. They explained
the observation by investigating the pH of the solution. With the increase in dis-
charge time for 50 mins, solution pH decreased i.e., H2O2 and HNO3 were formed in
the solution. HNO3 may react with Sn to form SnO2 nanoparticles as shown by the
equation:

Snþ 4HNO3 ! SnO2 þ 4NO2 gð Þ þ 2H2O (26)
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As HNO3 was consumed during SnO2 synthesis, the pH of the solution again
increased for the discharge duration of 50 to 60 mins.

4. Conclusion

The main concern of this chapter is to deliver a general perception on the
generation of plasma inside liquid and its importance in the field of material fabri-
cation. In-Liquid Plasma method offers single-step, rapid and large-scale synthesis
of uniform nanomaterials with different shapes, sizes and compositions. Moreover,
from the economic point of view, it is a cost-effective approach as it does not
require any gas, water cool vacuum chambers and pumping systems. Interaction of
various reactive species on the synthesis of pure metal and metal oxide
nanoparticles as well as nanocomposites has been discussed in this chapter. Mor-
phological and compositional modification of nanomaterials by controlling the
physical (e.g. applied voltage, current, pulse width and discharge duration) and
chemical (e.g. solution concentration, pH and surfactant) parameters have also
been discussed.
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Polarized Thermal Conductivity of
Two-Dimensional Dusty Plasmas
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Muhammad Kashif, Alina Manzoor and H.E. Maogang

Abstract

The computation of thermalt properties of dusty plasmas is substantial task in
the area of science and technology. The thermal conductivity (λ) has been com-
puted by applying polarization effect through molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions of two dimensional (2D) strongly coupled complex dusty plasmas (SCCDPs).
The effects of polarization on thermal conductivity have been measured for a wide
range of Coulomb coupling (Γ) and Debye screening (κ) parameters using homo-
geneous non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (HNEMD) method for suitable sys-
tem sizes. The HNEMD simulation method is employed at constant external force
field strength (F*) and varying polarization effects. The algorithm provides precise
results with rapid convergence and minute dimension effects. The outcomes have
been compared with earlier available simulation results of molecular dynamics,
theoretical predictions and experimental results of complex dusty plasma liquids.
The calculations show that the kinetic energy of SCCDPS depends upon the system
temperature (� 1/Г) and it is independent of higher screening parameter. Further-
more, it has shown that the presented HNEMD method has more reliable results
than those obtained through earlier known numerical methods.

Keywords: Plasma thermal conductivity, complex dusty plasma, Homogenous
non-equilibrium molecular dynamics, force field strength, system size, plasma
parameters etc.

1. Introduction

Recently, thermophysical properties of complex materials are a major concern in
the field of science and engineering. The term thermophysical properties used to
pass on both thermodynamic and transport properties. Experimental or theoretical
methods to study properties of fluids depend on microscopic and macroscopic
categories [1–4]. The conventional macroscopic measurements depend on the state
of stress, temperature, and density. Thermodynamic properties are defined by the
equilibrium conditions of the system which consist of temperature, heat capacity,
entropy, pressure, internal energy, enthalpy, and density, whereas the transport
properties comprise thermal conductivity, diffusion viscosity, and waves with their
instabilities. For further explanation of the process in detail for these systems, data
that is applicable to thermodynamics, transport, optics, transmission, light, and
other features are required for non-ideal plasma [5–9]. In this regard, various
opinions regarding computer research methods including theoretical and numerical
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performance have greatly improved for non-ideal Plasma [10]. Determination for
some reason, thermal conductivity is also a big problem for thermophysical
researchers. Developmental aspects of heat transport in micron and nanoscale
materials have shifted to the domain of technical issues as there are other areas,
such as phonon heat transfer in semiconductor superlattices, which have received
widespread attention from researchers. To study the internal energy of particles,
their momentum, and heat transfer thus remains a crucial task. Therefore, thermal
management, strategies sustainable high performance, reliability, and service life
are main purposes. One such strategy is to develop new therapeutic materials based
on dusty plasma that are more effective. Regulation with approval became a signif-
icant issue in modern technology [11]. Yet similar interests are present in plasma
fusion, and it can be productive radiotoxic dust in plasma-wall reactions. In many
ways, this chapter provides an update literature survey on thermal transport as well
as heat flow strategies to determine thermal behaviors in two-dimensional (2D)
complex liquids. The coefficients were computed through the Green Kubo (GK)
equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD) simulations by Salin and Caillol [12] and
variance procedure (VP) estimation used by the Faussurier and Murillo [13]. Donkó
and and Hartmann employed the inhomogenous non equilibrium MD (InHNEMD)
method to investigate the transport and thermal conductivity [14]. Very recently, a
homogeneous NEMD (HNEMD) and homogenous perturbed MD (HPMD)
schemes are introduced by Shahzad and He (current authors) for strongly coupled
complex dusty plasmas (SCCDPs) to compute the thermal transport and behaviors
of SCCDPs [15–17]. For the computation of transport properties, in particular,
numerical models are proposed in interest to investigate thermal behavior over a
suitable range of system temperature and density values (Γ, κ). Complex fluids
(dusty plasma fluids) have been used for many purposes, like power generation,
semiconductors industry, cosmetics, paper industry, etc. [18].

1.1 Plasma

As we all know that 99% of matter exist in space is plasma and it is called forth
state of matter. Basically plasma occurs in electrified gas form, where atoms disso-
ciated into electrons and positive ions. It is form of matter in different areas of
physics such as technical plasma, terrestrial plasma and in astrophysics. Plasma is
produced artificially in laboratory used in many technical purposes likely in fluo-
rescent lights, display, fusion energy research and other more. Term “Plasma” first
time used by Irving Langmuir [19], who is an American physicist and defined
plasma as “plasma is quasi-neutral gas of charged particles which exhibit collective
behavior”. Quasi-neutral means that gas becomes electrically neutral when number
of ions equal to number of electrons (ni ≈ne ≈n).Where, ni is ion density, ne is
electron density and n is number density. Collective behavior means that charged
particles collide with each other due to coulomb potential and electric field. Plasma
is extensively used in the field of science and technology. It plays a very significant
role in over daily life. Plasma is used in over daily life fields such as laser, sterilizing
of medical instruments, lightening, intense power beams, water purification planet
and many more.

In 1922, American scientist Irving Langmuir was the only one person who
defined plasma for the first time. In 1930, the study of plasma physics was started
by some scholars; they are inspired by some particle problems. In 1940, hydromag-
netic waves were advanced by Hanes Alfven [19] and these waves are called Alfven
waves. Furthermore, he described that these waves would be used for the study of
astrophysical plasma. At the start of 1950, the research on magnetic fusion energy
was started at the same time in Soviet, Britain and USA. In 1958, the research on
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magnetic fusion energy was considered the branch of thermonuclear power.
Primarily, this research was carried out as confidential but after the realization that
controlled fusion research was not liked by military and therefore this research was
publicized by above said three countries. Due to the reason, other countries may
participate in fusion research based on plasma physics. At the end of 1960, plasma is
created with different plasma parameters by Russian Tokomak configuration. In
1970 and 1980, various advanced tokomaks were built and approved the perfor-
mance of tokomak. Moreover, fusion break almost achieved in tokomak and in
1990, the research on dusty plasma physics had begun. The dusty plasma is defined
as “when charged particles absorbed in plasma, becomes four components plasma
containing electrons, ions, neutral and dust particles” and dust particles alter the
properties of plasma which is called “Dusty Plasma” [19].

1.2 Types of plasma

Plasma has complex characteristics and properties, characterized through
temperature of electron and ion, density and degree of ionization. (i) Hot plasma:
If plasma fulfills Te ffi Ti this condition then plasma is considered as hot plasma
because hot plasma has very high temperature and also thermal equilibrium obtains
due to frequent interactions between particles. Hot plasma is also called thermal
plasma. It approaches to local thermodynamics equilibrium (LTE) and is created
with high gas pressure in discharge tube in the laboratory. Hot plasma is produced
by sparks, flames and atmospheric arcs. (ii) Cold plasma: When plasma satisfies
Te > Ti >Tg this condition, plasma is called cold plasma. Where Te,Ti, and Tg

represent the temperature of electrons, ions and gas molecules. Cold plasma is
created in laboratory with the positive column glow discharge tube. Motion of gas
molecules is considered ignore because electron energy is very high as compared
with gas molecules. Moreover, nonthermal equilibrium does not exist because col-
lision between gas molecules and electrons is considers as low due to low gas
pressure. On this regime, magnetic field is very weak and considered as ignore, only
electric field is acted on charged particle. Application of cold plasma is self-
decontaminating filter, food processing and sterilizing of tooth. (iii) Ultracold
plasma: When the temperature of electrons and ions become low as 100mk and
10μk with density 2 � 109 cm�3, then, plasma is called ultracold plasma. The
behavior of ultracold plasma is obtained when Debye screening length becomes
smaller than the sample size due to positive ions clouds trapped electrons. Ultacold
plasma is considered as strongly coupled plasma because the coulomb interaction
energy between the neighbor particles is more than thermal energy of charged
particles. Such type of plasma is created in laboratory through pulsed laser and
photoionizing laser cooled atoms [20].

1.3 Classification of dusty plasmas

Dusty plasma is characterized by an important parameter, coulomb coupling
parameter Г. The Coulomb coupling parameter is explained as, consider there are
two dust particles, having same charge and separated by distance ‘a’ from each

other. The coulomb potential energy of dust particle is ɛc =
q2d
a exp. (� a

λd
), where, qd

is the charge on dust particle, a is the distance between dust particles and λd is
Debye screening length of dust particle. The thermal energy of dust particle is KBTd.
Coulomb coupling parameter is defined as “ratio of coulomb potential energy to
thermal energy”. On the basis of coulomb coupling parameter, the dusty plasma is
classified in ideal plasma (weakly coupled dusty plasma) and non-ideal plasma
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(strongly coupled dusty plasma) and is represented as Гc. (i) Ideal plasma: Ideal
plasma is defined by plasma parameter called coulomb coupling and denoted as
Г = P:E

K:E and is defined as “when kinetic energy of plasma is much larger than
potential energy at low temperature and low density”. Ideal plasma is also called
weakly coupled dusty plasma and is known by Г > 1 this condition. Ideal plasma
does not have definite structure due to less collision between particles and low
density. Moreover, weakly coupled plasma is defined by plasma parameter called
coulomb coupling parameter Г. When the value of coupling parameter becomes
negligible then plasma is called weakly coupled plasma. Weakly coupled plasma is
also called hot plasma. When the temperature of electron becomes equal to tem-
perature of ion (Te ffi Ti) then plasma is called hot plasma or ideal plasma. Hot
plasma is generated in laboratory in the discharge tube with high gas pressure.
Examples of hot plasma are flame, sparks and atmospheric arcs. Weakly coupled
dusty plasma has not specific shape because at low density and high temperature
and the interaction between interacting particles becomes very low. (ii) Non-ideal
plasma: Dusty plasma will be strongly coupled when it satisfies this condition Г ≥ 1.
Strongly coupled dusty plasma is also called nonideal plasma. Dust particle in
several laboratory plasma systems is strongly coupled due to their small
interparticle distance, low temperature and huge electric charge. Moreover, dusty
plasma will be nonideal or strongly coupled, if average thermal energy of charged
dust particle is much lesser than average potential energy. Examples of non-ideal
plasma are laser generated plasma, brown dwarfs, exploding wires, high power
electrical fuses, etc. Furthermore, the Yukawa potential or coulomb coupling
potential Г is used to define strongly coupled plasma. The ratio of potential energy
to kinetic energy is called coulomb coupling potential. When kinetic energy
becomes lower than potential energy i.e., Г > 1. Its mean strongly coupled dusty
plasma is also called cold plasma because of inter-particle kinetic energy decreases
from potential energy and particles in plasma turn into crystalline shape. Crystalline
shapes of particles in plasma have examined in many laboratory experiments [1–10].
Food processing and sterilization of tooth are the application of cold plasma. In
strongly coupled plasma charge particles are affected by electric field but magnetic
field affect is neglected for such type of cold plasma.

1.4 Complex (dusty) plasma and applications

Dusty plasma is generally electron ion plasma containing additional charged
particulates. This charged component is sometimes termed as dust particle with size
of micron. The properties of dusty plasma become more complex when charged
particle immersed in plasma. Due to this reason such plasma is called dusty plasma
and dusty plasma is also called complex plasma. Dust particles may be made of ice
particles or it may be metallic. Dust particles are heavier than ions and their size
ranging from few millimeters to nanometer. When dust particle coexists with
plasma (electron, ions, neutral and dust particle) it becomes dusty plasma.
Dust particle exists in different shapes and size and it presents in entire universe
and also in atmosphere. Usually it is solid form but also exists in liquid and gaseous
form. Dust particle can be charge by the flow of electrons and ions. Charged dust
particle is affected by electric and magnetic field and their electric potential varies
from 1 to 10 V. Dust particle can be grown in laboratory. Dusty plasma has
attracted attention of many researchers Transport properties of dusty plasma has
played a very important role in the field of science and technology. Mostly the
plasma exists in universe is dusty plasma. Dusty plasmas exist in atmosphere of
stars, solar wind, sun, galaxies, planetary rings, cosmic radiation, magneto and
ionosphere of earth.
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Human life is influenced by plasma science. It plays a very significant role in
laser developments of fusion energy, sterilizing of medical instruments, plasma
processing, intense particle beam, high power energy sources, lightening, high
power radiation sources and development of fusion energy controlling. Plasma
governs diverse important devices and technological applications. Plasma
processing technologies are one of the most important technologies. Plasma
processing technologies are playing important role in advance modern technologies
of superconductor film growth and diamond film. In addition, the practical appli-
cation of plasma physics involves the treatment of materials by means plasma
technologies. The ionization of system are used to produced particular physical
characteristics of plasma, which involve three types of processes, Creation of new
materials, Destruction of toxic materials and Superficial modification of existing
materials. For industrial process, plasma technology uses two different types of
plasma, the cold plasma and thermal plasma. The first type of plasma is cold plasma.
Properties of cold plasma are described by electron temperature because electron
temperature is greater than ion temperature. The surfaces modification is produced
due to plasma particles interact with material, as a result different functional prop-
erties of materials are achieved. Cold plasma is produced in vacuum with micro-
wave, dc source or low power rf. The second type of plasma is thermal plasma
which is produced at high pressure by radio frequency, microwave source or direct
or alternating current. Mostly, thermal plasma is used to devastate toxic materials.
Furthermore, plasma has become one of the fast growing research fields which have
attracted many researchers. Plasma has advanced applications in the field of indus-
try, textile, plasma chemistry, fusion devices, environmental safety and printing
technology and as well as in medical field. In the past decade, plasma physics has
become fast developing research in medical field due to increase the atmospheric
pressure of plasma sources. Plasma used in medicine has considered the latest
developing novel research field with the connection of life science and plasma
physics. Moreover, in past ten to fifteen years, World wild research group has set
their attention on biological materials with cold atmospheric plasma interactions.
Plasma used the field of life sciences in decontamination, in therapeutic medicine
and in medical implant technology. The atmospheric pressure of plasma has used to
reduce the efficiency of contaminations of food containers and food products. Feed
gas humidity is used to adjust the level of contamination. Furthermore, plasma
created in polymer tube, used in endoscopes [15–19]. Operating tools such as bone
saw blade, neurosurgical and endoscope are sterilized before starting the surgery or
dental treatments. Plasma plays a very dominant role in diagnostic system, treat-
ments and in medical instruments. For decontamination of germs and sterilization
operation tools, the non-equilibrium discharge plasma is used, is not dangerous for
environment and patient as well [21].

2. Molecular dynamics simulations

MD simulation is a powerful technique that can be used to solve many physical
problems in atomic material research. MD simulation is handled normally all
microscopic information and molecular methods have proven to be the product of
applied research. Plasmas and complex liquids have various uses, ranging from
semiconductor chips, colloids, thin films, and electrochemistry to biochemical films
and other important areas where structures play an important role. MD simulation
plays an important role in all the advanced sectors, such as textile science, engi-
neering, physics, plasma physics, astronomy, life sciences or organic sciences, and
the chemical industry. Computer simulation has become increasingly important in
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detecting complex motion systems. Using faster and more sophisticated computer
systems, it can be studied the habitat, composition, and behavior of large complex
systems. In the 1950s, Alder [19], Wainwright and Rahman [19] used the first MD
simulations for liquid argon [1–10], their references herein]. MD simulation has two
basic kinds which rely on the properties so far which we can be going to calculate:
one is EMD simulations (EMDS) and the other one is NEMD simulations (NEMDS).
In the present work, NEMDS is applied to investigate the thermal conductivity of
complex plasma at different dusty plasma parameters.

2.1 Numerical model and algorithm

NEMD simulation is used to detect the dust trajectory of an interacting system
using Yukawa forces between dust particles. In present case, the HNEMD simula-
tion (HNEMDS) method is used to calculate the thermal flow of complex (dust)
plasma formed using Yukawa interaction taking in to account the charged particles
with polarization effects and it is given in the form [22]:

ϕij rj jð Þ ¼ Q2
d

4πε0

e� rj j=λD

rj j þ d2

r3
1þ r

λD

� �
e� rj j=λD, (1)

The first term in Eq. (1) provides the screened charge–charge interaction (form of
Yukawa interaction) and the second term gives the screened dipole–dipole interac-
tion. Yukawa potential model of dust particles interaction can be established to take
into consideration the polarization effect, the temperature and the screening effects.
Here ‘r’ is the magnitude of interparticle distance, Q is the charge of dust particles,
and λd is the Debye screening length. We have three normalized (dimensionless)
parameters to characterize the Yukawa interaction model ϕY rj jð Þ, the Coulomb
coupling parameter Γ ¼ Q2=4πε0

� �
: 1=awskBTð Þ, where aws is Wigner Seitz radius and

it is equal to (nπ)�1/2, here n is the number of particles per unit area (N/A). The kB
and T are Boltzmann constant and absolute temperature of the system, and A is the
system area. The second is the screening strength (dimensionless inverse) κ ¼ aws=λD,
and additional normalized external force field strength, F ∗ ¼ FZð Þ: aws=JQ

� �
. GK

relations (GKRS) for the hydrodynamic transport coefficients of uncharged particles
of pure liquids have applied to calculate the thermal conductivity of 2D complex
plasma. Here, JQ is the current heat vector at time t of 2D case [1–4].

JQ tð ÞA ¼
XN
i¼1

Ei
pi
m

� 1
2

X
i 6¼j

ri� rjð Þ: pi
m

:Fij
� �

(2)

where Fij is the total interparticle force at time t, on particle i due to j, rij = ri – rj
are the position vectors (interparticle separation), and Pi is the momentum vector
of the ith particle. Where, Ei is the total energy of particle i.

Ei ¼ p2
i

2m
þ 1
2

X
i6¼j

ϕij (3)

_ri ¼ pi

m
, _pi ¼

XN
j¼1

Fi þDi ri,pi

� �
:Fe tð Þ � αpi: (4)

In Eq. (4), Fi ¼ � dϕY rj jð Þ
dri

is the Yukawa interaction force acting on particle i,
where ϕY|r| is given from Eq. (1), and Di = Di{(ri, pi), i = 1,2,… ,N} is the phase
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space distribution function with ri and pi being the coordinate and momentum
vectors of the ith particle in an N-particle system. A Gaussian thermostat multiplier
(α) has been used to maintain the system temperature at equilibrium position and it
is given as

α ¼
PN

i¼1 Fi þDi ri,pi

� �
:Fi tð Þ

� �
:piPN

i¼1p
2
i =mi

(5)

When an external force field is selected parallel to the z-axis Fe(t) = (0, Fz), in
the limit t ! ∞. Then the thermal conductivity is given as [8].

λ ¼ 1
2kBAT2

ð∞

0

JQz
tð ÞJQz

0ð Þ
D E

dt ¼ lim
Fz!0

lim
t!∞

� JQz
tð Þ

D E

TFz
(6)

where JQz is the z-component of the heat flux vector (energy current). All
time series data are recorded during HNEMD and used in Eq. (6) to calculate λ.
The detail of present scheme with all parameters (Gaussian thermostat multiplier,
external force, Di, Fi, etc) for Yukawa interaction has been reported in our
earlier works [8]. The most time consuming part of the algorithm is the
calculation of particle interactions (energy and interaction forces). It has been
shown in our previous work that the proposed method has the advantage of
calculating Yukawa interaction and its associated energy with the appropriate com-
putational power at the right time of the computer simulation. The actual HNEMD
simulations are performed between 1.5 x 105 /ωp and 3.0 x 105 /ωp time units in the
series of data recording of thermal conductivity (λ). Here, ωp is the plasma fre-
quency and it is defined as ωpd = (Qd

2/2πε0mda
3)1/2, where md is the mass of a dust

particle.

3. Simulation results and discussion

In this section, we have discussed the preliminary results obtained through
HNMED simulation for Coulomb coupling parameters of Г (= 10, 100),
polarization values Гd = (0, 1, 10, 20, 50 and 100) and Debye screening (κ = 1.4, 2
and 3) at constant external force field (F* = 0.02) of 2D strongly coupled dusty
plasmas. We have chosen suitable number of particles (N = 400) in the
simulation box with edge length (Lx, Ly). Periodic boundary conditions
(PBCs) are applied along with minimum image convection in a simulation box
of length L.

There are different conditions to improve the efficient results of thermal con-
ductivity under polarization effects. These conditions include the system size (N),
Coulomb coupling (Г), Debye screening length (κ), system total length (t), simula-
tion time step (dt), and external force field (F*) strength and polarization values
(Гd). We have chosen suitable parameters for precise results of thermal conductiv-
ity with increasing Гd and κ. The simulation data are for a suitable system size
(N = 400) with different Г, which covers the values of strongly coupled plasma
states (nonideal gases-liquid to crystalline) at constant force field strength
(F* = 0.02) with varying polarization values Гd (0 to 100).

The polarized thermal conductivity of SCCDPs stated here may be scaled as
λ0 = λ/nmωpa

2 (by the plasma frequency). It is demonstrated that the ωE decreases
with increasing κ, ωE ! ωp/√3 as κ ! 0, for the 3D case [1–10]. Furthermore, for
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the assessment of appropriate equilibrium range (nearly-equilibrium of external
field strength) of 2D HNEMD scheme, various sequences of the polarized thermal
conductivity corresponding to an increasing order of an external force field
[Fe(t) = (0, Fz) � F* = (Fz) (a/JQ)] are planned to measure the nearly equilibrium
values of the λ0. This possible appropriate F* value gives the steady state λ0 investi-
gations, which are appropriate for the whole range of plasma states of Γ� (10, 100)
and κ � (1.4, 3).

Figures 1–3 illustrate the normalized polarized thermal conductivity (plasma
frequency, ωp), as a function of Coulomb coupling (system temperature �1 / Γ) for
the cases of κ = 1.4, 2 and 3, respectively, at constant force F* with varying six values
of polarizations Гd = (0, 1, 10, 20, 50 and 100). For three cases, the simulations are
performed with setting N = 400 for κ = 1.4, 2 and 3, respectively, at constant

Figure 1.
Variations of thermal conductivity as a function of Coulomb coupling of strongly coupled complex plasma at
κ = 1.4 with N = 400 and (a) Гd = 0, (b) Гd = 10, (c) Гd = 20, (d) Гd = 50, (e) Гd = 50 and (f) Гd = 100.
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F* = 0.02. Performing HENMD simulations with varying polarizations at constant F*

we examined the efficiency and reliability of the polarized λ0 measurements. For
three cases, we evaluate the six various simulation data sets covering from nonideal
state (Γ = 10) to a strongly coupled liquid regime (Γ = 100). Figures show that the
effects of polarization on the thermal conductivity have no significant changes and
it is seen that the thermal conductivity remains constant under varying polariza-
tions. However, the present results of thermal conductivity under varying polariza-
tions are satisfactory agreement with earlier know available numerical data for a
complete range of plasma parameters.

Figure 4 shows comparisons with earlier available 2D and 3D numerical data of
thermal conductivity with setting N = 1024 and Гd = 1. The current results are

Figure 2.
Variations of thermal conductivity as a function of Coulomb coupling of strongly coupled complex plasma at
κ = 2.0 with N = 400 and (a) Гd = 0, (b) Гd = 10, (c) Гd = 20, (d) Гd = 50, (e) Гd = 50 and (f) Гd = 100.
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generally excellent agreement for the whole Coulomb coupling range and plot show
overall the same behaviors as in the earlier simulation method s of 2D plasma
systems. Figure involve the earlier work of 3D HNEMD and HPMD by Shahzad and
He [8, 16, 23], EMD investigations of Salin and Caillol [12] and 3D theoretical
prediction of Faussurier and Murillo [13] as well as 2D GKR-EMD of Khrustalyov
and Vaulina [24].

Figure 3.
Variations of thermal conductivity as a function of Coulomb coupling of strongly coupled complex plasma at
κ = 3.0 with N = 400 and (a) Гd = 0, (b) Гd = 10, (c) Гd = 20, (d) Гd = 50, (e) Гd = 50 and (f) Гd = 100.
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4. Conclusions

The HNEMD scheme is used for the investigation of thermal conductivity under
the influence of varying polarization values for various screening lengths κ (= 1.4, 3)
and Coulomb couplings Γ (= 10, 100) but constant force field strength. It has been
shown that the current HNMED scheme with polarization and earlier HPMD and
GKR-EMD techniques have comparable efficiency over the suitable range of plasma
parameters, both generating reasonable data of polarized λ0. New simulation results
provide more reliable and ample results for the polarized thermal conductivity for a
whole range of (Γ, κ) than previous known simulation data. Thermal conductivity
results estimated from this newly developed HNEMD scheme are in well matched
with available numerical results generally underpredicting within �20% - 35%. The
current HNEMD data with less statistical noise and best efficiency have been com-
puted by taking different parameters (N, 1/ Γ, κ and Γd) for the current HNEMD
scheme to measure the thermal conductivity of 2D DP systems, at constant
F* = 0.02. For future work, the HNEMD method introduced here may easily extend
to other physical systems with varying force field with modifications.
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Chapter 5

Studies of Self Diffusion
Coefficient in Electrorheological
Complex Plasmas through
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Muhammad Asif Shakoori, Maogang He, Aamir Shahzad
and Misbah Khan

Abstract

A molecular dynamics (MD) simulation method has been proposed for
three-dimensional (3D) electrorheological complex (dusty) plasmas (ER-CDPs).
The velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) and self-diffusion coefficient (D)
have been investigated through Green-Kubo expressions by using equilibrium MD
simulations. The effect of uniaxial electric field (MT) on the VACF and D of dust
particles has been computed along with different combinations of plasma Coulomb
coupling (Γ) and Debye screening (κ) parameters. The new simulation results
reflect diffusion motion for lower-intermediate to higher plasma coupling (Γ) for
the sufficient strength of 0.0 < M ≥ 1.5. The simulation outcomes show that theMT

significantly affects VACF and D. It is observed that the strength of MT increases
with increasing the Γ and up to κ = 2. Furthermore, it is found that the increasing
trend in D for the external applied MT significantly depends on the combination of
plasma parameters (Γ, κ). For the lower values of Γ, the proposed method works
only for the low strength ofMT; at higher Γ, the simulation scheme works for lower
to intermediate MT, and D increased almost 160%. The present results are in fair
agreement with parts of other MD data in the literature, with our values generally
overpredicting the diffusion motion in ER-CDPs. The investigations show that the
present algorithm more effective for the liquids-like and solid-like state of ER-
CDPs. Thus, current equilibrium MD techniques can be employed to compute the
thermophysical properties and also helps to understand the microscopic mechanism
in ER-CDPs.

Keywords: Diffusion coefficient, electrorheological complex plasma, Molecular
dynamics simulations, uniaxial electric field

1. Introduction

1.1 Electrorheological fluids

The dielectric fluids consisting of micro-sized (0.1-100 μm) solid particles,
which display particular characteristics under the influence of the external applied
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electric field, are known as electrorheological fluids (ERFs). The dielectric fluids,
such as olive oil, silicon oil hydrocarbon, etc., have low permittivity, conductivity
and viscosity. The solid particles immersed in dielectric fluids are mostly polymers,
metal oxide silica, and alumina silicates. These particles maintained the low viscos-
ity of carrier fluids in the absence of external electric field strength. Without an
external electric field, particles behave as a liquid. When the external electric field is
turned on, these particles behave like solids due to changes in viscosity. The ERFs
change their physical properties for the application of the external electric field.
When the electric field is turned on the suspension of dielectric fluids, the solid
particles are polarized and make a thin chain (string) along the direction of the
applied electric field. The thickness of the particles depends on the intensity of the
electric field. The viscosity of ERFs increased with increases an external applied
electric field. If the electric field was turned off, the fluids reverse from solid to
liquids within milliseconds. These fluids are also known as intelligent fluids. There
are various types of rheological fluids, such as electrorheological fluids, magnetor-
heological fluids, positive electrorheological, negative electrorheological fluids etc.
These fluids rapidly respond to the electric field and change their physical proper-
ties such as shear stress, elastic modulus and viscosity. These fluids are used in
vehicle engineering, such as valves, clutches and breaks etc. The conventional ERFs
have various industrial applications, such as vibration control in smart materials.
Changes in the microstructure and physical properties are used in medical to con-
trol ultrasonic transmissions and sound transmission with low losses [1, 2].

1.2 Plasma

Plasma is a partially ionized gas that contains electrons, ions and neutral radicals.
In our universe, 99% of physical matter is in the plasma state. In space, the most
visible matter is in the plasma state; the sun and stars are the main examples of
plasma in our universe. Plasma species show collective behaviors when any external
perturbation is applied. The whole plasma is perturbed when an external force has
applied this behavior of particles called collective behavior of plasma. Classification
of plasma depends on the species temperatures such as hot plasma, cold plasma,
ultracold plasma, ideal and non-ideal plasma etc. [3].

1.2.1 Complex (dusty) plasmas

Complex (dusty) plasmas (CDPs) contained micro to submicron-sized conduc-
tive, and dielectric particles called grain in addition to plasma species (neutral atom,
electron, positive or negative ions). The conductive grain has a 3e�11 kg mass and
about e4 eV charge. Mostly having a negative charge but in the rear case also have
positive charge depend on charging phenomena. Dust particles are naturally present
in the plasma and can be manually inserted in a plasma medium through sputtering,
etching and chemical reaction—the dust particles made by a single element or
composition of different elements. The dust particles like a swimmer in the sea of
electrons and ions and respond to electromagnetic forces. There are different
mechanisms of charging dust particles. The charge amount depends on the charging
phenomena. Dusty plasmas illustrate an astrophysical matter in white dwarfs, neu-
tron stars, giant planetary interiors and supernova core. In laboratory ultra-cold
plasma, charged stabilized collides and electrolytes, laser-cooled ions in cryogenic
traps, and dusty plasma. The warm dense matter and strongly coupled complex
(dusty) plasmas (SCCDPs) are relevant models for nuclear fusion devices [3–6].

The CDPs are classified according to the energies of interacting charged dust
particles. When interacting particle’s potential energy exceeds their kinetic energy,
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then CDPs are called as SCCDPs. This system appears in a wide variety of physical
systems. The Weakly coupled complex (dusty) plasmas (WCCDPs) are inverts of
SCCDPs. The SCCDPs also in high order structural form or exist in the crystalline
state at low temperature with high density. The WCCDPs are mostly remained in
the gaseous state of the plasma and having high temperature with low density.
Various states of dusty plasma are easily observed through a video camera under
laboratory conditions. SCCDPs are found in nature and also in laboratory experi-
ments [7, 8]. The phase transition (condensation) can be observed by reducing the
temperatures of CDPs. The structural order of dust particles is formed under some
external conditions. The dusty plasmas are encountered in astrophysics and are
extensively believed to play a significant role in cosmology to reveal the structure
and origin of the universe and its galaxies. The transport and thermodynamic
properties are well studied for CDPs through experiment, theoretical and computa-
tional methods. Thermophysical properties are well investigated in the recent
decade, such as thermal conductivity [9–11], diffusion phenomena [12, 13], shear
viscosity [13], thermodynamic properties [14], dynamical structure factor [4, 15]
and propagation of different waves [3, 5].

1.3 Applications of complex dusty plasmas

Initially, CDPs originate in astrophysics and space physics; nowadays, it
becomes a fascinating, applicable field in space physics as an analogue to unravel
issues like the role of dust accumulation super high speed crashed in space and the
formation of planets and many industries on different scales. The CDPs play an
essential role as an analogue system for investigating multifaceted cross-disciplinary
phenomena, such as an experimental study of non-linear dynamics and long-range
interaction in strongly correlated systems. These systems often have challenging
investigations because they generally require extreme temperature and pressure
conditions, such as very low temperature and high density. These systems belong to
different research institutes. The CDPs allow the study and formation of the
strongly coupled systems under laboratory conditions at room temperature and for
easily attainable pressure. The CDPs analogue was recently used to model crystalli-
zation dynamics in 2D and excitation of quantum dots, viscoelastic material, shock
and non-linear waves and recently electrorheological fluids [16].

In industrial applications, CDPs are directly applicable in the processing of
microelectronics devices. It is used for deposition integrated circuits, masking, and
stripping. The capacitors and transistors make on the silicon wafer chip millions of
transistors put on the Pentium chip with the help of plasma to safe from contami-
nations. Dust particles have both advantages and disadvantages in the technologies.
It plays a vital role in the scientific research of various technologies and industries.
It plays a significant role during the thin-film depositions, processing of ceramic,
insulation, filtration processes, petroleum industry, biomechanics, paper industry,
packed bed reactors etc. Dust particles are helped to enhance the efficiency and
stability of solar cells, LED (light emitted diode), improving lighting source, dis-
play, and laser technology. Through plasma processing, the coating of particles has
been produced. It has grown or modified existing materials in the semiconductor
industry [17]. The scientific communities currently focus on controlling nuclear
fusion reactions and developing devices such as tokamak to produce efficient and
carbon-free energy.

In the field of medicine and healthcare, the CDPs have become an emerging
field, which combines plasma physics, life science, and clinical medicine. In the area
of life science, it is directly used in biological medicine such as double-helix molec-
ular interaction, sterilizing surgical instruments and implants, wound healing,
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cancer therapy, break DNA damage for human prostate cancer [18]. The CDPs were
found to help kill cancer cells without affecting the healthy tissues. It is also used to
inactive the bacterial in the field of health care. It is also used for food storage
technologies. Furthermore, the CDPs are helpful as a diagnostic technique for a
precise calculation of plasma parameters such as non-linear laser spectroscopy,
spectrally resolved nanosecond imaging, phase-resolved optical emission spectros-
copy, and laser-induced fluorescence VUV, UV, VIS and IR, etc. [19].

1.4 Electrorheological complex dusty plasma

CDPs have electrorheological characteristics like conventional electrorheological
fluids when an external ac electric field is applied. The dust particles respond
quickly to the external applied electric field and make a chain (string) sheet-like as
conventional ERFs so-called electrorheological CDPs (ER-CDPs). The first time ER-
CDPs were observed by Ivlev A. V. et al., in 2008 during the microgravity experi-
ments (PK-3 plus laboratory) and MD simulation. They show the phase transition of
CDPs from isotropic to anisotropic with increasing the external applied electric field
[20]. Under the influence of electric field dc mode, attractive attractions between
charged dust particles are introduced by ions streaming. In this way, wake potential
behind the dust grains produced, which make particles strings (sheet), in the dc
discharge plasma sheath, where charged dust particles levitated against the electric
field’s gravity force. Such a type of system is non-Hamiltonian, and wake potential
is asymmetric. The ac electric fields have a much smaller frequency than ion plasma
frequency, but larger than dust plasma frequency was applied to the complex
plasma. In this way, the wake potential is symmetric, and a system known as
Hamiltonian due to the electric field, dipole–dipole attractions increased in ER-
CDPs, particles arrange themselves in sheet, string, or crystalline structure same as
conventional ERFs. The phase transition in ER-CDPs has studied experiments and
simulations method [20–23].

After discovering ER-CDPs, it opens up new dimensions of research for plasma
science and technologies communities. There is little literature available to under-
stand the macroscopic phenomena of ER-CDPs. Ivlev A. V. et al., done a PK-3 plus
experiments under microgravity conditions and molecular dynamics simulations,
observed phase transition from an isotropic to string with increasing external ac
electric field [24]. Later they have done PK-4 dc discharge experiment and observed
an anisotropic structure under the influence of an external ac electric field [22].
Yaroshenko V. V. theoretically studied the propagations of dust lattice waves along
the electric field in a one-dimensional string. He found the instability leads to
spontaneous excitations of compressional waves [25]. Rosenberg M. theoretically
studied the formation and excitation of waves in one-dimensional ER-CDPs under
the ac electric field [26]. Kana et al. explored the phase transition in ER-CDPs using
MD simulation and observed the anisotropic structure under the influence of ac
electric field and did not find the anisotropic structure for the dc electric field mode
[21]. Sukhinin et al. used a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of plasma polarization
around dust particles in an external applied electric field. They mentioned that due
to induced dipole potential, the formation of dust particles alignment, chain
(string) multi-layered structure, and coagulation of charged dust particles [27]. A
self-consistent model was developed for plasma anisotropy (string) of charged dust
particles under the external electric field’s action by Sukhinin et al. [28]. No evi-
dence has been found of thermophysical properties in ER-CDPs. In the future, for
precise tailoring, new materials may be modeled with the help of ER-CDPs. The
ER-CDPs can play a significant role in modeled new smart materials. It is also be
used to generate negative dipolar interparticle interactions [24].
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1.5 Diffusion coefficient

The diffusion coefficient is one of the transport properties of gas, liquids. During
the diffusion process, the particles migrate from high concentrations to low con-
centrations. The diffusion rate can be controlled by variations of external parame-
ters such as temperature, concentration, external electromagnetic forces (electric
and magnetic). Investigations of diffusion have different purposes in liquids, such
as exploring the dynamical properties and understanding the microscopic phenom-
ena. For the CDPs research direction, the investigations of diffusion motion for
applying external fields such as electric and magnetic become a hot topic in current
research. Different types of diffusion motion exist in dusty plasma regimes depends
on temperature and forces. Diffusion also plays an essential role in exploring the
dynamical properties (structure, waves, and instabilities) of many biological,
physical, and chemical systems. The diffusion motion of dust particles in CDPs
continues as one of the active research topics, an essential consequence of under-
standing the transport and dynamical properties [12, 29–33]. It is one of the primary
sources to lose energy (stopping power) in CDPs. Therefore, we can easily under-
stand the microscopic phenomena of particles in the different states [34]. An
extensive amount of previous studies have been made to understand the diffusion
motion in CDPs. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed and investigate
the velocity autocorrelation function for 2D WCCDPs [12], Langevin dynamics
simulation for 2D SCCDPs [35] and diffusion coefficient [36]. For the investigations
of self-diffusion coefficient MD simulations were performed for 3D CDPs [30, 33, 37],
one-component plasma [31] and ionic mixtures [32].

The main objective of the present book chapter is to give an overview of
electrorheological (ER) fluids and ER-CDPs. We have computed the effect of the
external applied uniaxial electric field on the velocity autocorrelation function and
self-diffusion coefficient of 3D ER-CDPs using MD simulations over a wide range of
input CDPs parameters.

2. MD simulation algorithm and parameters

The Computer simulation provides a linkage between theoretical and experi-
mental research work. In thermal fluids, science and engineering, the installations
of experimental setups are very complex and high cost. In the age of modern
technology, the cost-effective and low time consumption high computational power
is most prominent. Nowadays, it is a trend that before starting the experimenta-
tions, first test with computational tools than verified with experiments. There are
various computer algorithms and techniques are used for the calculation of various
properties in various materials. We perform computer simulations to test a theo-
retical model, verify experimental data, and also for comparison purposes [38].
Different computational techniques can be designed for extreme conditions, such as
for very low temperature and high density. It also acts as a bridge between micro-
scopic length, time scale, and macroscopic worlds. MD and Monte Carlo (MC), and
Langevin dynamics simulations are the main methods used to compute CDPs’
physical properties. Different software’s are also available to compute various
physical properties and build a new model by following one simulation scheme.

MD simulations have become a prominent computational tool to investigate
various properties such as thermophysical and dynamical properties in different
types of fluids and materials. The MD simulations consist of the numerical solution
of the Newton equation of motion for the spherical particles system [9]. This
section explained the MD simulation algorithm to calculate the self-diffusion
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coefficient (D). Equilibrium MD simulations are used to investigate the D in ER-
CDPs. Yukawa potential (screened Coulomb) is the most commonly used potential
for CDPs systems, while other physical systems such as physics of chemical and
polymer, medicine and biology systems, astrophysics, and environmental research
are adopted. Most scholars used Yukawa potential to screen charged dust particles
in the dusty plasma results in isotropic interactions. In the present research used
applied a uniaxial ac electric field for additional dipole–dipole-like interactions. This
idea was taken from Pk-3 plus experiment under the microgravity conditions [20],
theoretical approach [39], MD simulation study [24], and Pk-4 experiments [23].
For ER-CDPs, the charged dust particles interact with each other through Yukawa
potential and Quadrupole interactions due to external applied ac electric field: the
equation for ER-CDPs becomes as

W r, θð Þ ¼ Q2
d

1
4πεo

exp �r=λD

r
� 0:43

M2
Tλ

2
D

r3
3 cos 2θ � 1
� �� �

(1)

First-term in the above equation presents pair-wise Yukawa potential in the
absence of an electric field, and the second term shows the Quadrupole interaction
between particles due to uniaxial ac external electric field [22]. Where λD is Debye
length, Qd is the charge on dust particles, r distance between interacting particles,
and ϵo permittivity of space. The ɵ is the angle between the electric field (E) and
interacting dust particles. In the present study, we take ɵ = 0o for uniaxial ac electric
field for anisotropic interactions. The r is the distance between the interacting
particles, r = rj - ri. The MT is thermal Mach number normalized with the thermal
velocity of charged dust particles M2

T ¼ u2d
� �

=v2T where v2T ¼ Td=md the drift veloc-
ity is proportional to an electric field (ud α E), an electric field can be measured in
the unit of MT. For small values of MT, in ER-CDPs, the interactions of particles are
the same as dipolar interaction in conventional ERFs. In the prior study, strings
(chain) of dust particles were observed in typical conditions when an external ac
electric field was applied.

There are two central (dimensionless) parameters, which are fully-characterized
complex plasma systems. The first parameter is the plasma coupling parameter
(define same as Coulomb systems) Γ ¼ Q2

d=4πϵoaw:skBT, aws Wigner-Seitz radius

defined as 3=4πnð Þ13πn�1
2 Where n is the equilibrium dust number density, kB the

Boltzmann constant, and T is the system’s absolute temperature. The plasma cou-
pling (Γ) parameter is the ratio of average potential energy to the average kinetic
energy of interacting dust particles. The SCCDPs associated with Γ > 1 inversely
account as weakly coupled dusty plasma (Γ < 1). Another essential parameter is the

Debye screening parameter, κ ¼ aw:s=λD. The plasma dust frequency ωpd ¼
Q2

d=3πϵ0ma3
� �2

describes the time scale of a complex plasma system; here, m is the
dust particle’s mass.

2.1 Green-Kubo relation of diffusion coefficient

Green-Kubo integral formula were used to calculate the self-diffusion coefficient
(D) for 3D CDPs [30, 33], one component plasma [31] and ionic mixtures [32].
Here we have used the same numerical models for the investigations of D in 3D
ER-CDPs; the Green-Kubo relation is given as following.

D ¼ 1
3N

ð∞
0
Z tð Þdt (2)
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In Eq. (2), Z(t) is known as the velocity autocorrelation function (VACF), 3
shows the 3D system, and N represents the number of simulated dust particles. The
D is the integral of VACF calculated over all the particle velocity product’s ensemble
average segments at a time (t) and initial time (t0). If Z(t) decays too slowly,
Yukawa particles’ motion is described as anomalous diffusion for the integral equa-
tion one converges. The transport coefficient’s existence, autocorrelation function
must rapidly decay enough for integral to convergence. Different types of diffusion
motion were analyzed through VACF [12], defined as

Z tð Þ ¼ v j tð Þ:v j 0ð Þ� �
(3)

Where vj(t) denote the j
th particle’s velocity at simulation time (t) and (0), the

brackets :…h i represent the canonical ensemble average all over particles. Z(t)
demonstrates the decay that is characterized by plasma frequency. The existence of
the transport coefficient, autocorrelation function must rapidly decay enough for
integral convergence [29, 33, 34].

In this method, classical molecular dynamics simulations are used to map the
trajectories of N = 500 and calculated the diffusion coefficient. Periodic boundary
conditions (PBCs) were used to be constrained enforced during the N-particles
simulation under statistical microcanonical ensemble (NVE). The edge length of the
3D cubic simulation box is L with 12.79a. Particles are placed randomly in the
simulation cubic cell for the beginning of the simulations [15]. An appropriate time
step (dt = 0.001ωpd) was selected to calculate particle position and velocity at each
step. The leapfrog integration method is used to integrate the equation of motion
and calculate each particle’s force, acceleration, and position for every time step.
The whole scheme in MD dynamically simulates the equation of motion of N-dust
particles with interaction through Yukawa potential, and Quadrupole interaction
was given in Eq. (1). The Ewald summation method was used for calculations of
Yukawa and dipolar potential energies and forces. Here we select the Ewald
convergence parameter (γ = 5.6/L) for the Yukawa and anisotropic interactions.
Suitable input parameters are selected to get the accuracy and consistency of the
model. The appropriate system temperature ( T ¼ 1=Γð Þ Yukawa Ewald-summation
method, screening length, Mach number, time step, number of particles, simulation
run time, etc., are selected to provide 3D ER-CDPs diffusion motion. Negative
derivatives of Eq. (1) calculate forces on each interacting charged dusty particle in
the Yukawa system. MD simulations are performed 2 x 105/ωpd time unit to record
the SDC (Γ, κ, MT). The 12-core-processor takes about three hours to perform each
simulation. Total 156 simulations are performed and calculated the VACF and D for
a wide range of plasma parameters and external applied uniaxial electric field. For
the present chapter, the EMDmethod is used of ER-CDPs and calculated the D over
a wide range of Γ = 2–500, 1 < κ ≥ 3, and N = 500. In addition, the conservation of
total energies and momentum is checked and verify that system has self-
consistency.

3. Simulation results and discussions

This book chapter used the equilibrium MD simulation method using Yukawa
(screened Coulomb) potential and dipolar interactions. Without external forces
(electric and magnetic), Yukawa potential was used and calculated thermophysical
properties. In this work, we add dipolar interactions with the same numerical
schemes and analyses the diffusion motion through VACF and D. First of all; we
compute the VACF for Screening parameters (1 < κ ≥ 3), plasma coupling
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parameters (1 < Γ ≥ 500), uniaxial electric field strength (0.0 ≤ MT ≥ 1.50) for the
same number of particles (N = 500). After that, D is calculated for nearly the same
parameters used for the VACF.

The single-particle motions are computed for 3D ER-CDPs through the equilib-
rium MD simulation using VACF for diffusion by employing Eq. (3). VACF are
analyzed and discussed for plasma screening κ = 1.4, 2 and 3, plasma coupling (Γ = 2–
500), number of spherical charged dust particles (N = 500) with the variation of the
external uniaxial electric field. The VACF has been widely used for 3D CDPs over a
wide combination range of plasma parameters (κ, Γ) [12, 30, 36]. The VACF was
computed atMT = 0.0 for comparison purposes with earlier MD results. It has been
shown that MD outcomes have comparable fair agreements with previous results.
Here we defined the critical strength of the applied external electric field (MCT). The
MCT is directly proportional to plasma coupling strengths or inversely proportional to
system temperature. We have been found that above theMCT system goes out of
thermal equilibration. We have also got noisy results above theMCT strength of the
external applied uniaxial electric field. The critical strength of the uniaxial electric
field is different for the different combinations of CDPs parameters.

The simulation outcomes of VACF in 3D ER-CDPs as a function of the simula-
tion time scale for four different plasma coupling values (Γ � 20, 50, 100, and 250)
at constant κ = 1.40 and N = 500 are displayed in Figure 1. The effects of variation
uniaxial electric field (ΜΤ � 0.01–1.30) on VACF are computed to analyze the
diffusion motion of charged dust particles. It has been shown that MT significantly
depends on plasma temperature and the screening of charged particles. At Higher
plasma temperature (Γ = 20), one can easily observe the rapid decay of VACF with
very weak particle oscillations. This regime ΜΤ does not have significant effects on
the dynamics of dust particles. Figure 1(b) shows the oscillatory damped motion
and slightly decreasing amplitude of VACF up to uniaxial electric field strength
(ΜΤ = 0.90). For higher plasma coupling strength (Γ � 100,250), results of VACF
show the higher oscillations with slightly damping phenomena. Figure 2 demon-
strated the VACF at κ = 2.0 for four different regimes of strongly coupled CDPs
(Γ = 20, 50, 200, 400) N = 500 with a variation of uniaxial electric field (0.0
< MT ≥ 1.50). It is observed that the effect ofMT on VACF is nearly the same as was
observed in Figure 1. It has also been shown that the MCT increases with increases
in the screening strength. Furthermore, we increased the screening strength κ = 3.0
and Γ = 30, 75, 250, and 500 are shown in Figure 6. The trend of damping and
oscillations of dust particles was observed the same as in Figures 1 and 2. Therefore,
the VACF below the MCT simulation outcomes is founded in good agreement with
previous data [13, 30, 35, 36].

It is observed that at higher temperatures (low coupling, Γ), the MT does not
affect the dynamics and oscillation of the particles. So what we can say that at
higher system temperature, the radius between interacting charged dust particles is
large. Due to the large distance, Eq. (1) remains invalid for higher uniaxial electric
field strength. The motion of a particle in this regime indicates only thermal motion.
Complete damped oscillations of dust particles were observed for a long time at
intermediate values of Γ. The magnitude of oscillations slightly decreased with
increasingMT, increasing the diffusion at a low rate of thermal motion. In ER-CDPs,
the effect of MT on VACF can be easily observed from intermediate to higher
plasma coupling (Γ) strength. The simulation time length scales, maximum at
intermediate values of Γ and further increasing Γ, the length scale slightly
decreased. It was observed that the oscillation was not fully damped at higher Γ. It is
concluded that a uniaxial electric field can affect diffusion motion in ER-CDPs for
the sufficient strength of MT., so what can say the presented numerical method
gives us precise and reliable data for comparative study.
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Now we focused on the primary outcomes through the equilibrium MD method.
The simulation data of this work are that the self-diffusion coefficient (D) of ER-
CDPs can be obtained with minimum statistical error at MT = 0.0 by equilibrium
MD. Moreover, it is shown that the MD with GKR has a fair good agreement with
previous simulation outcomes of Ohta and Hamaguchi [30], Daligault [31, 32], and
Begum and Das [33, 37] atMT = 0.0. Figures 3–5 display the primary outcomes of D
measured from the equilibrium MD method for ER-CDPs at κ = 1.4, 2, and 3,
respectively. D of ER-CDPs was calculated for different uniaxial electric field
strengths (0 < MT < 1.5). Here we have explained the D for a wide range of
combinations of plasma parameters (Γ, κ) over acceptable MT ranges below the
MCT. This section focused on the variation of plasma coupling (1/T), electric field,
Debye screening length, and constant N = 500 simulated particles.

The effect ofMT on D in 3D ER-CDPs is calculated for plasma coupling (Γ � 20,
50, 100, and 200), Debye screening length (κ � 1.4), uniaxial electric field
(0.0 ≤ MT ≤ 1.30), and N = 500 number of particles shown in Figure 3. We have
performed several MD simulations at constant κ = 1.4 and N = 500 to analyze the
effect of MT on D. The reported data of D shows good agreements for small MT

values with previous results [30–32]. With respective of Γ different regimes are
under consideration. It is found that theMCT values are the same as in Figures 1, 2, 6

Figure 1.
VACF as a function of molecular dynamics simulation time scale for constant plasma screening parameter
(κ = 1.40). MD simulations results obtained for N = 500 simulated dust particles with the variation of uniaxial
external electric field (0.0 < MT ≤ 1.30) and four different plasma regimes (a) Γ = 20, (b) Γ = 50, (c)
Γ = 100 and (d) Γ = 250.
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for the same combinations of plasma parameters. It is noted that for plasma coupling
(Γ = 20), the critical values (MCT > 0.42) for κ = 1.4 display in Figure 3. We have
found the increasing trend ofMT with increases the plasma coupling values or
decreasing the system temperature such as Γ = 50, 100 and 200 criticalMCT ≥ 0.88,
1.12, 1.25 respectively. The possible reason for the low strength ofMT in high system
temperature is the large interparticle distance show with the term (1/r3) in Eq. (1).
The increasing values of D with respective of Γ at κ = 1.4 can be easily observed from
four panels of Figure 3. Upon further increasing MT, the MD simulation gives an
error in the form of out of thermal equilibrium. At lower plasma coupling strength
(Γ = 20), the D does not significantly increase under the applied external electric
field’s influence; only 0.03% observed the integral values of VACF. The increasing of
diffusion was observed for Γ = 50 are 20%, Γ = 100 are 75% and Γ = 200 are 160%.
The electric field effect on D in ER-CDPs can be found in the same as conventional
electrorheological fluids and ionic liquids [40].

The simulation outcomes of D in 3D ER-CDPs at constant N = 500, different
values of Γ as a function of the uniaxial electric field (MT) for κ = 2 and 3 are shown
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The effect of MT was computed in four different

Figure 2.
VACF as a function of molecular dynamics simulation time scale for constant plasma screening parameter
(κ = 2.0). MD simulations results obtained for N = 500 simulated dust particles with the variation of uniaxial
external electric field (0.0 < MT ≤ 1.30) and four different plasma regimes (a) Γ = 20, (b) Γ = 50, (c)
Γ = 200 and (d) Γ = 400.
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Figure 3.
Self-diffusion coefficient as a function of external applied uniaxial electric field (0.0 < MT < 1.30), for
constant plasma screening (κ = 1.4) and a number of particles (N = 500), considered four different ER-CDPs
states (a) Γ = 20, (b) Γ = 50, (c) Γ = 100 and (d) Γ = 200.

Figure 4.
Self-diffusion coefficient as a function of external applied uniaxial electric field (0.0 < MT < 1.40), for
constant plasma screening (κ = 2) and a number of particles (N = 500), considered four different ER-CDPs
states (a) Γ = 20, (b) Γ = 50, (c) Γ = 100 and (d) Γ = 200.
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states of ER-CDPs by performed almost thirty-three simulations. The MCT values
for κ = 2.0 at Γ = 20, MT > 0.45, Γ = 50, MCT > 0.90, Γ = 100, MCT > 1.23, and
Γ = 200, MCT > 1.35. The increase in D under the action of external applied uniaxial
electric field for Γ = 20, 50, 100, and 200 are 1.7, 11, 42, and 115%. The increases in
the D for κ = 3.0 same N were observed nearly the same as said above for κ = 2.0.
The effect ofMT on the D is prominent at higher values of Γ parameters. It was also
noted that MT does not significantly affect D lower to intermediate values of Γ.
From Figures 3–5, we can conclude that the proposed MD simulation method
worked for the limited strength of MT. It was noted that the system’s critical values
above the system go out of thermal equilibrations, and kinetic energy increased
very largely up to 23 orders of magnitude, but the potential energy does not change
higher order of magnitude. Below the critical strength, the potential energy of
interacting Yukawa dust particles increases with MT.

4. Conclusion

An equilibrium MD simulation has been performed to report the velocity
autocorrelation function (VACF) and self-diffusion coefficient (D) of
three-dimensional (3D) electrorheological complex (dusty) plasmas (ER-CDPs) for
the analysis of diffusion motion of dust particles. The interactions and forces between
dust particles were modeled by Yukawa potential and Quadrupole interactions of
charged dust particles. This paper highlights the outcomes of VACF and D for 3D

Figure 5.
Self-diffusion coefficient as a function of external applied uniaxial electric field (0.0 < MT < 1.50), for
constant plasma screening (κ = 3) and a number of particles (N = 500), considered four different ER-CDPs
states (a) Γ = 30, (b) Γ = 75, (c) Γ = 250 and (d) Γ = 500.
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ER-CDPs in the presence of a uniaxial electric field (MT). We used Green-Kubo
expression to calculate VACF and D over a wide range of CDPs Coulomb coupling
(Γ) and Debye screening (κ) parameters. The VACF and D are significantly depen-
dent on the plasma parameters (κ, Γ) and MT. The calculated results are highly
consistent with other MD data in the absence ofMT. It was observed thatD decreased
with increasing the Γ. The MT significantly affects the diffusion motion in ER-CDPs
from intermediate to higher values of Γ and does not affect low Γ. The D increases
with increasing theMT and κ. A new investigation gives more comprehensive and
reliable data for VACF and D over given plasma parameters. It has been demon-
strated that the presented numerical results for a given range of plasma parameters
(Γ, κ) and the number of particles are good performances. The proposed numerical
model is suitable for liquid-like and solid-like states for 3D CDPs. We can be con-
cluded that the developed MD simulations approach will be employed to investigate
the thermophysical properties of ER-CDPs.
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Abbreviation and symbol

EMD Equilibrium molecular dynamic
ERFs Electrorheological fluids
κ Screening strength
Γ Coulomb coupling
MT Thermal mach number
N Number of particles
CDP Complex (dusty) plasma
SCCDPs Strongly coupled complex (dusty) plasmas
WCCDPs Weakly coupled complex (dusty) plasmas
3D Three dimensional
PK-3 plus Plasma Kristall-3 plus
VACF Velocity autocorrelation function
D Self-diffusion coefficient
GKR Green-Kubo relation
PBCs Periodic boundary conditions
kB Boltzmann constant
ωpd Plasma frequency
T Plasma temperature
aws Wigner Seitz radius
θ The angle between the electric field and particles vector
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Chapter 6

Transverse Thermal Instability of
Radiative Plasma with FLR
Corrections for Star Formation
in ISM
Sachin Kaothekar

Abstract

Impact of porosity, rotation and finite ion Larmor radius (FLR) corrections on
thermal instability of immeasurable homogeneous plasma has been discovered
incorporating the effects of radiative heat-loss function and thermal conductivity.
The general dispersion relation is carried out with the help of the normal mode
analysis scheme taking the suitable linearized perturbation equations of the diffi-
culty. This general dispersion relations is further reduces for rotation axis parallel
and perpendicular to the magnetic field. Thermal instability criterion establishes the
stability of the medium. Mathematical calculations have been performed to repre-
sent the impact of different limitations on the growth rate of thermal instability. It
is found that rotation, FLR corrections and medium porosity stabilize the growth
rate of the medium in the transverse mode of propagation. Our outcome of the
problem explains that the rotation, porosity and FLR corrections affect the dens
molecular clouds arrangement and star configuration in interstellar medium.

Keywords: Thermal instability, Rotation, FLR Correction, Radiative heat-loss
functions, ISM

1. Introduction

In different research fields of science, now a day’s plasma physics have been one
of the most important growing areas of research. Also the plasma instabilities are
studied from several decades to understand the process of formation of small and
big structures in interstellar medium in astronomy and astrophysics. The learning of
thermal unsteadiness is suiting fashionable because this is the major development
that agreements through outside warming and radiative codling in cosmological
plasma environment and in the interstellar medium. The formation of a high
amount of cosmological constructions given as interstellar clouds, solar eminences,
concentrated organizations in planetary nebulae, etc., can be clarified by resource of
thermal unsteadiness. Thermal unsteadiness occurs in an environment that can be
developed into colder because of radiation and fluid reduction. Along with this, a
reduction of temperature builds the environment unbalanced and directs to the
configuration of novel arrangements because of density concentration (Parker [1]
& Field [2]). In the unsteadiness, the serious length scale is lesser than that of the
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other dynamical unsteadiness’s such as the Jeans gravitational unsteadiness; i.e., an
environment can be develop into thermally unbalanced still if the environment is
steady beside the gravitational unsteadiness. So, it is clear that the substantial
foundation of slighter-range configurations is because of thermal unsteadiness in
spite of the dynamical unsteadiness. While the masses of these contained dense
entities are lower than those needed for gravitational reduction, the situation of
thermal unsteadiness gets gratify. Certainly, when the gravitational power of orig-
inally uniform plasma is comparatively tiny the solar eminences (Tandberg-
Hanssen [3]; Priest [4]) and numerous kinds of interstellar clouds (Spitzer [5];
Hollenbach & Thronson [6]; & Burton et al. [7]) are structured because of the
procedure of thermal strengthening. Thermal unsteadiness has been studied by
several investigators for more than seven decades in astrophysical objects and
plasma physics applications (Aggarwal and Talwar [8]; Bora and Talwar [9]; Fukue
& Kamaya [10]; Prajapati et al. [11]; Kaothekar et al. [12]; Sharma and Jain [13];
Prajapati et al. [14]). More recently Kaothekar [15] has discussed the thermal
instability of partially ionized viscous plasma with Hall effect FLR corrections
flowing through porous medium. Thus, we find that a large number of studies are
done for magneto-thermal and radiative plasma with different parameters under
various assumptions.

In addition to this, the problem of thermal instability of plasma flowing through
porous medium has much significance in the learning of large and small astrophys-
ical entities, such as comets, meteorites and interplanetary dust. More over the
learning of flow via porous media is of considerable attention because of its diver-
sity of applications in geophysical circumstances, magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD)
flows, laboratories, industries and in petroleum and chemical engineering. A large
amount of the pioneer work in the field of plasma flow via porous medium is
analyzed by Nield and Bejan [16] and Vafai [17]. Many investigators have discussed
the importance of porosity in thermal instability with different physical parameters
in different plasma environments (Somerton & Catton [18]; Poulikakos [19]; Nield
& Kuznetsov [20]; Shue [21]; Kumar [22]; Kaothekar & Chhajlani [23]; Nield &
Kuznetsov [24]; Kaothekar [25]. More recently Nguyen-Thoi et al. [26] have
discussed the magneto-hydrodynamic nano-fluid radiative thermal behavior by
means of Darcy law inside a porous media. Thus we see that, porosity of the
medium plays a crucial role in instability and stability examinations of the thermally
magnetized plasma flowing through porous medium.

Along with this, in current days the significance of FLR in thermal instability and
gravitational instability of plasma is important owing to its huge relevance in astro-
physics. Many researchers (Jukes [27]; Roberts & Taylor [28]; Rosenbluth et al. [29];
Singh & Hans [30]; Herrnegger [31]; Sharma [32]; Chhonkar & Bhatia [33]; Devlen
& Pekunlu [34]; Kaothekar & Chhajlani [35]; Kaothekar et al. [36]; Kaothekar [37])
have discussed the importance of FLR corrections in thermal instability with different
parameters. More recently Kaothekar [38] has investigated the problem of Jeans
instability of finitely conducting radiative rotating plasma with FLR corrections f
lowing through porous medium. Thus it is clear that FLR is a significant restriction in
argument of thermal instability and Jeans-gravitational instability.

From the above study we discover that combined influence of the rotation, FLR
corrections, radiative heat-loss function, thermal conductivity and porosity on the
thermal instability is not taken. Thus remaining in brains the importance of rotation
and FLR corrections in formation of astrophysical small and big structures, we
attempt to argue the outcomes of rotation, porosity and FLR corrections on thermal
instability of plasma with thermal conductivity and radiative heat-loss function.

This paper is organized in following ways. In Section 2 linearized equations are
presented. Section 3 contains the dispersion relation which is derived by linearized
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perturbation equations and discussed mathematically for transverse wave propaga-
tion. Section 4 represents the linear growth rate of the dispersion relation in trans-
verse wave propagation and finally Section 5 contains discussion of the presented
problem and result.

2. Linearized perturbation equations of the problem

We consider an infinite homogeneous, thermally conducting, radiating, porous
plasma with FLR corrections in the presence of magnetic field H (0, 0, H). The
perturbation in fluid pressure, density, temperature, velocity, magnetic field and
heat-loss function are given as δp, δρ, δT, u(δux, δuy,δuz), δH(δHx, δHy, δHz), and L
respectively. The perturbation circumstances is given as.

p ¼ p0 þ δp, ρ ¼ ρ0 þ δρ,T ¼ T0 þ δT,u ¼ u0 þ δu,H ¼ H0 þ δH, and L ¼ L0 þ L:

(1)

Suffix ‘0’ represents the initial equilibrium state, which is independent of space
and time. L (ρ,T) is the heat-loss function of the material limited of thermal
conduction and is in general a cause of the local values of density and temperature
Field [2]. The operator d=dtð Þ is the substantial derivative given as d=dtð Þ ¼
∂=∂tþ 1=εð Þ u:∇ð Þ. With these effects the linearized perturbation equations of the
problem are

1
ε

� �
∂tδu ¼ � ∇δp

ρ

� �
� ∇ � P

ρ

� �
þ 1

4πρ

� �
∇� δHð Þ �H þ 2 u�Ωð Þ, (2)

ε ∂tδρþ ρ∇:δu ¼ 0, (3)

1
γ � 1

� �
∂tδp� γ

γ � 1

� �
p
ρ

� �
∂tδρþ ρ δρ

∂L
∂ρ

� �

T
þ δT

∂L
∂T

� �

ρ

" #
� λ∇2δT ¼ 0,

(4)

δp
p

� �
¼ δT

T

� �
þ δρ

ρ

� �
, (5)

∂tδH ¼ 1
ε

� �
∇� u�Hð Þ, (6)

∇:δH ¼ 0, (7)

where ∂L=∂Tð Þρ, ∂L=∂ρð ÞT are the partial derivatives of temperature dependent
heat-loss function LT and density dependent heat-loss function Lρ respectively. The
components of pressure tensor P, considering the finite ion gyration radius for the
magnetic field along z-axis as given by Roberts and Taylor [28] are

Pxx ¼ �ρυ0 ∂δuy=∂x
� �þ ∂δux=∂yð Þ� �

,Pyy ¼ ρυ0 ∂δuy=∂x
� �þ ∂δux=∂yð Þ� �

,

Pxy ¼ Pyx ¼ ρυ0 ∂δuy=∂x
� �� ∂δuy=∂y

� �� �
,

Pxz ¼ Pzx ¼ �2ρυ0 ∂δuy=∂z
� �þ ∂δuz=∂yð Þ� �

,

Pyz ¼ Pzy ¼ 2ρυ0 ∂δuz=∂xð Þ þ ∂δux=∂zð Þ½ �, Pzz ¼ 0:

(8)
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The parameter υ0 has the dimensions of the kinematics viscosity and called as
magnetic viscosity defined as υ0 ¼ ΩLR2

L=4, where RL is the ion-Larmor radius and
ΩL is the ion gyration frequency.

We seek plain wave solution of the form

exp iσ tþ ikxxþ ikzzð Þ, (9)

where σ is the frequency of harmonic disturbance, kx and kz are the wave
numbers of the perturbations along x and z axes. Such that

k2 ¼ k2x þ k2z (10)

The components of Eq. (6) may be given

δHx ¼ iH=εωð Þkzδux, δHy ¼ iH=εωð Þkzδuy, δHz ¼ � iH=εωð Þkxδux: (11)

where iσ ¼ ω.
Using Eqs. (4), (5) and (9) we write

δp ¼
γ � 1ð Þ TLT � ρLρ þ λk2T

ρ

� �h i
þ ω c2

n o

γ � 1ð Þ Tρ
p

� �
LT þ λk2T

p

� �h i
þ ω

n o
δρ

, (12)

Using Eqs. (3)–(11) in Eq. (2), we may engrave the subsequent algebraic
equations for the constituents of Eq. (2)

δux ωþ V2k2=ω
� �� �þ δuy ευ0 k2x þ 2k2z

� ��2εΩz�
� þ ε ikx=k

2� �
Ω2

T s ¼ 0, (13)

�δux ευ0 k2x þ 2k2z
� �� 2Ωz

� �þ δuy ωþ V2k2z=ω
� ��� δuz 2ε υ0kxkz þΩxð Þ½ � ¼ 0,

�

(14)

δuy 2ε υ0kxkz þΩxð Þ½ � þ δuzωþ ε ikz=k
2� �
Ω2

T s ¼ 0: (15)

Taking divergence of Eq. (2) and using Eqs. (3)–(11), we obtain as

δux ikx
V2k2

ε ω

 !" #
þ δuy iυ0kx k2x þ 4k2z

� �þ 2i kzΩx � kxΩzð Þ� �� s ω2 þΩ2
T

� � ¼ 0,

(16)

we have made following substitutions α ¼ γ � 1ð Þ TLT � ρLρ þ λk2T
ρ

� �h i
, β ¼

γ � 1ð Þ TρLT
p

� �
þ λk2T

p

� �h i
, s ¼ δρ

ρ ,Ω
2
T ¼ Ω2

IþωΩ2
Jð Þ

ωþβð Þ

� �
, Ω2

J ¼ c2k2, Ω2
I ¼ k2α, V2 ¼

H2

4πρ

� �
, c ¼ γp=ρð Þ1=2 is the adiabatic velocity of sound in the medium.

3. Dispersion relation

The nontrivial solution of the determinant of the matrix gained from Eqs. (13)–
(16) with δux, δuy, δuz, s having various coefficients that should disappear is to give
the subsequent dispersion relation
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ω2 þΩ2
T

� �
ωþ V2k2=ω

� �� �
ω ωþ V2k2z=ω

� �� �þ 4ε2 υ0kxkz þΩxð Þ2
n o

� 2ε2Ω2
T=k

2� �

� υ0kxkz þΩxð Þ ωþ V2k2=ω
� �� �

υ0kxkz k2x þ 4k2z
� �þ 2 k2zΩx � kxkzΩz

� �� �

þω ευ0 k2x þ 2k2z
� �� 2εΩz

� �2
ω2 þΩ2

T

� �þ 2εkxkzV2=ω
� �

Ω2
T υ0kxkz þΩxð Þ

� ευ0 k2x þ 2k2z
� �� 2εΩz

� �� ω εΩ2
T=k

2� �
ευ0 k2x þ 2k2z
� �� 2εΩz

��

� υ0k
2
x k2x þ 4k2z
� �� þ2 kxkzΩx � k2xΩz

� ��� ω ωþ V2k2z=ω
� �� �

V2k2x=ω
� �

Ω2
T

� 4ε2k2xV
2=ω

� �
Ω2

T υ0kxkz þΩxð Þ2 ¼ 0:

(17)

The dispersion relation (17) demonstrates the jointed influence of rotation, FLR
corrections, radiative heat-loss function, thermal conductivity and porosity on the
thermal instability of homogeneous plasma flowing through porous medium. The
above dispersion relation is long and to learn the consequence of all parameter we
now diminish the dispersion relation (17) for transverse mode of transmission.

4. Conversation of the dispersion relation

4.1 Transverse mode of transmission (K⊥B)

In this situation the perturbations are in use to be vertical to the path of the
magnetic field i:e: kx ¼ k, kz ¼ 0ð Þ: The dispersion relation (17) reduces to

ω2 þΩ2
T

� �
ωþ V2k2=ω

� �� �
ω2 þ 4ε2Ω2

x

� �� þ ω ευ0k
2 � 2εΩz

� �2o

�Ω2
T ω V2k2=ω

� ��� þε2 υ0k
2 � 2Ωz

� �2iþ4ε2Ω2
x V2k2=ω
� ��

¼ 0: (18)

This dispersion relation (18) provides the control of rotation, FLR corrections,
radiative heat-loss function thermal conductivity and porosity on thermal unstead-
iness of plasma for transverse mode of transmission. Now we discuss the dispersion
relation (18) for rotation axis parallel and vertical to the magnetic field.

4.1.1 Axis of rotation along the magnetic field (Ω||B)

For the case of axis of rotation along the magnetic field, we put Ωx ¼ 0 and
Ωz ¼ Ω in dispersion relation (18) which reduces to

ω3 ω ωþ V2k2=ω
� �� �þ ε2 υ0k

2 � 2Ω
� �2 þ Ω2

I þ ωΩ2
J

� �
= ωþ βð Þ

o
¼ 0:

n
(19)

Eq. (19) has two independent factors. The first factor of Eq. (19) gives ω3 ¼ 0,
which is a marginal stable mode. The second factor of Eq. (19) gives the following
dispersion relation on alternating the values of Ω2

I , Ω2
J , α and β.

ω3 þ γ � 1ð Þ TρLT=pð Þ þ λk2T=p
� �� �� �� �

ω2 þ 4ε2Ω2� þ ε2υ20k
4

þV2k2 þ c2k2 � 4ε2Ωυ0k
2 �ωþ γ � 1ð Þ TρLT=pð Þ þ λk2T=p

� �� �

� 4ε2Ω2 þ ε2υ20k
4 þ V2k2 � 4ε2Ωυ0k

2� �þ k2 γ � 1ð Þ
� TLT � ρLρ þ λk2T=ρ

� �� ��
¼ 0: (20)
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This dispersion relation symbolizes the consequence of direct addition of rota-
tion, FLR corrections, radiative heat-loss function, thermal conductivity and poros-
ity on the thermal unsteadiness of the organization. When constant term of Eq. (20)
is less than zero this allows at least one positive real root which converses to the
unsteadiness of the organization. The situation of unsteadiness obtained from
steady term of Eq. (20) is specified as

k2 TLT � ρLρ þ λk2T
ρ

 !" #
þ TρLT

p

� �
þ λk2T

p

 !" #(
4ε2Ω2 þ ε2υ20k

4 þ V2k2 � 4ε2Ωυ0k
2� �
)
<0,

(21)

Eq. (21) symbolizes the modified form of thermal instability criterion by enclo-
sure of rotation, FLR corrections, radiative heat-loss function and thermal conduc-
tivity. From Eq. (21) we conclude that rotation and FLR corrections stabilize the
radiative instability.

In nonappearance of FLR corrections υ0 ¼ 0ð Þ Eq. (20) grows to be

ω3 þ γ � 1ð Þ TρLT=pð Þ þ λk2T=p
� �� �� �

ω2 þ 4ε2Ω2þV2k2 þ c2k2
�
ω

�

þ k2 γ � 1ð Þ�
TLT � ρLρ þ λk2T=ρ

� �� �þ γ � 1ð Þ TρLT=pð Þ þ λk2T=p
� �� �

� V2k2 þ 4ε2Ω2� �� ¼ 0: (22)

When constant term of Eq. (22) is less than zero this permits at least one positive
real root which communicates to the instability of the system. The condition of
instability attained from constant term of Eq. (22) is given as

k2 γ � 1ð Þ TLT � ρLρ þ λk2T
ρ

 !" #
þ γ � 1ð Þ TρLT

p

� �
þ λk2T

p

 !" #
V2k2 þ 4ε2Ω2� �

)(
<0,

(23)

The above situation of instability is the changed form of thermal condition by
addition of rotation and magnetic field strength. From Eq. (23) we bring to a close
that rotation and magnetic field stabilize the radiative instability.

Now Eq. (20) can be written in the following form

ω3 þ cs kT þ k2

kλ

 !( )
ω2 þ c2s

4ε2Ω2

cs

�
þ ε2υ20k

4

cs
þV2k2

cs
þ k2 � 4ε2Ωυ0k

2

cs

#
ωþ c3s kT þ k2

kλ

 !" #

� 4ε2Ω2

cs

�
þ ε2υ20k

4

cs
þV2k2

cs
þ k2 � 4ε2Ωυ0k

2

cs

#
þ c3s k

2

γ

 !
kT � kρ þ k2

kλ

 !" #
¼ 0:

(24)

We have used

kρ ¼ γ � 1ð ÞρLρ

� �
= RcsTð Þ, kT ¼ γ � 1ð ÞLT½ �= Rcsð Þ, kλ ¼ Rcsρð Þ= γ � 1ð Þλ½ �, (25)

To investigate the effect of viscosity, porosity, rotation and radiative heat-loss
functions on the growth rate of thermal instability, we solve Eq. (24) numerically.
Therefore Eq. (24) can be written in non-dimensional form with the help of
following dimension-less quantities as given in Field [2]

ω ∗ ¼ ω=kρcs, Ω ∗ ¼ Ωkρ=cs, k ∗ ¼ k=kρ, k ∗
λ ¼ kρ=kλ, k ∗

T ¼ kT=kρ, (26)
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In astrophysical circumstances, instability of the organization is one of the most
significant reasons of arrangement of entities. So we learn the consequences of
medium porosity ε, rotation Ω ∗ , and FLR corrections υ ∗

0 on the growth rate of
unstable mode. Using Eq. (26), we write Eq. (24) in non-dimensional form as

ω ∗ 3 þ k ∗
T þ k ∗ 2

λ

� �
ω ∗ 2 þ 4ε2Ω ∗ 2� þ ε2υ ∗ 2

0 k ∗ 4þV ∗ 2k ∗ 2 þ k ∗ 2 � 4ε2Ω ∗ υ ∗
0 k

∗ 2 �ω ∗

þ 4ε2Ω ∗ 2 þ ε2υ ∗ 2
0 k ∗4 þ V ∗ 2k ∗ 2 � 4ε2Ω ∗ υ ∗

0 k
∗ 2� �

k ∗
T þ k ∗ 2

λ

� �

þ k ∗ 2=γ
� �

k ∗
T � 1þ k ∗

λ k
∗ 2� � ¼ 0:

(27)

Mathematical computations were executed to decide the roots of (ω ∗ ) as a
function of wave number (k ∗ ) for moderately a few values of dissimilar parameters
occupied captivating γ ¼ 5=3. Out of three modes, only one mode is unstable for
which the computations are at presented in Figures 1–5, where the growth rate ω ∗

has been sketched versus the wave number k ∗ to display the reliance of the growth
rate on the dissimilar substantial limitations such as porosity, rotation and FLR
corrections. It is clear from Figure 1 that the max out rate of the growth rate reduces
with augment in the rate of medium porosity. Thus the consequence of medium
porosity is stabilizing on the growth rate of the environment. From Figure 2 we see
that the growth rate diminishes with augment in the value of rotation. Thus it is
bring to a close that rotation stabilizes the growth rate of the environment. One can
examine from Figure 3 that the growth rate diminishes with rising FLR corrections.
Thus the effect of FLR corrections is stabilizing on the growth rate of the environ-
ment. From Figure 4 it is clear that growth rate diminishes on raising the value of

Figure 1.
Growth rate (ω ∗ ) against wave number k ∗ for four values of parameter ε keeping the other parameters fixed
KT

∗ ¼ 1, Kλ
∗ ¼ 0, V ∗ ¼ 1, ν0 ∗ ¼ 1, Ω ∗ ¼ 1:0.
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K ∗
T : So K ∗

T shows stabilizing effect on the growth rate of the environment. One can
observe from Figure 5 that as the value of K ∗

λ increases the growth rate of the
environment decreases. So it is clear that K ∗

λ stabilize the growth rate of the
environment.

Figure 2.
Growth rate (ω ∗ ) against wave number k ∗ for four values of parameter Ω ∗ keeping the other parameters fixed
K ∗

T ¼ 1:0, Kλ
∗ ¼ 0,V ∗ ¼ 1, ν0 ∗ ¼ 1, ε ¼ 1:0.

Figure 3.
Growth rate (ω ∗ ) against wave number k ∗ for four values of parameter ν0 ∗ keeping the other parameters
fixed K ∗

T ¼ 1:0, Kλ
∗ ¼ 0,V ∗ ¼ 1, Ω ∗ ¼ 1, ε ¼ 1:0.
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4.1.2 Axis of rotation vertical to the magnetic field (Ω⊥B)

In the case of axis of rotation perpendicular to the magnetic field, we put Ωx ¼ Ω
and Ωz ¼ 0 in the dispersion relation (18) which reduces to

Figure 4.
Growth rate (ω ∗ ) against wave number k ∗ for four values of parameter K ∗

T keeping the other parameters fixed
K ∗

λ ¼ 1,V ∗ ¼ 1, Ω ∗ ¼ 1, ε ¼ 1:0.

Figure 5.
Growth rate (ω ∗ ) against wave number for four values of parameter K ∗

λ keeping the other parameters fixed
K ∗

T ¼ 1,V ∗ ¼ 1,Ω ∗ ¼ 1, ε ¼ 1:0 .
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ω ω2 ω2 þ 4ε2Ω2 þ ε2υ20k
4� �þ ω2 þ 4ε2Ω2� �

V2k2 þ
Ω2

I þ ωΩ2
J

� �

ωþ βð Þ

2
4

3
5
9=
; ¼ 0:

8<
:

(28)

This dispersion relation symbolizes the joint influence of FLR corrections, rota-
tion, porosity magnetic field, radiative heat-loss function and thermal conductivity
on the thermal instability of the considered organization. Eq. (28) has two inde-
pendent factors. The first factor of Eq. (28) gives ω ¼ 0, which is a marginal stable
mode. The second factor of Eq. (28) gives the following dispersion relation on
replacing the values of Ω2

I , Ω2
J , and β.

In nonattendance of rotation Ω ¼ 0ð Þ Eq. (28) becomes

ω3 þ γ � 1ð Þ TρLT

p

� �
þ λk2T

p

 !" #( )
ω2

þ ε2υ20k
4þV2k2 þ c2k2

�
ωþ k2 γ � 1ð Þ�� � TLT � ρLρ þ λk2T

ρ

 !" #

þ γ � 1ð Þ TρLT

p

� �
þ λk2T

p

 !" #
ε2υ20k

4 þ V2k2
� �g

¼ 0: (29)

The situation of instability acquired from constant term of Eq. (29) is given as

k2 γ � 1ð Þ TLT � ρLρ þ λk2T
ρ

 !" #
þ γ � 1ð Þ TρLT

p

� �
þ λk2T

p

 !" #(
ε2υ20k

4 þ V2k2
� �)

<0:

(30)

In present case situation of instability and growth rate of instability both depend
on FLR corrections and porosity.

5. Conclusions

In the above present problem we have approved out the consequence of rota-
tion, porosity and FLR corrections on the thermal instability of plasma counting the
effects of radiative heat-loss function and thermal conductivity. The general dis-
persion relation is attained, which is customized due to the attendance of calculated
physical limitations. This dispersion relation is condensed for transverse wave
propagation to the route of magnetic field, which is additional argued for rotation
axis parallel and vertical to the route of magnetic field.

In the situation of transverse wave propagation to the direction of magnetic field
with axis of rotation along magnetic field we gained two modes. The first one is a
marginal stable mode. The second one represents the thermal mode amended by
rotation, porosity, FLR corrections and radiative heat-loss function. It is concluded
that the condition of thermal unsteadiness is modified due to the attendance of
porosity, rotation, FLR corrections, radiative heat-loss function, and thermal con-
ductivity. For the case of non-FLR medium, it is found that the condition of radia-
tive unsteadiness and expression of critical thermal wave number both are amended
due to the occurrence of porosity, rotation, and it explains the stabilizing influence.
It is found that for non-FLR the condition of radiative unsteadiness and expression
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of critical thermal wave number both are amended due to the occurrence of poros-
ity, rotation and magnetic field. It is self-governing of FLR corrections.

In the case of axis of rotation vertical to the magnetic field for transverse wave
propagation, we obtained two modes. The first one is a marginal stable mode. The
second one symbolizes the impact of porosity, rotation, FLR corrections, radiative
heat-loss function and thermal conductivity on thermal unsteadiness of plasma. It is
concluded that the condition of unsteadiness is sovereign of porosity, rotation and
FLR corrections and it depends on radiative heat-loss function and thermal con-
ductivity. But the growth rate of the organization is exaggerated by the attendance
of rotation, porosity and FLR corrections. For the case of non-rotating medium, it is
found that condition of radiative unsteadiness is amended by the presence of FLR
corrections, porosity and magnetic field, and it demonstrates stabilizing authority.
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Chapter 7

Parametric Interaction of VLF and
ELF Waves in the Ionosphere
Vladimir I. Sotnikov

Abstract

In this Chapter we analyze a non-linear parametric interaction between Very
Low Frequency (VLF) and Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) waves in the iono-
sphere. We demonstrate that nonlinear parametric coupling between quasi-
electrostatic Lower Oblique Resonance (LOR) and ELF waves significantly
contributes to the VLF electromagnetic whistler wave spectrum. Analytical and
numerical results are compared with experimental data obtained during active
space experiments and satellite data. These data clearly show that presence of VLF
waves in the region of plasmasphere boundary layer, where there are no injected
due to substorm/storm activity energetic electrons with energies of tens keV can
strongly affect the radiation belt boundary.

Keywords: Ionosphere, wave interaction, whistlers

1. Introduction

The generation of VLF sideband emissions due to parametric interaction of LOR
and ELF waves was first suggested in [1, 2] in an attempt to explain an experimental
results observed in the ionosphere by the Aureol 3 satellite [3, 4] and during the
CHARGE 2B ionospheric rocket experiment [5]. Sideband VLF wave emissions can
be explained as secondary peaks above and below the primary peak. They results
from parametric interaction of excited VLF and ELF waves. Next, nonlinear para-
metric interactions between quasi-electrostatic LOR and ELF waves was proposed
as possible generation mechanisms of VLF whistler waves in the Turbulent
Plasmosphere Boundary Layer (TPBL). Excitation of these waves was analyzed
through an assessment of observations from the Cluster spacecraft and Van Allen
Probes [6]. To further validate a model developed in [1, 2] and adapted in [6] to
explain the observations of whistler waves in the plasmasphere. In [7] a numerical
solution of a system of nonlinear equations describing parametric interactions
between LOR and ELF pump waves excited in the TPBL by the diamagnetic ion
currents and hot ion ring instabilities [8, 9] was analyzed. Obtained results show
that nonlinear coalescence of the LOR and ELF waves leads to oblique electromag-
netic VLF (whistler) emissions at frequencies much greater than the LH resonance
frequency, in agreement with the observations. Finally Particle-In-Cell (PIC) sim-
ulation of parametric generation of electromagnetic whistler waves will be
discussed. This simulation will be initiated by excitation of the forced wave electric
field at VLF and ELF frequencies. Such initiation is possible due to the ability of the
PIC code known as Large Scale Plasma (LSP) code [10] to excite traveling plane
waves in a simulation box. Wave vectors and frequencies of excited in this way
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modes are chosen to satisfy the ELF and VLF dispersion relations. It was demon-
strated that quasi-electrostatic VLF and electromagnetic ELF waves in the process
of nonlinear interaction were able to excite electromagnetic whistler waves. These
results was obtained implementing a Lagrangian fluid model – part of the LSP
package. Simulation results also reveal generation of multiple sideband emissions
around the pump VLF wave. These simulation results strongly support analytical
model presented in [1, 2] and used in [6, 7] to explain the observations of whistler
waves in the plasmasphere boundary layer [11].

2. VLF waves in the ionosphere

We analyze excitation of waves with frequencies ω several times above the
lower hybrid resonance frequency, but below the one half of electron cyclotron
frequency i.e.:

ωLH <ω<
1
2
ωce, (1)

where the lower hybrid frequency ωLH in the case when ω2
ce < <ω2

pe is given by:

ω2
LH ¼ ω2

pi

1þ ω2
pe=ω

2
ce
: (2)

and ωpe is an electron plasma frequency. It is well known that in this case in a
cold plasma only one mode can be excited. The character features of excited wave
field at large distances from the source region can be explained using a plot
presented at Figure 1. This plot is similar to the commonly used wave refractive
index surface plot. The plot at Figure 1was obtained using the dispersion relation of
VLF waves presented below:

Figure 1.
Wave number surface for a constant ωLH <ω< 1

2ωce with three critical points.
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ω2 ¼ mi

me

k2z
k2

ω2
LH

1þ ω2
pe

k2c2

� �2 (3)

In (3) the wave vector k is defined as k2 ¼ k2⊥ þ k2z where k⊥ and kz are the wave
vector components perpendicular and along an external magnetic field. In Figure 1
the wave vector component kz along the magnetic field is plotted versus k⊥ assum-
ing a constant ω. Most of the radiated by an antenna power can be found in a region
in k space occupied by the quasi-electrostatic whistler waves with the parameter
ω2
pe=k

2c2 ≤ 1. Another part of the wave spectrum in k space which satisfies the

condition ω2
pe=k

2c2 > > 1 belongs to the electromagnetic whistler waves and is
radiated up to an angle 19.5° in oblique direction. This is the shadow boundary
determined by the long wavelength inflection point and radiated power of these
waves is small compared to the power radiated into the quasi-electrostatic part of
the wave spectrum.

In [12] it was shown that most of the wave power is radiated perpendicular to
the curve presented in Figure 1 and depends from the distance as R�1 except three
critical points which define three directions. Two of them are inflection points
d2kz=dk

2
⊥. In these points a wave field dependence is given as R�5=6. The third

critical point is defined from the equation d2kz=dk
2
⊥ ¼ 0 and provides wave field

dependence in the form R�1=2 and corresponds to the wave power radiated along the
direction of magnetic field.

3. Parametric excitation of VLF waves in the ionosphere

Nearly monochromatic signals injected from ground-based VLF transmitters are
known to experience bandwidth expansion as they traverse the ionosphere [13–17]
and magnetosphere [18]. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain this
phenomenon based upon linear and nonlinear scattering assuming existence of
magnetic-field-aligned plasma density irregularities. In the absence of ionosphere
irregularities a mechanism based on a parametric instability was proposed in
[19–21].

Reports on sideband signals associated with VLF transmitter signals are rather
scarce. Spectral peaks have been identified near the magnetic equatorial plane on
the ISEE satellite at approximately �55 Hz of the carrier frequency (13.1 and
13.6 kHz) of Omega pulses [22]. Similar peaks seem to be observed on the COS-
MOS 1809 satellite and generated in the ionosphere by the carrier frequency
19 kHz [17]. Sidebands at approximately �500 Hz of the carrier frequency (11.9
and 12.65 kHz) of Alpha pulses have been observed in the ionosphere by the
AUREOL 3 satellite [3, 4].

At first sight, the 50-Hz sidebands observed on AUREOL 3 seem to correspond
the Riggin and Kelly [19] prediction in which the transmitted wave decays into a
lower hybrid wave and an ion-acoustic type of oscillation. To account for the
existence of two symmetric spectral peaks, one may replace the three-wave para-
metric instability considered by these authors by a four-wave parametric instability
(or modulation instability) as suggested in [21]. According to this scheme, the ELF
branch is due to a purely growing electrostatic mode with wave vector k large
enough to provide sidebands � kVsj j off the transmitter frequency.

(Vs is the satellite velocity). This mode is excited in course of a four-wave
process by the incident VLF transmitter wave. In our case, the ELF wave branch is
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clearly electromagnetic and as such is of natural origin. Therefore, another expla-
nation in accord with this experimental data has to be found.

Sotnikov et al. [1] proposed another mechanism for the production of 500-Hz
sidebands. It is based on nonlinear coupling between the transmitted wave and the
ELF emission above the local proton gyrofrequency. The sidebands are shown to be
forced oscillations, excited only where the coupling take place. We consider the
nonlinear coupling model described in the articles [1, 2].

Next, analysis of the parametrically generated VLF turbulence has been devel-
oped in the articles by Sotnikov et al., [1, 2] as attempt to explain appearance of
symmetric sidebands in frequency. Such parametrically generated waves were
observed in multiple ionospheric experiments. In these experiments two types of
waves were present, waves excited by a VLF transmitter and ELF waves excited due
to natural processes in the ionosphere. It was demonstrated that beat wave
excitation mechanism can be responsible for appearance of observed sidebands
with comparable wave amplitudes. Sidebands were excited at combination
frequencies given by:

ω� ¼ ωk1 � ωk2 , (4)

which can result in sideband emissions. The sideband wave numbers are
matched according to

k� ¼ k1 � k2 (5)

Note that sidebands are not plasma eigenmodes but forced oscillations excited
only where VLF to ELF wave coupling take place (Figures 2 and 3).

Using the cold plasma approximation the equations for the perpendicular to
magnetic field sideband electric field components can be derived in the form [2]:

E⊥kþ ¼ e
2m

kþ
Ωeδωþ

Ek1 � Ek2½ �z

E⊥k� ¼ e
2m

k�
Ωeδω�

Ek1 � Ek2½ �z
, (6)

Figure 2.
Averaged power spectral density of electric field. ELF natural emission at 500 Hz, VLF transmitted emission at
12.65 kHz, sidebands at frequencies (12.65 + 0.5) kHz and (12.65–0.5) kHz. This data were observed in
ionosphere on AUREOL 3 satellite during experiments in framework of ARCAD project [3].
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where

δω�
Ωe

¼ kz1=k1
1þ ω2

pe= k21c2
� �� kz2=k2

1þ ω2
pe= k22c2
� �� kz1 � kz2ð Þ=k3�

1þ ω2
pe= k23�c2
� � , (7)

k23� ¼ k21 þ k22 � 2k1k2 cos θð Þ and θ is the angle between k vectors.
Sidebands may be a result of nonlinear coupling of the VLF transmitter wave

and the natural ELF emission above the local proton gyrofrequency. The VLF wave
propagate through the ionosphere as a whistler mode.

ωk1 ¼ Ωe
k1z=k1

1þ ω2
pe= k21c2
� � (8)

For the transmitted frequency ω=2π ¼ 12 kHZ, the corresponding wave number
is k1 ≈ 2 � 10�4cm�1. For the known parameters whistler propagates with
ω2
pe=k

2
1c

2 ¼ 1 at large angle to the magnetic field.
The characteristic frequency ωkz of the ELF wave is slightly above the ion

gyrofrequency and k2 ≈ 3 � 10�5 cm�1. These waves generally propagate at large
angle to the geomagnetic field. As ω2

pe=k
2
2c

2 > > 1, it is described by

ωk2 ¼ Ωe
k2z
k2

k21c
2

ω2
pe

, (9)

where Ωe is the electron cyclotron frequency.

4. Excitation of whistler waves in a turbulent plasmapause boundary
layer

In this section we will discuss parametric interaction of quasi-electrostatic lower
oblique resonance waves excited by electron and ion diamagnetic currents and hot
anisotropic ion distributions [6–9, 23, 24] with ELF waves in the turbulent

Figure 3.
ELF natural emission at 2 kHz, VLF transmitted emission at 17.95 kHz, sidebands at frequencies (17.95 + 2)
kHz and (17.95–2) kHz. This data were observed during cooperative high-altitude rocket gun experiment
(CHARGE 2B) carried out in march 1992.
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plasmasphere boundary layer (TPBL). It is demonstrated below that this nonlinear
mechanism can be responsible for generation of broadband, oblique Very Low
Frequency (VLF) whistler (W) waves at frequencies much greater than the LH
resonance frequency. It is important because the well known whistler generation
mechanism by energetic electrons is unavailable in the TPB. Below we present the
results of numerical solution of a system of nonlinear equations describing para-
metric interactions between LOR and ELF pump waves excited in the TPBL by the
diamagnetic ion currents and hot ion ring instabilities [8, 9]. Due to instabilities the
LOR and ELF waves are generated. Results of simulation confirm that due to
nonlinear interaction electromagnetic whistler waves propagating in oblique direc-
tion are excited. The frequency of excited waves is well above the Lower Hybrid
frequency what is in agreement with experimental results.

In general, parametric interaction of two waves, ωk1 and Ωk2 , produces sidebands
at the combination frequencies, ω�, that satisfy the matching conditions (4) and (5).
In the case in question, we have ω� ωk1 > >Ωk2 , that is, the high-frequency (VLF)
and low-frequency (ELF) counterparts, with k�j j< < k1j j k2j j . A general approach
for solution of this problem was developed to explain symmetric sidebands, observed
during active experiments with injection of a high-power VLF pump whistler wave
[1] and modulated electron beam [2] into the ionosphere. It was demonstrated that
beat wave interaction between the artificially excited VLF wave and natural ELF
emissions can produce observed VLF sidebands. This can be viewed as a first step in
the process of a broad VLF spectrum formation because subsequent interaction pro-
duces secondary sideband waves and this process continues until the broad range of
wavenumbers in k-space is excited. This leads to the requirement that analytical
description of the problem should be capable to correctly capture nonlinear interac-
tion in the broad range of wavenumbers and wave frequencies.

In [1, 2, 6, 25] equations written in the Fourier space were used and it was
sufficient for obtaining the estimate for sideband amplitudes. To study a nonlinear
stage of excited wave turbulence we will switch from the Fourier analysis to
description in time and space. To do so Maxwell’s equations together with equations
of motion of magnetized electrons and unmagnetized ions in hydrodynamic
approximation will be used. It is well known that to describe correctly nonlinear
evolution of VLF turbulence it is necessary to use 3D description [26–28]. We will
use two different systems of equations for description of ELF and VLF waves. They
are connected through nonlinear terms containing vector nonlinearities. As a result
of cumbersome but straightforward manipulations as in [1, 2, 25], we can obtain
nonlinear set of equations for parametric interaction of the VLF and ELF waves,
which can be found in [7]. The resulting system of nonlinear equations which
describes evolution of VLF turbulence and appearance of electromagnetic whistler
waves was solved numerically. Using the developed FORTRAN code which employs
the predictor–corrector quasi-spectral numerical scheme detailed analysis of
nonlinear mechanism of electromagnetic whistler wave generation from the quasi-
electrostatic LOR wave spectra was demonstrated. Main results of this analysis can
be found in [25, 29].

Numerical analysis was carried out in a simulation box with the grid size 256 x 32
x 128. In the x direction it includes 16 VLF wavelengths, in the y direction 2 ELF
wavelengths and in the z direction 1 ELF wavelength, what corresponds to 4 VLF
wavelengths. In all directions periodic boundary conditions were applied.

An initial value problem was solved with VLF and ELF pump waves turn-on all
the time. The adaptive time stepping was implemented with initial dimensionless
time step Δt ¼ 2π � 10�2 Δt≈ 10�5 s

� �
. The computation takes a few days on a

standard PC. The input conditions are taken close to the observed values in the
plasmasphere [23]:
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B0 ¼ 0:003 G, n0 ¼ 102 cm�3, ωce ¼ 5:3 � 104 s�1, ωpe ¼ 5:6 � 105 s�1 and
ωLH ≈ 1:2 � 103 s�1. The input VLF pump wave is a monochromatic quasi-
electrostatic LOR wave at ω1 ≈ 5ωLH, 3-D wavevector k1 ¼ ωpe

c 8, 0, 0:94μ�1=2
� �

, and
the amplitude E1 ¼ 2 mV=m . The input ELF wave is a monochromatic MS wave
wit hΩ2 ≈0:77 ωLH, k2 ¼ ωpe

c 0, 0:05, 0:13μ�1=2
� �

, and E2 ¼ 2 mV=m. The values of
ω1 and k1, as well as Ω2 and k2, satisfy the dispersion equation for Fast
Magnetosonic (FMS) waves:

ω2
k ¼

ω2
LH

1þ ω2
pe

k2c2

1þM
m

k2z
k2

1

1þ ω2
pe

k2c2

2
4

3
5

Note that the pump wave parameters are chosen specifically so that they are
close to but not exactly satisfy the resonance conditions (Eq. (3)) required to get the
maximal efficiency of parametric interaction, as described in [1, 2]. However, in the
resonance case, the collisionless system of nonlinear equations crashes after only a
few time steps because of singularities that cannot be avoided, unless collisional
terms are included. Spatial spectra in 2D of the electrostatic potential δΦ of
nonlinearly excited VLF waves (frames b, c, and d) and a pump wave Φ0 (frame a)
are presented in Figure 4. They were taken in the middle of the computational box
(y = 16) at 10�3, 0.1, and 0.18 sec from the beginning of the computational run.
Presented in Figure 4 results clearly demonstrate that the spectral density of elec-
tromagnetic modes with kc< <ωpe absent initially starts to grow with time due to
the wave cascade towards smaller wavenumbers. Eventually we find that electro-
magnetic VLF whistlers with frequencies from the range 3<ω=ωLH < 7:5 produce
noticeable part of the excited wave spectrum. The wavenumbers of these waves are
inside the rectangles in Figure 4b–d. These waves represent the long wavelength
part of the dispersion relation for the FMS waves, which corresponds to an electro-
magnetic VLF whistler wave. Calculations were initiated with k⊥ ≈ kx > > ky. Time
evolution of oblique electromagnetic VLF whistler waves with the wavenumbers

Figure 4.
(a) – 2D representation of the VLF pump wave in Fourier space. (b) – 2D Fourier spectra of VLF density
perturbations at time T1. (c) - 2D Fourier spectra of VLF density perturbations at time 96 � T1. (d) -2D
Fourier spectra of VLF density perturbations at time 171 � T1.
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from the rectangles in Figure 4 is presented in more details in Figure 5. It shows the
change in time of efficiency of wave transformation from quasi-electrostatic to an
electromagnetic part of the wave spectra κw ≈ ωce=2ωwð Þ1=2Ew=ELH. The root of the
mean-square amplitude of the quasi-electrostatic VLF wave field energy density is
denoted as ELH whereas Ew represents an electromagnetic wave energy density
inside the rectangles. Numerical results show that the amplitude of electromagnetic
whistler waves increases with time and eventually reaches the value � 0:1ELH. It is
worth mentioning that the analytical estimate presented in [6] provides similar
values and is also consistent with the experimental data. Presented numerical
results allow to implement the following scenario of electromagnetic VLF whistler
waves generation based on beat wave excitation mechanism. A VLF pump wave in
the process of nonlinear interaction with an ELF pump wave generates sideband
waves, which in turn generate another sidebands and spread of the wave spectrum
in k-space. This in turn leads to appearance of long wavelength waves
corresponding to an electromagnetic whistlers. Amplitudes of these waves rapidly
grow and can achieve very large values, up to the 30% of the quasi-electrostatic
pump wave amplitudes.

In (a) – (d) electromagnetic VLF density perturbations with frequencies from
the interval 3<ω=ωLH < 7:5 are placed inside a rectangle. To the right of each panel
one can find color codes in logarithmic scale representing normalized wave ampli-
tudes. Numerical setup with constant in time pump waves amplitudes was used.
Chosen pump waves did not obey resonance conditions for sideband excitation and
this resulted in relatively small sideband amplitudes. This is the reason it takes so
much time to form a broad VLF wave spectrum presented in Figure 4. This in turn
leads to relatively slow growth of VLF type perturbations. Numerical results also
show that nonlinearly excited ELF perturbations does not contribute much to VLF
perturbations.

This conclusion follows from the comparison with the results of simulations
with exactly the same input parameters but without taking account of the ELF
disturbance.

These waves have also been detected in the TPBL, which is devoid of substorm-
injected kiloelectronvolt electrons [11, 22]. These emissions represent a distinctive
subset of the substorm/storm-related VLF whistler activity and provide the rate of
pitch angle diffusion of the radiation belt (RB) electrons that can explain the
plasmapause-radiation belt boundary correlation [11]. As the “standard” whistler
generation mechanism by energetic electrons is unavailable in the TPBL, [6]

Figure 5.
The whistler generation efficiency, κw ≈ ωce=2ωwð Þ1=2Ew=ELH in logarithmic scale versus time.
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suggested nonlinear interactions between quasi-electrostatic LH oblique resonance
(LOR) and ELF waves to be the source.

Free energy for enhanced waves comes from electron diamagnetic currents in
the entry layer near the TPBL’s outer boundary [6, 22], while diamagnetic ion
currents and anisotropic (nearly ring like) hot ion distributions are the main con-
tributors near the inner boundary [8, 9]. It is worth mentioning that electromag-
netic VLF whistler waves with frequencies far exceeding the Lower Hybrid
frequency were produced as a result of numerical solution of nonlinear equations
describing interaction of quasi-electrostatic lower oblique resonance (LOR) waves
and externally excited ELF waves. This result supports the suggestion that experi-
mentally detected in the TPBL electromagnetic VLF whistler waves with frequen-
cies well above the Lower Hybrid frequency can be produced in the process of
nonlinear interaction between the LOR and ELF waves. Experimental results also
show that one of the possible mechanisms for changes in the outer radiation belt
boundary is connected with the presence of electromagnetic VLF whistler waves.
Taking into account that due to the absence of substorm-injected kiloelectronvolt
electrons the well known whistler generation mechanism is not applicable to the
plasma sheet inner boundary, we can conclude that described above nonlinear
generation mechanism can play an important role in this region. This statement is
also supported by observations.

5. Parametric excitation of whistler waves: LSP simulation results

A well-developed particle-in-cell plasma simulation code called Large Scale
Plasma (LSP) [10] was used to perform 3D simulations of VLF field excitation. We
have used the Large Scale Plasma (LSP) simulation code to force the VLF and ELF
modes in a cold, magnetized plasma. One of the built in LSP models is the Lagrang-
ian fluid model for both the ion and the electron species. This model was used to
obtain presented results. Fluid particles in the model carry the fluid velocity. It is
updated every time step with the help of the momentum equation. The fluid
particles characteristics such as velocity and position are weighted on the simulation
grid. This allows to involve the source terms which define excited electromagnetic
fields through supplied density and current density. In addition, using the known
density and fluid velocity an equation for temperature can also be solved on the
grid. In this model plasma pressure can also be found on the grid assuming an ideal
gas approximation. Next, the pressure gradient on the grid can be used in the
momentum equation to update the particle velocities and fields. To allow for larger
spatial grids and simulation time steps in LSP an implicit energy conservation
scheme is used. In this way the scheme provides the Lorentz force push. Electric
and magnetic fields are solved self-consistently. This approach allows to substan-
tially reduce simulation time in comparison with implementation of the explicit
field solvers. The initial distribution function is assumed to be Maxwellian to allow
plasma to behave as an ideal gas.

Simulations to compare the Lagrangian model with the fully PIC results with
application to the nonlinear interaction of VLF and ELF waves restricted by 2D
approximation were carried out. Obtained results were very close and this was the
reason the Lagrangian approach was used. This approach due to the dramatic
reduction of simulation time allowed to perform 3D simulations what is necessary
to obtain correct nonlinear description of parametric interaction. There are several
other advantages in using a Lagrangian fluid approach. Fewer particles per cell are
needed and simulations are much quieter. In presented simulations only eight
particles per cell were used. To obtain similar quality result using a fully kinetic
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approach it was needed to use 200 particles per cell. To carry out simulations a 3D
Cartesian geometry was used with imposed externally magnetic field directed along
a z axis. The amplitude of the magnetic field was chosen to be 0.3 G and plasma
density � 105 cm�3 what corresponds to the ionospheric parameters. In simulations
hydrogen ions with a mass ratio of 1836:1 were used. An outlet boundary conditions
were used and the wave was allowed to propagate out of a simulation box minimiz-
ing reflections and wave return back into the simulation box. In a cold plasma used
in simulations no thermal expansion was observed and no particles were leaving a
simulation box.

In LSP we can impose a traveling plane wave inside a simulation box. Both VLF
and ELF waves are excited simultaneously. We choose kx, ky and ω. We then use the
VLF and ELF dispersion to solve for kz for these waves. Therefore, unlike the
waveguide approach which excites a seemingly random set of k-vectors consistent
with the dispersion relation, we can target any mode we desire. Because we are
directly exciting specific modes, we call this method the “Direct Excitation” (DE)
method. The boundary conditions are also much simpler using the DE method. We
have chosen to use outlet boundaries. The waves are free to leave the simulation
domain and there is little reflection of the waves at the boundaries. Finally, the
simulation domain is much smaller, which allows is to make the plasma region
larger and therefore resolve smaller k-vectors. Lastly, because we can target specific
k-vectors, using the DE method we can test the theory and compare results from
LSP with the direct solution to the equations which describe the parametric inter-
action. The following k-vectors and frequencies are used in the simulation results
shown below: kVLF ¼ 3:5, 0, 1:1ð Þωpe=c and kELF ¼ 0:1, 0:1, 0:11ð Þωpe=c. The ELF and
VLF frequencies are 0:8ωLH and 12ωLH. This set of parameters leads to
δωþ ≈0:013ωLH and δω� ≈0:05ωLH. Therefore, we expect the positive sideband to
be a larger amplitude since δωþ is smaller than δω� and therefore closer to reso-
nance. Indeed, we have seen that the positive sideband is often a larger amplitude.
The simulation was run for �11 ELF periods. The VLF and ELF waves are exciting
by specifying the y-component of the electric field only. This leads to the excitation
of the other electric field components and the magnetic field. Note that we do not
specifically excite By. Therefore all field components are excited self-consistently
when only one field component is excited. The black curves in Figure 6 represent
the solutions to the VLF and ELF dispersion equations. The most prominent modes
occur at the wavenumbers which are driven externally. The VLF dispersion curve

Figure 6.
VLF/ELF wave power spectra of magnetic field component by at t = 0.
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crosses the externally driven VLF k-vector and ELF dispersion crosses the externally
driven ELF k-vector. Therefore, we are confident that we are driving the correct
modes (Figure 7).

6. Conclusion

In this Chapter using analytical methods and PIC simulation we analyzed effi-
ciency of excitation of electromagnetic VLF whistler waves due to parametric
interaction of quasi-electrostatic LOR and ELF waves in the ionospheric plasma.

δω� < <Ωks and values of the sideband amplitudes in agreement with experi-
mental results. It is also possible to satisfy the condition for resonance excitation of
VLF waves. If we take into account resonance broadening Δω due to finite collisions

then Δω � ω
ωce

ν , where ν is the collision frequency. This means that for

nonresonant excitation of sidebands to occur δω� >Δω must be satisfied. In the
opposite case when δω� <Δω resonant excitation mechanism takes place.

A numerical model describing nonlinear parametric coupling of LOR with ELF
waves in cold collisionless plasma has been developed in order to explain the
generation of electromagnetic VLF whistler waves in the TPBL in the absence of
energetic electrons. These electrons are usually viewed as a source for generation of
electromagnetic VLF whistler waves and absence of them in the satellite data was an
unanswered question for understanding of a generation mechanism. The results of
the 3D LSP simulation confirm that nonlinearly excited waves exhibit spectral
features consistent with the observed electromagnetic VLF whistler waves.

Using PIC simulations we have directly tested the nonlinear mechanism
suggested in [6] by forcing a quasi-electrostatic whistler wave (i.e., a LOR wave)
and an ELF mode to allow parametric interaction. Obtained simulation results
confirm that this generation mechanism is capable to explain observed electromag-
netic VLF modes. Simulation results clearly show that the LOR mode has cascaded
to lower wave number electromagnetic VLF whistler modes. Therefore, the model
proposed in [6] that the observed whistler waves are due to a parametric interaction

Figure 7.
VLF/ELF wave power spectra of the magnetic field component By at time t ¼ 4:5� TELF. Wave power spectra
presented at t ¼ 4:5� TELF are consistent with the VLF dispersion relation presented in Figure 1. This
simulation result confirms nonlinear transformation of a quasi-electrostatic LOR to an electromagnetic VLF
whistler waves.
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between the LOR and ELF waves is consistent with the findings from the simulation
results.
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Chapter 8

Free-electron Driven Terahertz
Wave Sources Based on
Simth-Purcell Effect
Weihao Liu, Zijia Yu and Zhi Tao

Abstract

Terahertz electromagnetic wave is one of the hottest research topics in
nowadays scientific world thanks to its broad applications in material characteriza-
tion, medical imaging, wireless communication, and security checking etc. Using
free-electron beams to interact with periodic structures via the famous Smith-
Purcell effect is an efficient way of generating high-power terahertz radiation. In
this chapter, we introduce the basic theory and latest developments of the terahertz
radiation schemes using a free-electron beam (including continuous electron beam,
a single electron bunch, and a train of electron bunches, etc.) to interact with
periodic electromagnetic structures, including grating, surface plasmonics, and
subwavelength hole arrays, via a special Smith-Purcell effect or Cherenkov-like
effect. A kind of free-electron lasers based on the special Smith-Purcell radiation in
the terahertz region is proposed and investigated, which can be developed as
high-power terahertz wave sources for practical applications.

Keywords: Terahertz, free-electron beam, beam-wave interaction,
diffraction radiation

1. Introduction

Terahertz electromagnetic wave is an attractive topic to researchers thanks to its
broad application prospects in fields as diverse as biological imaging, materials
science, and astrophysics [1]. However, the development of compact, high-power,
broadly tunable terahertz sources is challenging [2, 3]. Compared with other kinds
of terahertz sources, the free-electron driven sources, such as conventional vacuum
electron devices (VEDs) [4] and free electron lasers (FELs) [5], can generate elec-
tromagnetic radiation with high power and desirable coherence. However, VEDs
can hardly reach the frequency as high as 1 THz and FELs require tremendous costs
and cumbersome peripheral equipment. The radiation sources based on the Smith–
Purcell radiation (SPR) [6] can avoid the disadvantages of both VEDs and FELs,
affording promising ways for developing compact terahertz sources [7–11].

Since its first experimental observation in 1953, Smith–Purcell radiation (SPR),
which is generated when a uniformly moving electron beam passes over a periodic
surface, has been an attractive research topic for its applications in radiation gener-
ation, beam acceleration and nondestructive particle diagnostics etc. [6, 12–15]. It is
characterized by the following well-known dispersion relation:
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λ ¼ �L
n

1
β
� cos θ

� �
, (1)

where λ is the radiation wavelength, θ the radiation direction, L the structural
period, β the ratio of the beam velocity to the speed of light, and n a negative integer
indicating the harmonic order.

Unfortunately, the efficiency of conventional SPR in practice is usually not high
enough, which restricts the power and efficiency of the terahertz generating sources
based on it [16]. Enhancing the efficiency of SPR will substantially improve the
performances of the related terahertz sources. Developing new mechanisms or
radiation schemes to improve the efficiency and power of SPR terahertz sources is
the major goal of the present chapter, which is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
will first introduce a unique kind of SPR, so-called Special Smith-Purcell Radiation
(S-SPR), which can enhance the efficiency of SPR. And then several variants of S-
SPR will be proposed and investigated. In Section 3, a kind of terahertz free-electron
laser based on the mechanism of S-SPR will be illustrated, which can generate
terahertz radiation with higher power than ordinary SPR devices. Section 4 con-
cludes this chapter.

2. Special Smith-Purcell radiation (S-SPR)

Traditionally, there are two theoretical models dealing with the mechanism of
SPR. The first one is the diffraction model [17, 18], by which SPR is considered as
the diffraction of the periodic surface to the evanescent self-field of an electron
beam. The other one is the surface-current model based on the image-charge
approximation [19, 20], according to which SPR is generated from the surface-
current, induced by a moving electron beam, on the periodic metallic structure.
Both models can deduce the SPR relation.

In the past years, we revealed a class of S-SPR, which cannot be perfectly
involved in the previous theoretical models mentioned above. We have found that it
is generated due to the coherent interference of the radiation from an one-
dimensional or two-dimensional array of resonant modes [21–23]. In this section, a
series of variants of S-SPR are proposed and investigated.

2.1 S-SPR from one-dimensional gratings

Figure 1 shows one of the schemes that we are going to study. At first sight, it is
a rectangular optical grating that is commonly used in ordinary SPR (O-SPR). For
comparison purpose, let us first briefly visit O-SPR. According to the diffraction

Figure 1.
Schematic diagram of the special Smith–Purcell radiation from the resonator array.
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model, the diffraction waves from a grating consist both surface waves and radia-
tion waves. The surface waves, the frequencies of which are below the threshold of
SPR, can only propagate along the grating and cannot radiate except for the abrupt
change of structure [24, 25], and the radiation waves, which are the negative
harmonics of diffraction, can radiate into the upper half-space, and the dependence
of radiation frequency on direction satisfies Eq. (1) [26]. In other words, the surface
waves and radiation waves are independent from each other: the surface waves are
bound to the periodic structure while the radiation waves extend to all directions in
the upper half-space, as shown by the simulated results given in Figure 2(a). The
simulated radiation spectrum, shown in Figure 2(b), covers a wide frequency band,
which is because the radiation direction is continuously changing while the electron
beam is moving. Figure 2(c) shows that the frequency of the surface wave is below
the threshold of SPR.

Now we reduce the gap width d (all other parameters are kept unchanged, this
simulated results are given in Figure 3, which shows that the radiation spectrum
becomes a narrow band one and the spectrum density is 1.5 times enhanced, see
Figure 3(b). In addition, the radiation is almost focused at a specific direction
defined by Eq. (1), see Figure 3(a). Hence, we obtain a special kind of SPR with
monochromatic spectrum and with enhanced intensity at the specific direction
determined by SPR relation, which is exactly the S-SPR that will be discussed in the
following.

As is known that the surface waves on a periodic structure are formed by the
coupling of resonator modes in the periodic resonator array [27, 28]. When we
reduce the gap width d, the distance between the adjacent resonators will be
increased, which will obviously weaken the coupling of the resonator modes. The
surface waves will no longer exist when the coupling of the resonator modes are
eliminated. Under this circumstance, the grating changes into an array of indepen-
dent resonators. Following the above analysis, the mechanism of S-SPR can then be
stated as follows. As an electron beam skims over the resonator array, the resonant
modes in the array will be excited one by one. These resonant modes then generate
radiation through the apertures one after another. And the radiation frequencies are
just the eigenfrequencies of the resonator modes. In the direction given by Eq. (1),
the phase shift from every adjacent resonator is 2nπ (n is a integer), indicating that
the radiation from all resonators is coherent. So as that the radiation in this direction
will be enhanced, while in all other directions the radiations from different resona-
tors will counteract each other, and the radiation cannot occur. This is just what
have been shown in Figure 3.

The resonator modes play an essential role in S-SPR since they determine both
radiation frequency and direction. For the case that the gap width is much less than
the radiation wavelength (λ≪ d), the radiations are largely from the transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) modes of resonators. To estimate the eigenfrequencies of
these modes, we make the approximation thatEx reaches a maximum at the aper-
ture of the groove, so as that theEx distributions in the resonator can be illustrated
by Figure 4, based on which the oscillation wavelength λ of the resonator modes
can be expressed by:

λ ¼ h=
m
2
þ 1
4

� �
(2)

where m is a non-negative integer, indicating the mode number, and h is the
depth of the groove (resonator).

To realize S-SPR, the following conditions should be satisfied. 1) The period L
and gap width d should be well matched to prevent the coupling of electromagnetic
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Figure 2.
(a) Simulated contour map of the Ex field of the O-SPR. (b) Simulated radiation spectrum and the waveform
in the time-domain. (c) Simulated spectrum of the surface waves and the waveform in the time-domain.
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modes in adjacent resonators. Namely, the resonators are deep-narrow-rectangular
grooves (DNRGs). 2) The depth of the resonators should be neither too small,
otherwise the resonator modes cannot be effectively excited, nor be too large,

Figure 3.
(a) Simulated contour map of the Ex field of S-SPR. (b) Simulated radiation spectrum and the waveform in
the time-domain. (c) Simulated spectrum of the surface waves and the waveform in the time-domain.
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otherwise the SPR cannot be realized since the frequency is below the SPR thresh-
old. 3) The frequency of resonator modes, the grating period, and the beam velocity
should be associated to satisfy the SPR relation.

For the S-SPR from an array of DNRGs, only a single radiation frequency can be
efficiently obtained. In order to realize several radiation frequencies simulta-
neously, namely to get multi-color radiation, we proposed to a scheme in which
every unit of the array consists several DNRGs with different sizes (gradient
DNRGs) as shown in Figure 5 [29]. The radiation from different DNRGs cannot be
coherent since their resonant frequencies are different, however, the radiation from
all DNRGs of the same shape in the array will be coherent, which is exactly the S-
SPR illustrated above. Thus, we can get an improved S-SPR, which has multiple
radiating frequencies. The DNRGs with different shapes will radiate different fre-
quencies at different directions (θi). So as that, by using the gradient DNRGs, the
spectrum of SPR can be discretized to be a series of peak frequencies with enhanced
intensities. Not only spectrum is discretized, but also the radiation directions are
also discretized as shown in Figure 6. By integrating the field energy in the spec-
trum band, we obtain that the total radiation intensity is enhanced by more than an
order of magnitude.

In the S-SPR illustrated above, all the DNRGs have high aspect-ratios with
h/a>20. The manufacturing of the metal structures with high aspect-ratios in the
terahertz region is a challenge in practices. In addition, the energy capacities of such
grooves/holes are essentially restricted by the structure volume, which reduces the
efficiency of terahertz emission and manipulation. We find that, for a single groove
with a small aspect-ratio, the field has a broad spectrum. In contrast, for the coupled
grooves, the spectrum shows the feature of resonance: having a sharp peak reso-
nating frequency and a narrow bandwidth, see Figure 7. As the number of groove
(Ng) increases, the peak becomes sharper and the spectrum bandwidth becomes
narrower [30]. In other words, a cluster of grooves can operate as an effective
electromagnetic resonator, holding a series of Fabry–Pérot (FP)-like modes.

Figure 4.
Diagram of a single resonator and the distribution of the Ex component in the y direction for three resonator
modes.

Figure 5.
Diagram of the free-electron beam exciting an array of DNRG-clusters with gradient sizes.
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The field intensities within the coupled grooves are remarkably higher than that
within a single uncoupled groove, indicating that coupled grooves have much
higher energy capacity, and can interact with the electron beam more efficiently.
From the insets we can see that the electric fields within adjacent grooves are in the

Figure 6.
(a) Calculated radiation spectra of the SPR from an array of gradient DNRGs (present scheme), of O-SPR
(green dash line), and of S-SPRs with constant size DNRGs (blue dot lines). (b) Calculated angular
distribution of the radiation. (c) Simulated Ez contour map in x-z section for the case of C-SPR. (d) Simulated
Ez contour map for the case of gradient DNRGs.
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opposite directions, indicating that the phase difference between adjacent grooves
is π. We would refer to this kind of FP resonant mode as π mode.

Based on the above knowledge, we propose to use electron beam to excite an array
of coupled grooves, the calculated and simulated results are shown in Figure 8. For

Figure 7.
(a) Schematic diagram of the coupled grooves excited by free-electron beam. (b) Calculated and simulated field
spectra at the groove-apertures for different Ng. The insets are simulated snapshots of the electric field distributions.
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the purpose of comparison, other two cases—an array of low-aspect-ratio single-
grooves (ALSG) and an array of high-aspect-ratio single-grooves (AHSG)—are also
simulated. For the case of ALSG, the radiation is at all directions, illustrating a typical
feature of O-SPR. For AHSG, the radiation is mainly concentrated at a specified
direction (θ=101o), indicating the feature of S-SPR [22]. For the proposed array of
couple-grooves (ACG), the main radiation wave is at the specified direction (θ ¼ 90°).
Here the direction changes due the changing of the period of the array. The figure
shows that by using the coupled grooves, the radiation intensity can be enhanced by
more than an order of magnitude compared with that from ALSG and AHSG.

2.2 S-SPR from two-dimensional sub-wavelength hole arrays

Sub-wavelength hole array (SHA) is a unique open period structure, which has
tremendous interesting properties and applications [31–33]. Here we propose a
modified S-SPR by using a sheet FEB to excite two-dimensional (2D) SHAs, see
Figure 9 [34]. The 2D SHA is formed by periodically etching rectangular sub-
wavelength holes on a planar conductor plate. All the one-dimensional (1D) SHAs
are parallel, and every adjacent two arrays have a certain deviation in the longitu-
dinal (z) direction, forming a parallelogram pattern of holes on the plate. We set the
longitudinal width of the hole to be much less than the spatial period of the array
(d≪ λ), such that each hole is an independent resonant unit with specific resonant
modes. In light of the shapes and boundary conditions of sub-wavelength holes, the
frequencies of the resonant modes can be approximately expressed as:

f l,m,n ¼
c
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l
d

� �2

þ n
h

� �2
þ m

w

� �2
s

(3)

in which h, w and d are the hole parameters shown in Figure 9. l, m and p are
non-negative integers signifying the mode orders. These resonant modes are

Figure 8.
(a) Calculated angular distribution of radiation from three cases (ACG, ALSG, and AHSG). (b), (c), and
(d) are simulated Ez contour-maps for the cases of ACG, ALSG, and AHSG, respectively.
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successively excited by the FEB and then generate coherent radiation via S-SPR
effect, namely, the radiations from all sub-wavelength holes constructively inter-
fere. The frequency is exactly the frequency of resonant modes defined by Eq. (3),
and the radiation direction is determined by SPR relation. Since the 1D SHAs are
periodically arranged not only in the longitudinal (z) direction but also in the lateral
directions (z’ and z” directions shown in the Figure 9), the coherent radiation can
be realized when the constructive interference is realized at specified directions in
the 3D space. Figure 10 shows the simulated results. When the 2D SHAs are
arranged rectangularly (α1 ¼ 0), there is only one dominant radiation direction. As
the deviation increases, the radiation gradually deflects to the lateral directions, and
two radiation lobes are obtained. Sinceθ0 can be adjusted by changing beam velocity
or structure periodicity (L), the coherent radiation can be steered to any directions
in the 3D space.

Since the total radiation is the superposition of all the radiating units in the 2D
SHA, high radiation intensity can be obtained by setting a wide FEB together with a
large 2D SHA. In addition, since several frequencies are obtained and each fre-
quency component could radiate at several directions, the proposed scheme can be

Figure 9.
3D schematic diagram of the sheet free-electron beam driving a 2D SHA.

Figure 10.
3D and 2D radiation directivity diagrams of the far-field from a 2D SHA.
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developed as radiation sources simultaneously used for several objectives. By
rearranging the alignment of SHA, the spatial distribution of CR can also be shaped,
which is an increasing hot research topic [35–38].

In addition, we find that, not only S-SPR but also a modified Cherenkov radia-
tion (CR) can be realized from a 2D SHA excited by a sheet FEB, which is illustrated
as follows. When a sheet FEB skims over the SHA, the resonant modes within
adjacent holes will be successively excited with a time delay of

Δt ¼ Lz

ve
¼ L

vp
(4)

in which ve is the velocity of the FEB in z direction, vp ¼ ve= sin α1 is the projective
(effective) velocity of the FEB in z’ direction. The CR in the vacuum can be realized if
vp > c, which is exactly the requirement of CR, namely the velocity of the radiation
source is greater than the speed of light. Different from that of the transition radiation
(TR) [35, 38] and that of the Smith-Purcell radiation (SPR) [36, 37, 39], which are
frequency dependent, the spectral and spatial shaping of CR is independent from the
frequency, indicating that the radiations of all frequencies are at the same direction.

This CR can be more effectively manipulated and even be focused at specific
spots in the space by re-arranging the subwavelength holes in the array. When the
subwavelength holes are lined hyperbolically on the conductor plate, the CR will be
focused at a specific spot in the space as shown in Figure 11 [40].

2.3 S-SPR from surface plasmonics

In above S-SPR schemes, the resonator arrays are all realized by perfect electric
conductor (PEC). When PEC is replaced by semiconductors or metamaterials with
terahertz surface plasmonics (SPs) taken into account, the electromagnetic proper-
ties of the rectangular sub-wavelength hole (RSH) will change significantly [41–45].
In this sub-section, we propose to use free-electron beam to excite an array of open
resonators covered by an array of meta-films, the schematic diagram of which is
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11.
(a) and (b) The proposed scheme using a sheet FEB to excite a SHA, which is lined along the curve. (c–f)
Simulated field intensity distributions in the focusing plane.
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We find that, when there is only an array of meta-films, the fields are largely
confined on the meta-films array, and only a small portion can radiate into the
upper space; while there is only open-resonators array, the waves can efficiently
radiate into space, however, the surface waves in the open-resonator array is much
weaker than that in the meta-films array, so as that the radiation intensity is much
weaker. When the open-resonators array and the meta-films array are combined,
the FEB first excites the SPs on the meta-films, which then induce the resonator
modes within the open-resonators. The SPs are the effective excitation sources for
the resonant modes in the open-resonators [46]. When the SPs are coupled with the
resonator modes, namely, the resonant frequency of the SPs matches that of the
resonator mode, the intensity of the resonator mode, together with the radiation
intensity, will be greatly enhanced [47]. Figure 13 shows that compared with the
un-coupled cases, the radiation field intensity of the proposed model is enhanced by
more than three times, indicating that the power of radiation will be increased by
about an order of magnitude.

3. Terahertz free-electron sources based on S-SPR

In the section, we introduce a class of terahertz free-electron sources based on
the mechanism of S-SPR illustrated in Section 2. The schematic diagram of the

Figure 12.
3D diagram of the proposed scheme and its cross-section (in the inset).

Figure 13.
(a) Simulated field (Ez) contour map. (b) Simulated radiation spectra of three cases.
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proposed source is shown in Figure 14. It looks similar to a conventional Orotron,
which is an electronic oscillator with open resonator and reflecting grating [48, 49].
A dc electron beam passes over a rectangular grating, from which S-SPR is gener-
ated in the perpendicular direction. A planar conductor mirror is placed above the
grating, which reflects the radiation waves. The electromagnetic waves then prop-
agate back and forth between the radiation grating and the conductor mirror,
forming a series of oscillation modes between them, which is in effect an electro-
magnetic cavity with open boundary. These oscillation modes will interact with the
electron beam and will be amplified via gaining energy from the electron beam.
Unlike the conventional Orotron based on O-SPR, here the S-SPR is applied. Since
the intensity of S-SPR is remarkably higher than that of O-SPR, the oscillation
modes with higher intensity will be excited in the grating-mirror cavity, so as that
the output power will be remarkably enhanced.

The distance between the grating and the reflection mirror should be chosen as
follows. Since the tangential electric field should reach the maximum at the beam
position and vanish at the surface of the conductor mirror, the wavelength of the
oscillation waves between the grating and mirror can be evaluated by the equation

H≈
λ

2
pþ 1

2

� �
(5)

in which p is a non-negative integer. When the wavelength of the oscillation
modes defined by Eq. (5) is close to that of the S-SPR defined by Eq. (1), the
oscillation modes will be coupled by S-SPR and be enhanced, which also defines the
operation requirement of the proposed device.

The simulated results are shown in Figure 15, in which Figure 15(a) shows the
distribution of the modulated electron beam in the ‘x-energy’ phasespace. We can
see that the beam-to-wave efficiency of the model is over 10%. Figure 15(b) shows
that the oscillation waves are effectively excited in the cavity, and Figure 15(c)
illustrates that the frequency of the oscillating field matches that of S-SPR.
Figure 15(d) shows that the output power of the model reaches 4 W/mm at the
frequency of 0.3 THz. The simulated results of the conventional Orotron are also
shown for the comparison purpose. We can see that the output power of the
proposed model is several orders of magnitude higher than that of conventional
Orotron based on O-SPR.

In order to further increase the output power, we propose a double-grating
scheme as illustrated in Figure 16. Two identical gratings are symmetrically set face

Figure 14.
Diagram of the proposed model of the THz-Orotron based on the S-SPR.
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to face, which forms a modified cavity with open boundaries. Two electron beams
pass over those gratings, respectively. The S-SPR from each grating are generated in
the opposite directions [50], and will interfere in the cavity, forming electromag-
netic modes as that in the previous case. Here we appropriately choose grating
parameters and the beam velocity, letting the radiation direction of the S-SPR be
exactly in the perpendicular direction of the gratings.

Following the analyses of the previous model, the wavelength of the operation
modes in the cavity formed by two symmetric gratings can be approximately
expressed as:

Figure 15.
Simulated snapshot of the phasespace of the modulated electron beam. (b) Simulated contour map of the Ex
field. (c) the electric field and its spectrum in the cavity. (d) the output power in the time domain.

Figure 16.
Schematics of the proposed novel terahertz free-electron laser.
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H≈ pλ=2 (6)

Figure 17 shows the simulated results of the model, in which the results of the
single-beam case is also shown for comparison. One can see that the efficiency and
the output power are about 2.5 times than that of the single-beam case. By using an
electron beam with moderate current-density (less than 50A/cm2), the output
power reaches 3 watt at the frequency of 0.96 THz. This power level is higher than
that of majority terahertz sources in this frequency region, affording a promising
option for developing high-power terahertz sources.

4. Conclusions

Using free-electron beams to interact with periodic structures via Smith-Purcell
effect is an effective option for developing high-power terahertz sources, which have
broad application prospects. In this chapter, we introduced the basic mechanism and
several forms of a modified Smith-Purcell radiation–the special Smith-Purcell radia-
tion. Based on the mechanism of the special Smith-Purcell radiation, a set of Smith-
Purcell free-electron lasers in the terahertz region were proposed and investigated,
promises high-power terahertz wave sources for practical applications.
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Chapter 9

New Types of Dissipative
Streaming Instabilities
Eduard V. Rostomyan

Abstract

Two new, previously unknown types of dissipative streaming instabilities (DSI)
are substantiated. They follow from new approach, which allows solving in general
form the classical problem of an initial perturbation development for streaming
instabilities (SI). SI is caused by relative motion of the streams of plasma compo-
nents. With an increase in level of dissipation SI transforms into a DSI. The trans-
formation occurs because dissipation serves as a channel for energy removal for the
growth of the negative energy wave of the stream. Until recently, only one type of
DSI was known. Its maximal growth rate depends on the beam density nb and the
collision frequency ν in the plasma as � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

nb=ν
p

. All types of conventional beam-
plasma instabilities (Cherenkov, cyclotron, etc.) transform into it. The solution of
the problem of the initial perturbation development in systems with weak beam-
plasma coupling leads to a new type of DSI. With an increase in the level of
dissipation, the instability in these systems transforms to the new DSI. Its maximal
growth rate is � ffiffiffiffiffi

nb
p

=ν. The second new DSI develops in beam-plasma waveguide
with over-limiting current of e-beam. Its growth rate � nb=ν. In addition, the
solutions of abovementioned problem provide much information about SI and DSI,
significant part of which is unavailable by other methods.

Keywords: beam-plasma instability, dissipative instability,
development of initial perturbation, growth rate, absolute/convective instability

1. Introduction

Streaming instabilities (SI) occupy a prominent place among other plasma
instabilities. They are caused by a motion of some plasma components relative to
others. An example is the well-known beam–plasma instability [1]. With this
instability, the directed motion of a group of fast electrons passing through the
background plasma excites potential oscillations with a large growth rate near the
plasma frequency. Particular attention to this instability is mainly due to the idea of
creating sources of powerful electromagnetic radiation on its basis. At present, these
sources have many advantages over the known vacuum sources [2, 3]. One more
example (we mention these two only) is the Buneman instability [4], in which
plasma electrons move relative to ions.

In the overwhelming majority of investigations beam–plasma interaction is
considered without any noticeable dissipation. It, actually, was assumed that the
dissipation is small and cannot have any noticeable effect on the physical processes.
In this case, the development of instability leads to an increase in the amplitude of
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electromagnetic oscillations in the plasma, as well as their energy at the expense of
beam kinetic energy. In the absence of dissipation, the level of excited oscillations
may be quite high, and their energy can even be comparable to the initial energy of
the beam [5].

However, generally speaking, dissipation in the system (collisions between
plasma particles, heating of metal surfaces due to their complex impedance, etc.)
can play an essential role in plasma–beam interaction. It can become not only a
decisive factor in limiting the spatial and temporal growth, determining the field
amplitude and the mode structure and limits the growth rates. In addition to these
properties, which are common to all systems, it is necessary to pay special attention
to the unique role of dissipation in systems with a stream of charge particles:
dissipation of high level does not suppress the SI completely. Strong dissipation
transforms each SI to instability of other type – to dissipative streaming instability
(DSI) [1]. This type of instabilities is due to the presence of the negative energy
wave (NEW) in a stream of charge particles [6, 7]. In fact, dissipation serves as a
channel for energy removal for excitation of this wave. This leads to instabilities of a
new physical nature, to DSI. Dissipation is the cause of this instability.

The physical nature of SI is not as simple as it might seem at first glance. It takes
a lot of effort1 to understand it clearly. This is all the more so, if we are dealing with
the transformation of SI into a DSI. The transformation (in general, the transfor-
mation of one type of instability into another) makes the behavior of SI in a system
with dissipation especially interesting. In addition, there are other reasons that
significantly increase interest in the study of problems associated with dissipation
and the DSI caused by it. Some of them are as follows.

Modern high-frequency microwave electronics, both plasma and vacuum, have
two basic trends of development: an increase in the frequency and power of the
output radiation [2]. With increasing frequency, the thickness of the skin layer on
the resonators’ walls decreases. This, in turn, leads to an increase in active energy
losses. Actual dissipation in the system increases.

The second trend – an increase in the power of output radiation – leads to the
need to increase the beam current. The role of space charge phenomena increases
also, as well as the role of the NEW. In these circumstances it becomes important to
take into account all factors that also lead to the buildup of the same wave i.e. to
dissipation. In a sense, dissipation becomes associated with the space charge phe-
nomena. In addition with an increase in the beam current, the return current
increases also. With account the decrease in the skin layer and the finite conductiv-
ity of metallic surfaces, this leads to an increase in the level of dissipation in the
system. All this indicates that dissipation, along with the space charge of the beam
plays an important role in microwave electronics. A detailed understanding of the
role of all these phenomena is vital for many problems aimed at achieving high-
intensity beams and their applications.

Until recently, only one DSI was known in beam–plasma interaction theory [1].
Its maximal growth rate depends on collision frequency ν in plasma and on the
beam density nb as �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nb=ν

p
. All types of the beam–plasma instabilities (Cheren-

kov, cyclotron, etc.), with an increase in the level of dissipation, transform into it.
This only known DSI has a number of specific features in comparison with other
(no-dissipative) instabilities: relatively low level of excited oscillations, relatively
small growth rate, etc. Many investigations have been devoted to its study. It was

1 The instability of low density e-beam in plasma is a vivid example demonstrating this sense. It is

discovered in 1948, experimentally proven in early sixties; however its physical meaning became finally

clear in the middle of seventies (see [8]).
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assumed that various phenomena in space plasma and in plasma of controlled
fusion can be explained on the basis of this instability.

However, recent studies have shown that there are other DSI also [9–11]. The
interaction of the stream with the background plasma critically depends on some
basic parameters of the system and/or on its geometry. Their changes lead to new
physics of the beam-plasma interaction and to previously unknown types of DSI.
The parameters are: the level of correlation between the beam and the plasma fields
and the value of the beam current.

Available methods of instability investigation do not allow getting complete
information on the process of transformation of given instability into another type.
Is known the most complete information on instability can be obtained by solving
the problem of the evolution of fields in space and time during the development of
an initial perturbation. This problem is classical in theory of instabilities [12]. Its
results can clear up how the fields of given instability transform to the fields of
another one along with many other accompanying details. The character of the
space–time evolution of an initial perturbation is an important issue in many
branches of physics. However, the results of this problem are hardly achievable.
Ultimately its mathematical solution reduces to calculation of the integral with
complete dispersion relation (DR) in the denominator of the integrand. For the
result the DR should be specified and solved before integration. This sharply
reduces generality of results. And even in the special cases, it is not always possible
to carry out the integration. In [13] an approach is presented that allowed overcome
difficulties and obtain analytical expression for the fields’ space–time structure for
all types of conventional beam-plasma instabilities. Results show that with increase
in level of dissipation all types of beam-plasma instabilities transform to the only
known type of DSI.

This review shows that the number of DSI is not limited by the above-mentioned
DSI. Two new types of DSI are substantiated. They follow from solution of the same
classical problem of initial perturbation development. One of the DSI manifests
itself in the results of solving the problem in systems with weak beam-plasma
coupling. Weak interaction realizes if the beam and the plasma are spatially sepa-
rated by a considerable distance. Under weak coupling the beam actually is left to its
own and its proper oscillation come into play. Moreover, among them is the NEW.
Its interaction with plasma causes instability, the growth rate of which reaches
maximum at resonance of the plasma wave with the NEW. This resonance of wave–
wave type was called “Collective Cherenkov effect” [14]. An increase in the level of
dissipation leads to a new DSI with the growth rate � ffiffiffiffiffi

nb
p

=ν. Actually the new
approach to solution of the classical problem has detected this new DSI.

The second new DSI appears in results of solving of the same problem in uni-
form cross-section beam-plasma waveguide with over-limiting e-beam. With an
increase in the beam current the fields of its space charge affects more and more on
the beam-plasma interaction. This manifests itself in two ways. Along with the
increasing of the role of space charge oscillations, static fields of the beam space
charge set an upper limit on the beam current that can pass through a given vacuum
electro-dynamical system. The limit can be overcome by plasma filling. Plasma
neutralizes the space charge of the beam. Plasma-filled waveguides can transmit
e-beams with a current that is several times higher than the limiting current in
vacuum waveguide. The fields of overlimiting e-beam space charge changes the
character of its instability. The instability of over-limiting beams is not associated
with any radiation mechanism [9, 14]. Its growth rate reaches maximum at the
point of exact Cherenkov resonance and depends on the beam density as

ffiffiffiffiffi
nb

p
[9, 14, 15], With an increase in the level of dissipation, one more new type of DSI
develops [9]. Its growth rate depends on the parameters as � nb=ν.
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In present review special attention is paid to systems, the geometry of which is
similar to geometry of plasma microwave sources. These devices are a cylindrical
waveguide with thin annular plasma and spatially separated thin annular e-beam. In
this geometry the new types of DSI manifest themselves also [10].

In order to dispel all possible doubts about the correctness of the results, both
new DSI are also substantiated by conventional analysis of the corresponding DR.
To obtain a geometry-independent result for weak beam-plasma coupling we use
perturbation theory based on smallness of the coupling parameter.

2. The only known DSI and transition to it

For the beginning we shortly present rezoning, from which follow: all types of
beam-plasma instabilities (Cherenkov, cyclotron, beam instability in spatially peri-
odical structure) transform to the only known DSI with the maximal growth rate
� ωb=

ffiffiffi
ν

p
(ωb is the Langmuir frequency of the beam, ν is the collision frequency in

plasma). The transition takes place with an increase in the level of dissipation. This
help us to reveal a criterion for identification of DSI type.

In general, the dispersion relation (DR), describing a plasma system penetrating
by an electron beam can be written as

D ω,kð Þ ¼ D0 ω,kð Þ þDb ω,kð Þ ¼ 0 (1)

where D0 ω,kð Þ ¼ ReD0 ω,kð Þ þ iImD0 ω,kð Þ describes the plasma (without
beam), but Db ω,kð Þ describes the beam contribution in the system dispersion

Db ω,kð Þ ¼ � ω2
bA ω,kð Þ

γ3 ω� kVb � fð Þ2 , (2)

ω is the frequency, k is the wave vector of perturbations, ωb is Langmuir
frequency of the e-beam, Vb is the velocity of the beam electrons (directed along z

axis), A ω,kð Þ is a polynomial with respect to ω and k, γ ¼ 1� V2
b=c

2
� ��1=2

. It is
assumed that ImD0j j< < ReD0j j and Db ω,kð Þj j< < D0 ω,kð Þj j, f ¼ 0 with the
Cherenkov interaction, with the cyclotron interaction f ¼ nΩ=γ, (Ω is the cyclotron
frequency, n is the harmonic number), and f ¼ kcorVb when e-beam interacts with
the periodical structure, kcor ¼ 2π=l, l is the length of spatial period.

The beam electrons interact with the proper oscillations of the system and the
interaction leads to instability. Developing instability manifests itself most effec-
tively at frequencies and wavelengths close to the proper frequencies of the system
in the absence of the beam, and, at the same time, close to the beam natural
frequencies. In fact, along with (1) following condition is met

ω� kVb � f ¼ 0: (3)

All (conventional) beam-plasma instabilities, including DSI, follow from
(1)–(3). With an increase in level of dissipation all types of no-dissipative instabil-
ities (Cherenkov, cyclotron etc) transform into the well-known DSI. If one searches
the solutions of DR (1) in the form ω ¼ ω0 þ δ (ω0 satisfies (1) and (3); this case
called resonance instability) he arrives to the expression

δ
∂D0

∂ω

� �
ω ¼ ω0,

k ¼ k0

þ iImD0 ω0, k0ð Þ ¼ ω2
b=γ

3
� �

A ω0, k0ð Þ
δ2

: (4)
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All types of no-dissipative instabilities follow the first and the right-hand side
term. In this case the dissipative (second) term in (4) is small. The DSI follows from
the second term (when it is greater than the first term) and the right-hand side
term. The relation between the respective growth rates δ ν¼0ð Þ and δ ν!∞ð Þ is

δ ν!∞ð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δ ν¼0ð Þ� �3
2ImD0

∂D0

∂ω

s
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δ ν¼0ð Þ� �3

ν

s
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nb=ν

p
(5)

where the frequency of collisions in plasma ν is introduced (ImD0 � ν). The
expression (5) presents relation between the growth rates of no-dissipative and
dissipative instabilities. Below we use (5) and its analogs as a criterion for
identification of DSI type.

3. Weak beam-plasma coupling. New type of DSI

3.1 Solution of the problem of initial perturbation development under weak
beam-plasma coupling

The best way to study an instability in detail and its possible transformation to
that of other type is the solving of the problem of initial perturbation development.
The information obtained by other ways is insufficient and does not give any
details. Here we present general (geometry independent) solution of the problem
for weakly coupled beam-plasma systems.

Consider a system consisting of a mono-energetic rectilinear electron beam and
cold plasma. To begin with, suppose the following: the plasma and the beam are
weakly coupled (e.g. in a consequence of a sufficiently large distance between
them). Let an initial perturbation arises at a point z ¼ 0 (the electron beam propa-
gates in the direction z>0) at the instant t ¼ 0 and the instability begins develop-
ing. Our goal is to obtain the fields’ space–time distribution at an arbitrary instant
t>0 and investigate in detail the instability behavior by analyzing obtained expres-
sion. In the process, we interest only the longitudinal structure of the fields, i.e.,
their dependence on the longitudinal coordinate z and time t. The transverse
structure of the fields can be obtained by expanding in terms of the system’s
eigenfunctions. In accordance with this, only two arguments are highlighted below:
frequency and longitudinal component of the wave vector. Other arguments are
irrelevant in the consideration below. To avoid overburdening the formulas, they
are omitted.

In given case of weak beam-plasma coupling the instability is the result of the
interaction of the beam negative energy wave (NEW) and the slowed down wave in
the plasma. The interaction is of Collective Cherenkov type. We proceed from the
theory of wave interaction in plasma [16]. In terms of this theory the problem of the
initial perturbation evolution under instability development in non-equilibrium
plasma can be considered based on the set of partial differential equations for the
amplitudes of the interacting waves: beam charge density wave Eb z, tð Þ and the
slowed down electromagnetic wave Ew z, tð Þ in the plasma

∂

∂t
þ Vb

∂

∂z

� �
Eb z, tð Þ � iδ2Ew z, tð Þ ¼ J z, tð Þ (6)

∂

∂t
þ Vp

∂

∂z
þ ν ∗

� �
Ew z, tð Þ � iEb z, tð Þ ¼ 0
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where t is the time, z is the coordinate along the beam propagation direction,
J z, tð Þ is a function determined by the initial conditions, Vb is the directed velocity
of the beam, Vp is the group velocity of the resonant wave in plasma, Vb >Vp, ν ∗

describes dissipation in plasma and is proportional to the frequency of collisions in
it. The meaning of the denotation δ will be cleared up below. Note, the set (6) is
meaningful irrespective of the problem of development of any instability. Gener-
ally, it describes resonant interactions between two waves in unstable medium. One
only condition should be satisfied: the growth rate attains maximum under Collec-
tive Cherenkov Effect. If the maximum is attained under conventional Cherenkov
Effect, as for conventional beam-plasma instabilities, the interaction should be
described by other set of Equations [16].

The solution of the set (6) gives the dependence of the field’s amplitude on
longitudinal coordinate and time under instability development. Applying the
Laplace transformation with respect to time t and the Fourier transformation with
respect to the spatial coordinate z, we obtain following expressions for the
transform Ew ω, kð Þ:

Ew ω, kð Þ ¼ J ω, kð Þ
D ω, kð Þ

D ω, kð Þ ¼ ω� kVbð Þ ω� kVp þ iν ∗� �þ δ2 (7)

The field’s amplitude Ew z, tð Þ can be found by inverse transformation

Ew z, tð Þ ¼ 1

2πð Þ2
ð

C ωð Þ

dω
ð∞

�∞

dk J ω, kð Þ exp �iω tþ ikzð Þ
ω� kVbð Þ ω� kVp þ iν ∗

� �þ δ2
(8)

where C ωð Þ is the contour of integration with respect to ω. For given case it is a
straight line that lies in the upper half plane of the complex plane ω ¼ Reωþ iImω
and passes above all singularities of the integrand.

Thus, the problem has been reduced to the problem of integration in (8). It is
somewhat simpler in comparison to the integral, which represents classical solution.
Instead of full DR its analog stands. The analog is determined by interaction of the
waves, participating in the instability development. This replacement simplifies
integration. However, it remains difficult and many authors use roundabout
methods carry out an expression for possible estimation of the fields behavior
[17, 18]. Presented here method easily leads to the desired result i.e. to expression
for space–time distribution of the fields. We merely transform the variables ω and k
to another pair ω and ω0 ¼ ω� kVb. The first integration (over ω) may be carried
out by the residue method and the integration contour must be closed in the lower
half-plane. The first order pole is

ω ¼ � 1� Vp=Vb
� ��1

δ2=ω0 þ iνþ ω0Vp=Vb
� �

(9)

The second integration (over ω0) cannot be carried out exactly, and we are
forced to restrict ourselves to the approximate steepest descent method [19]. This
method gives result in the limit of relatively large t. According to this method, the
contour of integration should be deformed to pass through the saddle point in the
direction of the steepest descent. The saddle point is found from the condition

d
dω0 ω ω0ð Þtþ iω0z=Vbð Þ ¼ 0 (10)
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and is equal to

ω0
s ¼ iδ Vbt� zð Þ= z� Vpt

� �� �1=2 (11)

As a result we arrive to the following expression for the field’s space time
structure under development of the instability in spatially separated beam-plasma
system

Ew z, tð Þ ¼ � J0
2
ffiffiffi
π

p exp χ wkð Þ
ν z, tð Þ

Vb � Vp
� �1=2δ1=2 Vbt� zð Þ1=2

(12)

χ wkð Þ
ν ¼ χ wkð Þ

0 � ν ∗ Vbt� z
Vb � Vp

; χ wkð Þ
0 ¼ 2δ

Vb � Vp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z� Vpt
� �

Vbt� zð Þ
q

J0 ¼ J ω ¼ ω ωs
0ð Þ,ω0 ¼ ω0

s

� �

3.2 Analysis of the instability development

The expression (12) looks very complicate. At first glance it is impossible to
extract any information on the instability behavior from it. However, it turned out,
the expression may be easily analyzing. Moreover, the results are obtained from
scratch, i.e. they are not based on prior research. Substantial part of the information
is unavailable by other way. In particular, the analysis clearly shows that with
increase in level of dissipation the no-dissipative instability turns to a new type of
DSI and provides detailed information on both instabilities.

The properties of the instability is determined mainly by the exponential factor

exp χ wkð Þ
ν z, tð Þ ¼ exp

2δ
Vb � Vp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z� Vpt
� �

Vbt� zð Þ
q

� ν ∗ Vbt� z
Vb � Vp

� �
, (13)

which provides many information: the temporal and the spatial growth rates, the
spread of the unstable perturbations’ velocities, the nature of the instability (abso-
lute or convective), the effect of dissipation on instability, etc.

First consider some general properties of the instability, which follow from (13).
It is easily seen that in the absence of dissipation unstable perturbations have

velocities in the range from Vp to Vb. The wave packet moves in the beam propa-
gation direction and, along with exponential growth of the fields, expands. Its
length increases over time l � Vb � Vp

� �
t. The knowledge of the boundary

velocities of unstable perturbations allows at once determining the nature of the
instability (convective/absolute) based on the definition only, without reference to
additional studies (we mean the Sturrock’s laws [20]). It is clearly seen that the
instability is convective in the laboratory frame and other frames moving at
velocities V >Vb and V <Vp. However, if the observer’s speed is within the range
Vp <V <Vb, then the same instability is absolute (see Figure 1).

Now we turn to determination of the meaning of the denotation δ in (6). For this
we consider case ν ¼ 0 and find the point of the field’s maximum from expression

∂χ wkð Þ
0 z, tð Þ
∂z

¼ 0 (14)

Its root is zm ¼ w ν¼0ð Þ
pk t i.e. the point of the field’s maximum moves at velocity
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w ν¼0ð Þ
pk ¼ 1=2ð Þ Vb þ Vp

� �
: (15)

In the wave theory the velocity (15) is called convective velocity. It characterizes
the spatial convection of the fastest growing perturbations. (15) shows that the peak
of the wave packet disposes in its middle. The packet is symmetric with respect to

its peak. Substitution of zm into the χ wkð Þ
0 z, tð Þ determines the field’s behavior in the

maximum as E0 zm, tð Þ � exp δ tð Þ, i.e. δ represents the maximal growth rate of the
instability, which develops in absence of dissipation in systems with weak beam-

plasma coupling. At the point zm ¼ w ν¼0ð Þ
pk t the peak forms, because here the growth

rate of perturbations is maximal.
The meaning of the parameter δ may also be determined from the DR (7) only,

bypassing the results of integration (12). The general expression for the group
velocity Vgr ω, kð Þ obtained from DR (7) has the limit (15) under k ¼ 0. The same
limit (note that ν ¼ 0) leads to DR in form ω2 þ δ2 ¼ 0, i.e. the parameter δ is the
imaginary part of complex frequency (the growth rate). In this case (absence of
dissipation) the instability is due to interaction of the NEW with the plasma. To

emphasize the important role of δ we add the respective indexes δ � δ ν¼0ð Þ
NEW . Its

dependence on specific parameters is found out below.

At a fixed point z the field first grows up to the value � exp δ ν¼0ð Þ
NEW z= VbV0ð Þ1=2

n o

that is reached at the instant t ¼ z=wa where

wa ¼ 2VbVp= Vb þ Vp
� �

: (16)

Then the field decreases, and at the time t≥ z=V0 the wave packet completely

passes given point. The exponent δ ν¼0ð Þ
NEW z= VbV0ð Þ1=2 is, in fact, the maximal spatial

growth rate. At a given point, the field reaches its maximum at the moment when
the peak has already passed it (see Figure 1). The reason is that perturbations
moving at lower velocities reach the point for a longer time, and they have time to
grow more. wa is the velocity of the most effectively amplified perturbations.

Thus, the solution of the problem of initial perturbation development along with
other detailed information, gave results of conventional initial and boundary prob-
lems. This coincidence confirms correctness of developed approach (initial
assumptions, mathematics, etc.). An additional advantage of the approach is in its
geometry-independence. At first glance, the presented approach seems more
complicated than traditional approaches, but this complexity is only apparent.

Figure 1.
Asymptotic shapes of the instability development under weak beam-plasma coupling vs. longitudinal coordinate
z at instants t1 ¼ 0, 5=δν¼0

NEW t2 ¼ 0, 9=δν¼0
NEW t3 ¼ 1, 2=δν¼0

NEW. The dotted line gives the shape of the wave packet
for strong beam-plasma coupling.
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3.3 The influence of dissipation. New type of DSI

Dissipation significantly influences on the presented picture of the instability
development and changes it. First of all, it suppresses slow perturbations. The wave

packet shortens. The threshold velocity V wkð Þ
th is determined from the condition

χ wkð Þ
0 ¼ ν ∗ Vbt� zð Þ= Vb � V0ð Þ and is equal

V wkð Þ
th ¼ λ02Vb þ V0

1þ λ02
>V0; λ0 ¼ ν ∗ = 2δ ν¼0ð Þ

NEW

� �
(17)

Only high-velocity perturbations (in the range V wkð Þ
th < v<Vb) grow. The change

in the velocity of the trailing edge shortens the packet’s length and can affects the
nature of instability (convective/absolute) if the frame’s velocity lies in the range

Vp ≤ v≤V wkð Þ
th . Also, dissipation limits the growth rates of perturbations with veloc-

ity v. Substituting z ¼ vt we have for the field E z ¼ vt, tð Þ � expG vð Þt, where

G vð Þ ¼ 2δ ν¼0ð Þ
NEW

Vb � Vp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vb � vð Þ v‐Vp

� �q
� ν ∗ Vb � v

Vb � Vp
(18)

As expected, the growth rates fall down. Dissipation distorts the symmetry of
the induced wave packet. In presence of dissipation the dynamics of the fields can
be obtained from the same Eq. (14) accounting for dissipation. It has the form

z� wgt
� �2 ¼ λ02 Vbt� zð Þ z� V0tð Þ: (19)

The solution of (18) gives the point of the field maximum z νð Þ
pk ¼ w νð Þ

pk t, where

w νð Þ
pk ¼ 1

2
Vb þ Vp
� �þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ02

1þ λ02

s
Vb � Vp
� �

8<
:

9=
;>w ν¼0ð Þ

pk (20)

This expression shows that with an increase in the level of dissipation, the peak
shifts more and more to the front of the wave packet. This takes place along with
the decreasing of the wave packet’s length. Substitution of w νð Þ

pk into χ wkð Þ
ν gives the

field value in the peak and shows the respective growth rate as the function on the
level of dissipation

E0 z ¼ zpkt, t
� � � exp δ νð Þ

NEWt
n o

; δ νð Þ
NEW ¼ δ ν¼0ð Þ

NEW f λ02
� �

; f xð Þ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ x

p � ffiffiffi
x

p
(21)

The function f xð Þ presents the dependence of the growth rate on the level of dissipa-

tion (see Figures 2 and 3). In the limit ν ∗ ! ∞we have E0 !� exp δ ν!∞ð Þ
wk t

n o
, where

δ ν!∞ð Þ
wk ¼ δ ν¼0ð Þ

NEW

h i2
=ν ∗ � ffiffiffiffiffi

nb
p

=ν ∗ (22)

As a criterion for the type of DSI this relation between the growth rates of DSI

δ ν!∞ð Þ
NEW and the growth rate of SI δ ν¼0ð Þ

NEW sharply differs from that for the conventional
case (5). Actually the expression (22) shows that with an increase in level of
dissipation in weakly coupled beam-plasma systems the instability, caused by the
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beam’s NEW interaction with the plasma transforms to a new type of DSI. Its
characteristic peculiarity is in new, previously unknown, inverse proportional
dependence of the growth rate on dissipation. Below this result is confirmed by
conventional electro-dynamical analysis of the DR for weakly coupled beam-plasma
system.

3.4 Substantiation of the new DSI by conventional analysis of the DR

From electro-dynamical point of view, a spatially separated beam-plasma sys-
tem is nothing, but a multilayer structure. The traditional analytical consideration
of such systems leads to a very cumbersome DR, which, in addition, is highly
dependent on the geometry and greatly complicates with an increase in the number
of layers. However, the importance of the problem and the need for its analytical
investigation has led to development of specific methods. Here an approach is
presented that allows avoiding abovementioned difficulties. Also, the approach has
an important advantage: the procedure for obtaining the DR does not depend on
specific shape/geometry. In other words, obtained results can be adapted to systems
of any geometry. The approach considers the problem of weak beam-plasma inter-
action by perturbation theory. The small parameter, which underlies the theory, is

Figure 2.
The function f xð Þ presents the dependence of the growth rate of the instability, caused by NEW excitation on the
level of dissipation. Here x ¼ ν=δν¼0

NEW.

Figure 3.
Shapes of developing waveform versus longitudinal coordinate at fixed instant 3=δ ν¼0ð Þ

NEW for various values of
dissipation (parameter k ¼ ν=δ ν¼0ð Þ

NEW ): k1 ¼ 0, k2 ¼ 1, k3 ¼ 2, k4 ¼ 4.
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the parameter of weak beam-plasma coupling. We briefly present here the basics of
this approach accounting for dissipation [11].

Consider a system consisting of a mono-energetic rectilinear electron beam and
cold plasma. To begin with, suppose the following: the plasma and the beam are
weakly coupled (e.g. a consequence of a sufficiently large distance between them).
We also assume their homogeneity in the cross section. The geometry of the system is
not specified. It also is assumed that the beam current is less than the limiting current
in the vacuum waveguide. Dissipation in the system is taken into account by the
introduction the collisions in plasma. For simplicity, consideration is limited to the
case of a strong external longitudinal (to the beam propagation direction) magnetic
field, which prevents the transverse motion of the beam and plasma particles.

The small parameter underlying the perturbation theory is the parameter of
weak coupling between the beam and the plasma (that is, the smallness of the
integrals describing the overlap of beam and plasma fields). In the zero order
approximation, the perturbation theory assumes independence of the beam and
plasma. In the first-order approximation, the theory leads to the DR [11, 14].

Dp ω, kð ÞDb ω, kð Þ ¼ G κ4δεpδεb
� �

ω¼ω0,k¼k0
(23)

Dp,b ω, kð Þ ¼ k2⊥p,b � κ2δεp,b;G< < 1

κ2 ¼ k2 � ω2

c2
; δεp ¼

ω2
p

ω ωþ iνð Þ ; δεb ¼
ω2
b

γ3 ω� kVbð Þ2 ,

ω and k are the frequency and longitudinal component of the wave vector, ωp,b

are Langmuir frequencies for the plasma and the beam respectively, ν is the colli-

sion frequency in the plasma, Vb is the velocity of the beam electrons, γ ¼
1� V2

b=c
2

� ��1=2
, c is speed of light, G is the coupling parameter, the point ω0, k0f g is

the intersection point of the beam and the plasma dispersion curves, the values k⊥p
and k⊥b play role of transverse wave numbers. Analytically, G as well as k⊥p and k⊥b
are expressed through the integrals of eigenfunctions of the zero order problem
[11, 14]. The integral for G represents overlap of the beam and plasma fields. It
shows how far the plasma field penetrates the beam and vice versa. The specific
expressions for k⊥p, k⊥b and G are not essential for the subsequent presentation and
are not presented here (see [11, 14]).

The expressions Dp,b ω, kð Þ ¼ 0 are the zero order DR for the plasma and the
beam respectively. Their solutions are assumed to be known. The form of the DR
(23) is comparatively simple. It shows the interaction of beam and plasma waves.
Using (23) with small G, it is easy to describe instabilities in given system. The main
result of a decrease in the beam–plasma coupling is in the increase in role of the
beam NEW. Its interaction with plasma leads to instability. The spectra of slow (�)
and fast (+) beam waves follow from the roots of Db ω, kð Þ ¼ 0. If one searches them
in form ω� ¼ kVb 1þ x�ð Þ, x�j j< < 1, the roots become [11, 14].

x� ¼ � ffiffiffi
α

p
=γ

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β4γ2αþ 1

q
þ β2γ

ffiffiffi
α

p� �
, (24)

where α ¼ ω2
b=k

2
⊥bV

2
bγ

3, β ¼ Vb=c. The interaction of the NEW (x�) with the
plasma leads to instability. If one looks for the solutions of (23) in the form ω ¼
kVb 1þ xð Þ, ( xj j< < 1) it becomes [11].

xþ qþ iν=kVbð Þ x� xþð Þ x� x�ð Þ ¼ Gα=2γ4 (25)
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where q ¼ 2γ2ð Þ�1 k2⊥pV
2
bγ

2=ω2
p � 1

� �
. Mathematically, the instability is due to

corrections to the expression for the slow beam wave x ¼ x� þ x0. Under collective
Cherenkov resonance q ¼ �x� [11], the equation for x0is

x0 þ iν= 2γ2kVb
� �� �

x0 ¼ �G
ffiffiffi
α

p
= 4γ3
� �

(26)

In absence of dissipation the instability is due to NEW interaction with the
plasma. Its growth rate is

δ ν¼0ð Þ
NEW ¼ kVbImx0 ¼ kVb=2γð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G

ffiffiffi
α

p� �
=γ

q
: (27)

We emphasize unusual dependence on the beam density as n1=4b (for strong

coupling this dependence is � n1=3b ). With ordinary Cherenkov resonance the
system is stable. Under collective Cherenkov resonance dissipation manifested itself
as an additional factor that enhances NEW growth and the instability gradually
transforms to that of dissipative type. The Eq. (26) gives an expression for the
growth rate as a function on level of dissipation

δ λð Þ ¼ δ ν¼0ð Þ
NEW f λ2

� �
; λ ¼ 1=2γ2

� �
ν=δ ν¼0ð Þ

NEW

� �
: (28)

where f xð Þ is the function given in (21). The dependence of the growth rate on
the level of dissipation in (28) coincides to that in (21). In limit λ ! 0 (28) coincides
to (27). In the opposite limit of strong dissipation λ ! ∞ (28) represents the growth
rate of the new type of DSI (it also follows from (26) by neglecting the first term in
brackets)

δ ν!∞ð Þ
NEW ¼

2γ2 δ ν¼0ð Þ
NEW

� �2

ν
¼ G

ffiffiffi
α

p
2γ

kVbð Þ2
ν

� ωb

ν
(29)

We arrive to the same new type of DSI presented in (22). The expression (28)
shows a gradual transition of the growth rate of no-dissipative instability caused by
NEW interaction with plasma into the growth rate of new type of DSI. It develops
under weak coupling and differs from the conventional DSI (with an growth rate �
ωb=

ffiffiffi
ν

p
). In [21] the same new DSI is substantiated in a finite external magnetic field.

4. Uniform cross section beam-plasma waveguide. One more new type
of DSI

4.1 Evolution of the initial perturbation in plasma waveguide with
over-limiting electron e-beam

One more new DSI arises under consideration of the problem of the initial
perturbation development for the instability of over-limiting beam (OEB) in uni-
form cross-section plasma waveguide.

Consider a cylindrical waveguide, fully filled with cold plasma. A mono-
energetic relativistic electron beam penetrates it. The external longitudinal mag-
netic field is assumed to be strong enough to freeze transversal motion of the beam
and the plasma electrons. We also assume that the beam and plasma radii coincide
with the waveguide’s radius and consider only the symmetrical E-modes with
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nonzero components Er, Ez, and Bφ. The development of resonant instability in this
system is described by the DR and resonant condition those are [1].

D0 ω, kð Þ þDb ω, kð Þ ¼ 0;ω ¼ kVb (30)

D0 ¼ k2⊥ þ κ2 1� ω2
p

ω ωþ iνð Þ

 !
;Db ¼ �κ2

ω2
b=γ

3

ω� kVbð Þ2 ; κ
2 ¼ k2 � ω2

c2

ω and k are the frequency and the longitudinal (along beam propagation direc-
tion that is z axis) wave vector, k⊥ ¼ μ0s=R, R is the waveguide’s radius, μ0s are the
roots of Bessel function J0: J0 μ0sð Þ ¼ 0, s = 1,2,3 … , ωp,b are the Langmuir frequen-

cies for the plasma and the beam, Vb is the beam velocity, γ ¼ 1� V2
b=c

2
� ��1=2

, ν is
the frequency of collisions in plasma, c is the speed of light.

The character of the beam-plasma interaction changes depending on the beam
current value. If the beam current is less than the limiting current in vacuum
waveguide the instability is due to induced radiation of the system eigenwaves by
the beam electrons. But, if the beam is over-limiting, its instability has the same
nature as the instability in medium with negative dielectric constant [9, 14, 15]. We
introduce a parameter α ¼ ω2

b=k
2
⊥V

2
bγ

3, which represents the beam current value
and the character of beam-plasma interaction. It corresponds (correct to the factor
γ�2) to the ratio of the beam current to the limiting current in vacuum waveguide
[14] I0 ¼ mV3

bγ=4e, i.e. α ¼ Ib=I0ð Þγ�2 (Ib is the beam current). The values α< < γ�2

correspond to under-limiting beam currents Ib < < I0, but the values γ�2 < < α< < 1
correspond to over-limiting beam currents. This is possible under comparatively
high values of the relativistic factor γ. Here we consider development of an initial
perturbation in the system, when the beam current slightly exceeds the limiting
vacuum value. In this case the instability is due to a-periodical modulation of the
beam density in medium with negative dielectric constant. Its growth rate attaints
maximum under exact Cherenkov resonance and is equal [15].

δ ν¼0ð Þ
ovl ¼ ωbVb

c
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ 1þ μð Þp , μ ¼ γ2

k2⊥V
2
b

ω2
p � k2⊥V

2
bγ

2
(31)

However, the resonant frequency, which is determined by the expressions (30),
remains unchanged [15].

In order to show the variety of possible approaches to the solution of the prob-
lem of the initial perturbation development, in given case we solve it by other way.
We turn to the set of origin equations, which describes e-beam instability in mag-
netized plasma waveguide

∂Er

∂z
� ∂Ez

∂r
¼ � 1

c
∂Bφ

∂t
; L̂ v0b ¼ e

m
Ez;

∂v0p
∂t

¼ e
m
Ez � νv0p

∂Bφ

∂z
¼ � 1

c
∂Er

∂t
; L̂n0b ¼ �n0

∂v0b
∂t

;
∂n0p
∂t

¼ �np0
∂v0p
∂z

(32)

1
r

∂

∂r
rBφ ¼ 1

c
∂Er

∂t
þ 4πe np0v0p þ nb0v0b þ nb0Vb

� �
; L̂ � ∂

∂t
þ Vb

∂

∂z
;

where t is time, z and r are the cylindrical coordinates, Er, Ez and Bφ are the
fields’ components which are coupled with the beam, v0b,p and n0b,p are the pertur-
bations of velocity and density for the beam and the plasma respectively, n0 and np0
are the unperturbed densities for beam and plasma respectively. In the process, we
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interest only the longitudinal structure of the fields, i.e., their dependence on the
longitudinal coordinate and time. The transverse structure of the fields can be
obtained by expansion on series of the system’s eigenfunctions. For given case those
are the Bessel functions. We use the expansions

Ez r, z, tð Þ ¼
X
s
E sð Þ
z z, tð ÞJ0 μ0sr=Rð Þ,Bϕ r, z, tð Þ ¼

X
s
B sð Þ
ϕ r, tð ÞJ1 μ1sr=Rð Þ (33)

where J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions; μos and μ1s their roots in ascending
order, J0 μ0sð Þ ¼ 0, J1 μ1sð Þ ¼ 0, s ¼ 1, 2, 3, … . The quantities vp,b and np,b should be
expanded by analogy to Ez, but Er – by analogy to Bφ. From here on we deal with the
expansion coefficients and mention arguments z and t only.

The fields’ growth in the linear stage reveals itself most effectively on frequencies,
closely approximating to roots of the DR and, simultaneously, to kVb (resonant
instability). The conditions (30) hold. In this connection it is reasonable to assume
that originated perturbations form a wave packet of following type (e.g. for E sð Þ

z z, tð Þ):

E sð Þ
z z, tð Þ ¼ E0 z, tð Þ exp �iω0tþ ik0zð Þ, (34)

where the carrier frequency ω0 and wave vector k0 satisfy the conditions (30).
We also assume that the amplitude of the wave train E0 z, tð Þ varies slowly in space
and time as compared to k0 and ω0 that is

∂E0

∂t

����
����< < ω0E0j j ;

∂E0

∂z

����
����< < k0E0j j: (35)

Thus, the problem of the initial pulse behavior reduces to determination of the
slowly varying amplitude (SVA) E0 z, tð Þ. The equation that E0 z, tð Þ satisfies can be
derived from the set of origin Eqs. (32). The expansions (33) reduce it to a set of the
equation for the amplitudes of expansions. In its turn the resulting set can be
reduced to one equation for E0 z, tð Þ. We write it in form similar to the DR

ω̂� k̂Vb

� �2
D0 ω̂, k̂
� �

E sð Þ
z z, tð Þ ¼ ω2

bγ
�3κ2E sð Þ

z z, tð Þ (36)

where ω̂ and k̂ are differential operators ω̂ � i ∂

∂t; k̂ � �i ∂

∂z. The DR in form (30)
follows from (36). To derive the equation for E0 z, tð Þ one should expanding (36) in
power series near resonant values of frequency ω0 and wave vector k0 by using the
relations ω̂ ! ω0 þ i ∂

∂t and k̂ ! k0 � i ∂

∂zwith account of OEB existence condition. As a
result we arrive to the following second-order partial differential equation for E0 z, tð Þ

∂

∂t
þ Vb

∂

∂z

� �
∂

∂t
þ Vp

∂

∂z
þ ν0

� �
E0 z, tð Þ ¼ δ2ovlE0 z, tð Þ (37)

where ν0 ¼ ImD0 ∂D0=∂ωð Þ�1, V0 ¼ � ∂D0=∂kð Þ ∂D0=∂ωð Þ�1
n o

ω ¼ ω0

k ¼ k0

and the

expression for δovl is obtained from the relation δ3ovl ¼ κ2ω2
bγ

�3
∂D0=∂ωð Þ�1 account-

ing the condition for OEB. It is important to emphasize that this denotation (as well
as V0) is introduced for reasons of simplicity of the resulting Eq. (36) only.

The solution of (37) is, actually, known. If one returns to the set (6) and trans-
forms it (under J z, tð Þ ¼ 0) to one equation for Ew z, tð Þ then the equation will
completely coincide to (37). This means that we already have the solution of (36)
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and its analysis. It only remains to rewrite the solution (12) in new denotations and,
where needed, re-interpret results. This shows that the instability in uniform cross-
section beam-plasma waveguide develops in space and time in the same manner as
the instability in weakly coupled beam-plasma system, and δovl is its growth rate in

limit ν ! 0, that is δovl � δ ν¼0ð Þ
ovl . However there is a very important quantitative

difference. In present case the growth rate δ ν¼0ð Þ
ovl depends on the beam density as

� n1=2b (for the case of weak beam-plasma coupling the dependence is � n1=4b (see
(27)). The criterion for determining the type of DSI takes the form

δ ν!∞ð Þ
ovl ¼ δ ν¼0ð Þ

ovl

h i2
=ν0 � ω2

b=ν
0 (38)

Comparison of (38) with (22) indicates one more new type of DSI. It develops in
uniform cross section beam-plasma waveguide under over-limiting beam current
and high level of dissipation. Its growth rate depends on the beam density and
collision frequency as � nb=ν0.

4.2 Substantiation of the second new DSI by conventional method

Now we substantiate the second new DSI by solving the DR (30). We look for its
roots in the form ω ¼ kVb þ δ, δ< < kVb. The DR (30) reduces to [1, 14].

x3 þ i
ν

ω0

ω2
pv0

Vbγ2ω2
⊥
x2 þ αv0Vb

γ2c2
x ¼ α

2γ4
v0
Vb

(39)

where x ¼ δ=kVb, α ¼ ω2
b=k

2
⊥V

2
bγ

3, β ¼ Vb=c, ω2
⊥ ¼ k2⊥V

2
bγ

2, v0 ¼ μVb= 1þ μð Þ, is
the group velocity of the resonant wave in the system without beam, μ ¼ γ2ω2

⊥=ω
2
0;

ω0 ¼ ω2
p � ω2

⊥

� �1=2
is the resonant frequency of the plasma waveguide.

The solutions of (39) depend on the beam current value that is on the value of
parameter α. If α< < γ�2 (under-limiting e-beams) one can obtain the growth rates
of conventional instability under ν ¼ 0 (first and right-hand side terms) and in limit
ν> > δund i.e. DSI

δund ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p

2
ω0

γ

ω2
b

2ω2
0 1þ μð Þ

� �1=3

; δ νð Þ
und ¼ ω3=2

0

2γ3=2ωp

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωb

ν

r
(40)

If the beam current increases and become comparable or higher than the limit-
ing vacuum current i.e. γ�2 ≤ α< < 1, the physical nature of the instability changes.
It becomes due to a-periodical modulation of the beam density in medium with
negative dielectric constant. The distinctive peculiarity of this instability is in
following: its growth rate attains maximum under exact Cherenkov resonance and
is equal to (31) [9, 11, 14, 15]. If, along with the beam current, dissipation also
increases the instability turns to DSI of over-limiting beam with growth rate [9].

δ νð Þ
ovl ¼

β2

γ

ω2
b

ω2
p

ω2
0

ν
� ω2

b

ν
: (41)

We emphasize new dependences on ν and on the beam density. This, actually,
substantiates one more new type of DSI. It develops in uniform cross section beam-
plasma waveguide if the beam current is higher than the limiting vacuum current.
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5. The role of the new DSI in no-uniform-cross-section beam-plasma
waveguide

5.1 Statement of the problem. Dispersion relation

In this section we pay special attention to systems, the geometry of which is
similar to the geometry of plasma microwave sources and possible development
of the new types of DSI in such systems. The simplest theoretical model of
plasma microwave generators assumes relativistic e-beam propagating along axis
of a plasma filled waveguide of radius R. The beam and plasma are assumed to be
completely charge and current neutralized. In the waveguide cross-section the
plasma and beam are annular, with mean radii rp and rb. Their thicknesses Δp

and Δb are much smaller, than the mean radii. Strong external longitudinal
magnetic field is assumed to freeze transversal motion of beam and plasma
electrons.

For theoretical study of the problem we use an approach [10], which gives result
for arbitrary level of beam-plasma coupling. This condition is obligatory for
obtaining comprehensive results. The DR, which follows from the approach, has a
form, which clearly shows interaction of the beam and plasma waves. The approach
proceeds from equation for polarization potential ψ

∂

∂t
Δ⊥ þ L̂
� �

ψ ¼ �4π Jbz þ Jpz
� �

, L̂ ¼ ∂
2

∂z2
� 1
c2

∂
2

∂t2
(42)

Here Jbz r⊥, z, tð Þ ¼ pb r⊥ð Þ jbz z, tð Þ and Jpz r⊥, z, tð Þ ¼ pp r⊥ð Þ jpz z, tð Þ are perturba-
tions of the longitudinal current densities in the beam and plasma. Functions
pb,p r⊥ð Þ describe transverse density profiles of the perturbations of the longitudinal
currents in the beam and the plasma. For homogeneous beam/plasma pb,p � 1 for

infinitesimal thin pb,p � δ r� rb,p
� �

(δ is Dirac function), Δ⊥ is the Laplace operator
over transverse coordinates, z is the longitudinal coordinate, t is the time, c is the
speed of light. The longitudinal electric field expresses as Ez ¼ L̂ψ . The equations
for jbz and jpz are

∂

∂t
þ Vb

∂

∂z

� �2

jbz ¼
ω2
bγ

�3

4π
∂

∂t
Ez;

∂

∂t
þ ν

� �
jpz ¼

ω2
p

4π
Ez, (43)

where ωp,b are the Langmuir frequencies for plasma and beam respectively, ν is

the effective collision frequency in plasma, γ ¼ 1� V2
b=c

2
� ��1=2

, Vb is the velocity of
beam electrons.

The DR, which follows from the statement, is still very cumbersome (of integral
type). To reduce the DR to a simple algebraic form one should make following
expedient for theoretical model assumption: the plasma and the beam are not just
thin but infinitesimal thin. In this case the DR becomes

Dp ω, kð ÞDb ω, kð Þ ¼ Gκ4δεpδεb, (44)

where Dp,b ω, kð Þ ¼ k2⊥p,b � κ2δεp,b, δεp ¼ ω2
p

ω ωþiνð Þ, δεb ¼
ω2
b

γ3 ω�kV2
bð Þ2,κ

2 ¼ k2 � ω2=c2,

k is the wave vector along axis, ω is the frequency, k⊥p and k⊥b play role of the zero
order transversal wave numbers for plasma and beam [11, 14].
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k2⊥p,b ¼ rp,bΔp,bIl κrp,b
� � Kl κrp,b

� �

Il κrp,b
� � � Il κRð Þ

Kl κRð Þ

" #( )�1

(45)

(Il and Kl are modified Bessel and Mac-Donald functions, l ¼ 0, 1, 2… is the
azimuthal wave numbers). G is the coupling parameter. It depends on the overlap
of the plasma and the beam fields and shows efficiency of their interaction

G ¼

Il κrbð ÞKl κrp
� �

Il κRð Þ � Kl κRð ÞIl κrp
� �

Il κrp
� �

Kl κrbð ÞIl κRð Þ � Kl κRð ÞIl κrbð Þ rb ≤ rp

Il κrp
� �

Kl κrbð ÞIl κRð Þ � Kl κRð ÞIl κrbð Þ
Il κrbð ÞKl κrp

� �
Il κRð Þ � Kl κRð ÞIl κrp

� � rp ≤ rb

8>>><
>>>:

(46)

An important property of G is: G =1 for rp ¼ rb and G < 1 in other cases. In long
wavelength limit (for definiteness l ¼ 0 and rb ≤ rp) we haveG≈ ln R=rp

� �
= ln R=rbð Þ,

but in opposite limit G≈ exp �2κ rp � rb
�� ��� �

(for arbitrary l).

5.2 Growth rates

The DR (44) determines proper oscillations of transversally no uniform beam-
plasma waveguide. The changes of the physical character of beam-plasma interac-
tion must reveal themselves on its solutions. Dp,b ω, kð Þ ¼ 0 are the DR for wave-
guide with thin annular plasma and e-beam respectively. The spectra of fast (+) and
slow (�) waves are

ω� ¼ kVb 1þ x�ð Þ; x� ¼ ffiffiffi
α

p
=γ

� � �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β4γ2αþ 1

q
� β2γ

ffiffiffi
α

p� �
; (47)

where β ¼ Vb=c. The parameter α ¼ ω2
b=k

2
⊥bV

2
bγ

3 is familiar (see above). It
determines the beam current value: α ¼ Ib= γ2I0ð Þ (Ib is the beam current, I0 is the
limiting current in vacuum waveguide). In the limit of under-limiting beams x� !
� ffiffiffi

α
p

=γ. In opposite limit of over-limiting beam xþ ¼ 1=2β2γ2 and x� ¼ �2β2α. If
one looks for solutions of (44) in form ω ¼ kVb 1þ xð Þ, x< < 1 it becomes

xþ qþ i
ν

ku
1� 2β2γ2x

2γ2

� �
x� xþð Þ x� x�ð Þ ¼ G

α

2γ4
1� 2β2γ2x
� �2

, (48)

where q ¼ k2⊥pu
2γ2=ω2

p � 1
� �

=2γ2. The Eq. (48) presents sound way to study

instabilities in given system. First of all, it is easily seen that in conditions of
growing negative energy wave x≈x� and collective Cherenkov resonance q≈� x�
the role of dissipation increases. For under-limiting e-beams α≤ 1=γ2 and in case of
strong coupling G � 1 the DR (44) leads to the well-known conventional beam
instabilities of no-dissipative and dissipative type. The growth rates of these
instabilities have well-known dependencies on beam density � n1=3b and on dissi-
pation (� 1=

ffiffiffi
ν

p
). Both for these instabilities proper oscillations of the beam are

neglected. Only for explanation of the physical meaning of the DSI the conception
of NEW should be invoked. However, if G< < 1 (weak coupling) the growing of
the NEW plays dominant role. In this case the growth rate of no-dissipative
instability reaches its maximum under Collective Cherenkov resonance q ¼ ffiffiffi

α
p

=γ
and is equal
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Imωð Þ ν¼0ð Þ
und ¼ kVb=2γð Þ G

ffiffiffi
α

p
=γ

� �1=2: (49)

This expression coincides to (27). Dissipation coming into interplay transforms
this instability to DSI of new type with growth rate (coincides to (29))

Imωð Þ ν!∞ð Þ
und ¼ G

ffiffiffi
α

p
kVbð Þ2=2γν (50)

As it should be, this is the instability discovered under consideration of the
classical problem of the initial perturbation development in weakly coupled beam-
plasma systems.

Of particular interest are limit of high, over-limiting currents of e-beam
γ�2 < < α< < 1. In this case the DR (44) takes the form

xþ qþ i
ν

ku
1� 2γ2x

2γ2

� �
xþ 2αð Þ ¼ �G

α

γ2
1� 2γ2x
� �

(51)

For ν ¼ 0 the analysis of (51) leads to following. Under single particle resonance
we have either instability of negative mass type (under G � 1) with the growth rate
Imω ¼ ku

ffiffiffi
α

p
=γ, or stability (under G << 1). But under collective Cherenkov effect

q ¼ 2α the growth rate of developing instabilities is

Imωð Þ ν¼0ð Þ
ovl ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p
kVbα for G � 1

2kVbα
ffiffiffiffi
G

p
for G< < 1

(
(52)

The instability (52) under G � 1 has mixed mechanism: it is caused simulta-
neously (i) by a-periodical modulation of the beam density in media with negative
dielectric constant and (ii) by excitation of the NEW. But the lower expression is
the growth rate of instability caused only by excitation of the NEW of overlimiting
e-beam. The presence of dissipation intensifies the growing of the slow beam wave.
Instability turns to be of dissipative type with growth rate that again is inverse
proportional to dissipation.

Imωð Þ νð Þ
ovl ¼ 2 kuð Þ2Gα=ν � ω2

b=ν (53)

However, the dependence on the beam density is completely different. This is
the same DSI, which develops in uniform cross-section beam-plasma waveguide
under over-limiting currents. Instabilities of the same type may be substantiated for
finite thicknesses of the beam and plasma layers in waveguide. In this case one must
use perturbation theory based on smallness of coupling coefficient.

As follows from this section, in the geometry of microwave plasma sources, the
development of both new DSI is possible. Basic parameters of the both new DSI,
and the conditions of their development should be taken into account upon design
of the high power, high frequency plasma microwave devices.

6. Conclusion

Thus, based on very general initial assumptions, we have found out that the
number of DSI in the beam-plasma interaction theory is not limited by the only
previously known type. Two new, previously unknown types of DSI are presented.
The new DSI reveal themselves in the analysis of solution of the problem of initial
perturbation development. This problem is classical in the theory of instabilities.
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The first new DSI is the dissipative instability under weak beam-plasma coupling. In
absence of dissipation the instability in these systems is caused by the interaction of
the beam NEW with the plasma. With an increase in the level of dissipation this
instability gradually transforms to the new type of DSI. Its maximal growth rate
depends on the beam Langmuir frequency ωb and the frequency of collisions in
plasma ν as ωb=ν. This, more critical (as compared to conventional), inverse
proportional dependence on ν is a result of superposition of two factors those lead to
growth of the beam NEW: weak coupling and dissipation.

The second new type of DSI is dissipative instability of over-limiting e-beam in
uniform cross section waveguide. With increase in the beam current, its space
charge and inner degrees of freedom reveal themselves more efficiently. If the beam
current becomes higher than the limiting current in vacuum waveguide then the
instability mechanism changes. In uniform cross section beam-plasma waveguide
the instability becomes due to a-periodical modulation of the beam density in
medium with negative dielectric constant. In this case the increase in the level of
dissipation leads to one more new type of DSI with the maximal growth rate � ω2

b=ν.
The same types of DSI develop in systems having geometry, similar to micro-

wave sources: cylindrical waveguide with thin annular beam and thin annular
plasma. If the coupling between the beam and the plasma hollow cylinders is weak
and the beam current is under-limiting the first type of DSI develops, but under
over-limiting currents – the second. However, if the coupling of the beam and the
plasma cylinders is strong, conventional type of DSI develops with well-known
growth rate � ωb=

ffiffiffi
ν

p
.

Both new DSI are confirmed by conventional analysis of the respective DR.
Some words about the approach used. It has many advantages. First of all, it is

based on very general initial assumptions and gives results regardless on geometry
and specific parameters. The same approach is used for solving the same problem
for conventional beam-plasma instabilities of all types (Cherenkov type, cyclotron
type etc) [13], for the Buneman instability [22] etc. Obtained expressions for the
spatial–temporal distribution of growing fields clearly show that with increase in
the level of dissipation in background plasma, all these SI transform into DSI of
conventional type. In addition, the analysis of obtained expressions gives much
more detailed information on SI than other methods give. Part of the information
on SI is not available in any other ways. The coincidence of other information to the
results of conventional analysis confirms the validity of the approach (initial
assumptions, mathematics etc).

Also, the presented approach shows that the DR describing the SI of given type
can serve not only for solving of the initial/boundary problems and obtaining the
dispersion curves. This point of view is very simplified. The approach shows that
much more additional information is available from the DR. It, in fact, provides
results on the initial perturbation development.

Summarizing, one can state that the presented approach can serve as an inde-
pendent and very effective method for studying of any SI. There is no need to solve
the problem again. One should only substitute the parameters of given instability in
general expression for the field’s space–time distribution. The usage of this
approach instead of traditional initial/boundary problems gives complete picture of
the instability development. At first glance, it might seem that this method of
analyzing instabilities is more complicated. However, this complexity is only
apparent. In addition, this complexity, if any, is overlapped by the completeness of
the information received.
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Chapter 10

Numerical Investigations of
Electromagnetic Oscillations and
Turbulences in Hall Thrusters
Using Two Fluid Approach
Sukhmander Singh, Bhavna Vidhani and Ashish Tyagi

Abstract

The first part of the contributed chapter discuss the overview of electric propul-
sion technology and its requirement in different space missions. The technical terms
specific impulse and thrust are explained with their relation to exhaust velocity. The
shortcoming of the Hall thrusters and its erosion problems of the channel walls are
also conveyed. The second part of the chapter discuss the various waves and elec-
tromagnetic instabilities propagating in a Hall thruster magnetized plasma. The
dispersion relation for the azimuthal growing waves is derived analytically with the
help of magnetohydrodynamics theory. It is depicted that the growth rate of the
instability increases with magnetic field, electron drift velocity and collisional fre-
quency, whereas it is decreases with the initial drift of the ions.

Keywords: electric propulsion, Hall thruster, dispersion, impulse, exhaust velocity,
growth rate

1. Introduction

In the past few years, electric propulsion has received widespread attention as an
alternative to chemical propulsion for spacecraft. A chemical thruster is capable of
producing high thrust, but it provides a relatively low specific impulse. This limita-
tion of chemical thrusters opens up discussion of the use of electric thrusters, which
provide much higher specific impulses. A high specific impulse allows the space-
craft to reach the same speed with lower propellant consumption than chemical
ones or travel faster with the same propellant mass [1–10]. In addition, the use of a
high specific impulse, electric thruster permits a significant reduction in propellant
mass on spacecraft, which helps reduce launching cost, extending mission lifetime
or increase the payload mass on the spacecraft [2]. Therefore, the benefits that
electric thrusters provide make them the best choice for in-space propulsion of
spacecraft.

To date, several different types of electric propulsion thrusters have been devel-
oped, of which Hall thrusters are the most reliable and widely used. Hall thrusters
are simple in design, consisting of an annular discharge channel, an anode, a cath-
ode and a radial magnetic field across the channel [1]. A propellant, usually Xenon,
is injected to channel through the hollow anode and a high potential difference is
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applied between the anode and cathode. The electrons emitted from the cathode
and start moving towards the anode due to the potential difference. As they enter
the discharge channel, they get trapped in the radial magnetic field generated by
electromagnetic coils (or permanent magnets) and start drifting in the azimuthal
direction (E x B). Due to this trapping, the residence time of electrons in the
discharge channel increases and they move very slowly towards the anode. Elec-
trons, then collide with neutral propellant atoms entering the discharge channel and
ionize them. Then, these generated ions are accelerated to high velocity towards the
thruster exhaust by the electric field to generate thrust. On the thruster exterior, the
ion beam is neutralized by electrons from the virtual cathode so that no charge
builds up on the spacecraft’s surface [2]. More details on Hall thruster operation and
fundamentals can be found in [1–13].

Hall thrusters offer several benefits like simple design, high thrust-to-power ratio,
high efficiency, improved performance, etc., which give them a clear advantage over
other electric thrusters. For an input power range of 0.1 kW–20 kW, they can
produce a few mN to 1 N of thrust and offers a specific impulse in the range of
1000s–3000s with more than 50% efficiency [14]. Hall thrusters can also adjust their
thrust level and specific impulse by varying the discharge voltage and propellant mass
flow rate, which makes them suitable for applications such as precision maneuvering,
attitude control, station keeping and orbital raising [15]. In addition, plasma in a Hall
thruster remains quasi-neutral, which eliminates the issue of space charge, allowing
the Hall thruster to achieve higher thrust densities. Because of all these characteris-
tics, the space community has shown great interest in Hall thrusters and they have
been used successfully on many spacecraft for space missions and maneuvers.

Thrust is caused by a change in a substance’s momentum as a result of a chemical
reaction or an electrical principle. The thrust indicates how much force, in
newtons (N), the propulsion system exert on the vehicle. Let us denote _mp as the

mass flow rate, the exhaust velocity U
!

ex and g is the acceleration due to gravity, then
spacecraft’s thrust denoted by

T ¼ _mpU
!

ex (1)

The performance of thrusters is usually determined by thrustT, which is the total
force undergone by the rocket. Thrust also has same unit as a force in newton, which
shows themovement of the propulsion system. Thrust, is generated by the burning of

fuel or by the electrostatic forces. The thrustT ¼ _mpU
!

ex, if themass flow rate is constant.
The specific impulse Isp is used to compare the efficiencies of different type of propulsion
systems [2]. The specific impulse is expressed as Isp ¼ T

_mpg
. In general, the higher the

specific impulse the less fuel is required. Therefore the specific impulse simplifies to

Isp ¼ U
!

ex
g . The specific impulsehas thedimensionof timeand is ameasure for the effective

mission time of the thruster. The high value of the specific impulse reduces themission
time. Ifwedenote the thrust efficiency η and the input powerPt, then these are relatedby

T ¼ 2ηPt

Ispg
(2)

Tsiolkovsky rocket Eq. (1) can be read as

Δυ
! ¼ υ

!
f � υ

!
i ¼ U

!
ex ln

m f

m f þmp

 !
(3)
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The above Rocket equation defines the change in velocity of a spacecraft. It is
clear that a higher dυ! demands more propellant. In terms of specific impulse, the
above equation simplifies to

Δυ
! ¼ υ

!
f � υ

!
i ¼ Ispg ln

m f

m f þmp

 !
(4)

We can now say that Isp plays a key role in the design of a space mission
propulsion system.

2. Description of the Hall thruster

This description of the Hall thruster is shown in Figure 1. The anode and
cathode set up an axial electric field and magnetic coils create a radial magnetic
field. First cathode starts producing a stream of electrons and these electrons are
attracted by positive anode. When electrons are moving to anode, then at the
channel exit they face of perpendicular electric and magnetic fields, these fields
are more strong at channel exit. Due to these perpendicular fields, electrons
trapped in an ExB drift and formed Hall current [1]. At this time Xenon gas is
released from the anode, when neutral atom of gas reached at the channel exit,
then electron collides with neutral atoms and ionized them. These ions are accel-
erated out of channel by electric field at the channel exit and this motion of ions
imparts a reaction force on the thruster in reverse direction. The cathode is also
used to neutral the ions charge so it produce a stream of electron to neutral the
ions [1–10].

2.1 Stationary plasma thruster (SPT)

The wall material of this type of thruster is dielectric like borosil (BN-SiO2),
boron nitride (BN) and alumina. This type of material has low secondary electron
emission coefficient with Xenon ion interaction. Most of SPT use Xenon as a pro-
pellant because of its higher mass (131.3amu), lower first ionization potential,
less toxicity, ionization cross section of (�2.310�6cm2) and of its desirable
thermodynamics properties [1, 10].

Figure 1.
Schematic diagram of a typical Hall plasma thruster.
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2.2 Thruster with anode layer (TAL)

These types of thruster has metallic conducting walls and has narrow accelera-
tion zone associated with the narrow electric field region near the anode. The ratio
of channel width and channel depth in these thruster is 2:1. The conducting channel
wall is negatively biased and it is a part of magnetic circuit so it prevent electron to
move in direction of wall and repel them to ionization region and reduce electron
power losses [1–10].

3. Components of a Hall thruster

The main components of a Hall thruster are body, magnetic coils, discharge
channel, anode and cathode. The body of the Hall thruster provides better shape
of external magnetic field, so it is normally made up of iron (steel). In this thruster
a single thick disk shape annular discharge channel exist on the front face. To
create better shape of magnetic field two type of magnetic coils are situated in the
thruster channel. The inner coil is made of single reel and located radially inward
in the channel and the outer coil is made of multiple reels and located radially
outward in the channel. The magnetic coils and iron body made a magnetic circuit.
The magnetic iron body of the thruster is separated from thruster discharge
channel by walls and the material of these walls is metal or ceramic. The material
of the anode is normally stainless steel, which avoids magnetic interaction and
supply hardiness [1–10]. To set up an axial electric field in discharge channel of
thruster a cathode is required and this cathode is normally hollow cathode with
lanthanum hexaboride or barium oxide. The cathode completes the discharge
circuit and work like an electron source. This description of the Hall thruster
provides knowledge about the structure of thruster.

4. Hall current and thrust

As discussed earlier, there is an azimuthal electron drift in a Hall thruster
channel, which is normal to both the applied electric field and generates a Hall
current [1, 10]. Because of the collisions of the electrons with neutrals, electrons,
ions and potential fluctuations in the plasma, generate the axial electron current
density. The azimuthal E X B drift is given by

υd ¼ E
! � B

!

B2 ≈
Er

Bz
(5)

The Hall current may be approximated by integrating the magnitude of Er=Bz
along the acceleration region and multiplying the result by the electron charge
density and width. In mathematically, it can be read as

IH ≈ ene

ðL

0

Er

Bz
dx≈

ewneVd

B
(6)

Here, w is the channel width and Vd is the voltage at cathode.
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5. Channel length and scaling laws for Larmor radius

The ratio of electric and magnetic field is such that the ion’s gyro radius is much
larger than electron’s gyro radius, so that ions are not magnetized inside the chan-
nel. The channel length is calculated by determining the Larmor radius of both the
plasma species [10]. The motion of the moving charged particle under the
electromagnetic fields defined as follows

mυ⊥2

r
¼ q υ⊥ � Bð Þ (7)

This gives the radius of gyration

r ¼ mυ⊥
qB

¼ υ⊥
Ωc

(8)

Here, Ωc ¼ qB
m , is called the cyclotron frequency. If ions are accelerated through

electrical potential V⊥ (perpendicular to the magnetic field), then energy balance
leads to mυ⊥2

2 ¼ qV⊥.
This implies to

υ⊥ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2qV⊥
m

r
(9)

These above equations gives the larmor radius in terms of the applied potential

r ¼ 1
B

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mV⊥

q

s
(10)

The magnitudes of the fields are such that ri > >L> > re, where L (�6 cm) is the
length of the acceleration channel. For a typical Hall thruster, Larmor radius for
electrons (�0.13 cm) and ions (�180 cm) corresponds to the radial magnetic field
strength of order 150 G and energy 300 eV.

Despite many successful applications of Hall thrusters, some aspects of their
operation are still poorly understood. One notable problem is the anomalous elec-
tron mobility [16, 17] and plasma sheath, which is far above the classical collisional
values. It has been established that the inhomogeneous plasma under the electro-
magnetic fields is not in the thermodynamically equilibrium state [17–20]. The
equilibrium E � B electron drift, ion flow rate, plasma and magnetic field gradients
are all sources of plasma instabilities in Hall plasmas. Hall plasmas devices with ExB
electron drift demonstrate wide range of turbulent fluctuations. These fluctuations
are probably the reason of the observed anomaly in the electron transport across the
magnetic field [21–23] and other nonlinear phenomena (coherent rotating spoke)
[24–26]. Understanding of the mechanisms of the coherent structures and anoma-
lous transport requires the detailed study of linear instabilities in Hall plasma
devices. These instabilities are also considered to be a principal source of anomalous
transport in toroidal magnetic confinement devices [2].

6. Oscillations and instabilities in Hall thrusters

If free energy is available in the system and even though system is in equilibrium
in the sense that all the forces are in balance, then these oscillations can grow at the
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cost of free energy and hence instabilities can take place. There are different types
of instabilities that depend on different conditions. For proper description of a
particular instability, one should be able to define the mode of the growing wave,
the nature of the growth and the source of the free energy. Instabilities are mainly
classified into four groups, namely streaming instabilities, Rayleigh–Taylor insta-
bilities, universal instabilities and kinetic instabilities.

When there is any kind of perturbation, the free energy available excites the
waves and the plasma waves no longer remains in thermal equilibrium. Even
though there exist an equilibrium because all the forces are balanced and there is no
net force and it is possible to find a time independent solution to the wave. Pertur-
bation makes the plasma waves unstable, which is always a motion that brings the
plasma closer to true thermodynamic equilibrium by decreasing the free energy.
Instabilities may be classified according to the type of free energy available to drive
them. Few of them has been explained below.

6.1 Streaming instability

This type of instability occurs, when either a current or a beam of energetic
particles is driven through plasma so that the different species of particles have drifts
relative to one another. This drift energy attempt to excite waves and oscillation. This
energy is acquired at the loss of the drift energy, which is in the unperturbed state.

6.2 Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities

In this kind of instability, the plasma has a sharp boundary or a density gradient,
so that it does not remain uniform. In addition to this, an external, non-
electromagnetic force is applied into the plasma. This force is responsible for driv-
ing the instability in plasma. This analogy can be realized in an inverted glass of
water. Though the plane interface between the air and the water is in the state of
equilibrium, where the air pressure support the weight of the water. Any ripple
arising in the surface of water tend to grow at the loss of potential energy in the
influence of gravitational field. Whenever a light fluid supports a heavy fluid this
things happen, which is quite known in the field of hydrodynamics [1].

6.3 Universal instabilities

A plasma is hardly present in perfect thermodynamic equilibrium, when it is
confined by gravitational field or an electric field (driving forces). The plasma is
expanded by plasma pressure and an instability is driven by the expansion energy.
Any finite plasma always contains this type of free energy and the waves, which
comes out as a result are called universal instabilities.

6.4 Kinetic instabilities

Generally, the velocity distributions are assumed to be Maxwell-Boltzmann in
fluid theory. If there is a case, where distributions are not Maxwell-Boltzmann, then
there may be a departure from thermodynamic equilibrium and this anisotropy of
the velocity distribution drive the kinetic instabilities.

6.5 Streaming instabilities

These kind of instabilities occur, when the plasma particles streams with their
relative drift, which may be driven due to the travel of charge particle beam or
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internal driven current. For example, the two stream instability is due to the relative
drift of ion and electron streams.

6.6 Electromagnetic resistive instability

These instabilities have been investigated in various positions of the acceleration
channel of the thruster. The effect of radial magnetic field, thermal motions of
plasma particles and electron collisions can induce time varying fields in the dis-
charge oscillations. This can prompt an electromagnetic resistive instability in the
Hall thruster. In this chapter, we derive the dispersion relation for the electromag-
netic instabilities in a Hall thruster and conditions for the instability.

6.7 Oscillations and instabilities in Hall thrusters

There are numerous types of oscillation found in thrusters which propagates in
azimuthally and axially direction ranging from a few kHz to tens of MHz [1, 10].
These oscillations may reduce the specific impulse and the efficiency of a Hall
thruster. These disturbances can also limit the operating life of a Hall thruster and
therefore, suppression of this oscillation has become an essential task for Hall
thrusters. These fluctuations are responsible for electron transport across magnetic
field lines, performance and ionization of propellant [27–30]. The magnitude of
these oscillations strongly depend on the magnetic field, location of the cathodes,
the discharge voltage and the mass flow rate.

Low frequency oscillation, frequently referred to as the breathing mode, is
intimately tied to the details of propellant ionization and eventual ion acceleration
and manifests itself as a strong 10–30 kHz oscillation in the thruster discharge
current. Breathing mode models suggest the presence of a propagating ionization
front traversing the channel of the thrusters [31]. Benítez and Ahedo investigated
the axial-azimuthal instabilities in the global discharge region of a Hall-thruster to
identify dominant mode (develops in the near plume at 1–5 MHz) and subdominant
mode (develops near the anode100–300 kHz) [32]. Lafleur et al. studied transport
effects of the electron drift instability in Hall-effect Thrusters [33]. Fan et al. stud-
ied the effects of the peak magnetic field position on Hall thruster discharge char-
acteristics [34]. Sekine et al. investigated the spatially and temporally resolved ion
flow measurements inside the plasma source of an inductive radio frequency
plasma thruster [35]. Puerta et al. generalized non-ideal treatment and growth rates
analysis of drift waves instabilities in a collisions-free magnetized dusty plasma
[36]. The electrostatic dispersion relation for an unbounded homogeneous plasma
in the presence of unmagnetized ions, magnetized electrons and an applied mag-
netic field has been solved numerically by Mikellides and Ortega in the near-plume
of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster [37]. Tomilin and Ivan Khmelevskoi studied
the influence of kinetic effects on dispersion properties of high-frequency pertur-
bations in Hall thruster plasmas [38]. Marcovati et al. reported the dynamic behav-
ior of gradient-driven drift waves in a strongly magnetron discharge in multi ion
plasma [39]. Litvak and Fisch [40] investigated resistive instabilities in a Hall
plasma and found that plasma perturbations in the acceleration channel are unsta-
ble in the presence of collisions. Fernandez et al. [41] did simulations for resistive
instabilities. Marusov et al. [42] modeled the stability of gradient-drift waves in a
Hall-type plasma using two-fluid ideal magnetohydrodynamics. Ducrocq et al. [43]
studied high-frequency electron drift instability, where they derived three-
dimensional dispersion relation for a model of a crossed electric and magnetic field
configuration existing in the Hall thruster. Litvak and Fisch [44] have analyzed
gradient driven Rayleigh type instabilities in a Hall thruster using two fluid
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hydrodynamic equations. Kapulkin and Guelman [45] investigated low frequency
instability in near anode region of a Hall thruster, where they obtained that the
instability can be responsible for the enhanced transfer of the electrons between the
ionization region and the anode. Choueiri [46] has quantitatively discussed the
nature of oscillations in the 1 kHz–60 MHz frequency range observed during oper-
ation of Hall thrusters. Various plasma parameters measured inside the accelerating
channel of a typical Hall thruster were used to evaluate the various stability criteria
and dispersion relations of oscillations [46].

At small amplitudes, the oscillations can be considered a part of normal opera-
tion with no significant effect on operation. At large amplitudes, the oscillations can
severely and adversely affect operation. The details of these oscillation are given in
Table 1.

Lakhin et al. have developed the effects of finite electron temperature on
gradient drift instabilities in partially magnetized plasmas in the frequency range
ωBi ≪ω≪ωBe driven by the equilibrium current perpendicular to the magnetic field
[56]. Romadanov et al. [57] studied the structure of nonlocal gradient-drift insta-
bilities in Hall E � B discharge plasma. Koshkarov et al. calculated the linear and
nonlinear nonlocal instability of axial lower-hybrid modes in plasma under the
influence of ion flow rate [58]. Smolyakov et al. have used fluid theory and
performed the simulations of instabilities, turbulent transport and coherent struc-
tures in magnetized plasmas [59]. Singh and Malik [60, 61] investigated that tem-
perature of the ion and drift velocity profiles of the electron modifies the conditions

Type Description Ranges of frequencies

Spoke type Spoke type oscillations are propagating in the
azimuthal direction at low discharge voltages
[47, 48].

15–35 kHz

Breathing
mode

Discharge-current low-frequency oscillations [49] Range of 10–100 kHz

Contour
oscillations

These are longitudinal oscillations connected with
an instability in the location of the ionization
region and can have very large amplitude [50–53].
Contour oscillations depend on the parameters of
the discharge power supply circuit.

1–30 kHz (correspond to the
transit time for a neutral
propellant atom)

Ionization
oscillations

These oscillations are caused from the ionization
front propagating irregularly around the
circumference of the discharge channel [47, 52].

10–100 kHz.

Flight
oscillations

These oscillations are also called ionization flight
oscillations, because they are determined by the
change of ionization rate due to the delay of
particle appearance, from one region to another.
The analysis is based on the concept that plasma
particles are delayed in being transferred from one
region to other [54].

100 kHz up to 10 MHz
(correspond with the transit
time for an ion)

High
frequency
oscillations

The amplitude of these oscillations is smaller and
these are azimuthal waves generated near the exit
part of the thruster [55].

1–100 MHz

Super high
frequency
oscillations

These oscillations are connected with the
development of electron layers in the plasma and
the formation of flows of fast overheated electrons
and have the smallest amplitude [55].

Few GHz

Table 1.
Types and frequency range of oscillations in Hall thrusters.
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for Rayleigh type instability under the effects of thermal motions of ions and plasma
resistivity induces resistive instabilities (electrostatic and electromagnetic) [62–65]
associated with azimuthal and axial directions. Yadav et al. presented the model for
relativistic electron-beam assisted growth of oscillating two-stream instability [66].
Aria and Malik [67] have investigated the propagating modes, instabilities and
plasma sheath formed on the outer surface of a spacecraft. The detailed physical
picture of the processes in the thruster is very complex. It includes a whole series of
phenomena, such as stabilization of the flow in cross-fields. Becatti et al. investi-
gated the properties of plasma oscillations in the exterior region of a high-current
hollow cathode [68].

7. Magnetic field profiles and erosion problems

Magnetic field is an important parameter, which affect the performance and
operation of Hall thruster. The erosion on the channel walls and on the electrodes
can be minimized by accelerated beam of ions to a narrower beam width and by use
of appropriate profile of magnetic field. The radial magnetic field causes the ero-
sions of the walls, so new topology of magnetic field ‘lens’ is proposed by Morozov
[69]. By using magnetic shielding technique, the discharge chamber erosion rate
can be reduced by orders of magnitude [70]. Morozov and Lebedev proposed a
magnetic field lens to focus the plasma beam [71]. Morozov et al. have designed a
lens-type magnetic field with a zero magnetic point to make the plume divergence
half angle only 10° in SPT-ATON Hall thruster [72]. Hofer et al. showed that the
performance of the Hall thruster can be enhanced by reducing the divergence of the
plume that could damage the solar panels and other parts of the satellite [73]. Hofer
et al. used magnetic field to control the unmagnetized ion beam that formed in Hall
thruster. By controlling ion beam the wall erosion was reduced to 2–3 order by ion
bombardment [74]. Huang et al. studied the effect of background pressure on
performance and plume of NASA’s High Voltage Hall Accelerator Hall thruster [75].
Their result shows that discharge current and thrust are increases with pressure and
ion beam current, ion energy per charge, plum divergence decreases with increasing
background pressure.

Liu et al. studied the effect of azimuthally electron drift on sheath profile and
anomalous erosion in thrusters. Their results show that azimuthally electron drift
induce sheath oscillations and it can produce an asymmetric sheath structure. To
simulate the azimuthally erosion evolution, an erosion modal is used and it has been
concluded that the azimuthally asymmetric ion sputtering is responsible for an
asymmetric erosion profile [76]. Kim studied the ionization processes and ion
dynamics in the accelerating channel to determine the stationary plasma thrusters
performance levels [54]. Choueiri theoretically studied the difference between sta-
tionary plasma thruster and thruster with anode layer by measuring the tempera-
ture of secondary electron emission from the walls of thruster [77]. Hong et al.
studied the effect of wall grooves on Hall thruster discharge to improve the perfor-
mance of Hall thruster. If wall grooves are present in ionization region it increases
near wall conductivity and decrease electron transient time, thrust and efficiency
[78]. Ding et al. studied the discharge current and stability in graphite walls and BN-
SiO2 walls for magnetic shielded and unshielded thruster. Their result shows that
magnetic shielded thruster does not show change in stability and discharge current
but 25% discharge current increases in unshielded thruster [79]. Experimental
results and PIC simulation show that oblique channel’s specific impulse, anode
efficiency, thrust, propellant utilization and ionization in plume region is improved
20% rather than the straight channel thruster [80]. Olano et al. studied the effect of
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magnetic field configuration on thruster performance and plasma discharge by
proposing three types of configurations: (A) nominal, (B) orthogonal magnetic field
and (C) high magnetic field [80, 81]. Garrigues et al. did PIC simulations and shows
that in a Hall thruster electric discharge produce due to wall-plasma interaction and
wall of thruster channel is reduced due to interaction with ions [82]. The electro-
static and magnetic probes are used to investigate the electromagnetic fluctuations
and coherent magnetohydrodynamic azimuthal modes in thruster [68].

8. Introduction to electromagnetic instabilities and their dispersion
relations

The resistive instability is driven by coupling to a dissipative process. Due to the
collisions between the electrons and neutral particles, resistive instability can occur
in the acceleration channel of the Hall thruster. This instability occurs due to the
interaction of the wave with the electrons’ flow in the presence of electron colli-
sions. The two major problems in plasma confinement are equilibrium and stability
of plasma. The system in an equilibrium state if all the forces, which act on a system
are balanced but stability and instability of the equilibrium can be assured by giving
some perturbations to the equilibrium state. The stable and unstable state of equi-
librium depend on small perturbation whether the perturbations are damped or
amplified. For small perturbations, equilibrium is non- linear but stability can be
linearized.

9. Plasma model and basic equations for purely azimuthal waves

For the case of small amplitude perturbations and wavelengths much smaller
than the scale lengths of inhomogeneities, the analysis of linearization can be
applied. In the simplest approach, we consider the x- axis is taken along the axis of
the thruster and the z-axis is taken along the radius of the thruster. The direction

the magnetic field B
!
is along the z- axis. The y- axis is taken correspond to the

azimuthal direction. Consistent to the fluid approach, we write below the basic fluid
equations

∂n j

∂t
þ ∇

! � υ
!

jn j

� �
¼ 0 (11)

where n j is the mass density and υ
!

j is the velocity of species j (j = i, e). The
momentum equations for electrons and ions are

∂υ
!
e

∂t
þ υ

!
e � ∇

!� �
υ
!
e þ vυ!e ¼ � eE

!

m
� e
m

υ
!
e � B

!� �
(12)

∂υ
!
i

∂t
þ υ

!
i � ∇

!� �
υ
!
i ¼ � eE

!

M
(13)

9.1 Linearization of fluid equations

To linearize all the equations, let us write ni ¼ n0 þ ni1, υ
!
i ¼ υ

!
i1 þ υ

!
0, B

! ¼
B
!
1 þ B

!
0 and E

! ¼ E
!
1 þ E

!
0. The unperturbed density is taken as n0, electric field
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(magnetic field) as E
!
0(B

!
0) and the perturbed value of the electric field (magnetic

field) is taken as E
!
1(B

!
1). Here, we consider the perturbed densities for ions and

electrons as ni1 and ne1 velocities as υ
!
i1 and υ

!
e1 indicated by subscript 1 along with

their unperturbed values as υ0 and u0 in the x- and y-directions respectively. In
view of small variations of both the density and magnetic field along the channel,
the plasma inhomogeneities are neglected. The oscillations of the perturbed on and
electron densities are taken small enough ni1, ne1 < < n0ð Þ so that the collisional
effect due to the velocity perturbations dominate over the one due to the density

perturbation. Since υ
!
0 and u0 are constant, the terms υ

!
0 � ∇

!� �
n0, n0 ∇

! � υ!0

� �
and

n1 ∇
! � υ!0

� �
are equal to be zero. Further the terms υ

!
1 � ∇

!� �
n1, and n1 ∇

! � υ!1

� �
are

neglected as they are quadratic in perturbation.
The linearizations of the above eqation leads to

∂

∂t
þ u0

∂

∂y
� v

� �
υ
!
e1 þ e

m
E
!
1 þ υ

!
e1 � B

! þ u!0 � B
!
1

� �
¼ 0 (14)

∂

∂t
þ υ0

∂

∂x

� �
υ
!
i1 � eE

!
1

M
¼ 0 (15)

∂ne1
∂t

þ u0
∂ne1
∂y

þ n0 ∇
! � υ!e1

� �
¼ 0 (16)

∂ni1
∂t

þ υ0
∂ni1
∂x

þ n0 ∇
! � υ!i1

� �
¼ 0 (17)

9.2 Dispersion equation and growth rate of azimuthal waves

We take the variation of oscillating quantities in azimuthal direction as
� exp iωt� ikyð Þ. The linearized Eqs. (14)–(17) are used and the density and veloc-
ity perturbations are expressed in terms of the electric field as

υex1 ¼
eEy

mΩ
þ�i

eExω̂

mΩ2 (18)

υey1 ¼ u0B1

B
� eEx

mΩ
� ieEyω̂

mΩ2 (19)

From Eq. (15)

υix1 ¼ � ieEx

Mω
(20)

υiy1 ¼ � ieEy

Mω
(21)

From Eqs. (13) and (14)

ne1 ¼ � ekn0 iω̂Ey þΩEx
� �

mΩ2 ω� ku0ð Þ (22)

ni1 ¼ � ien0kEy

Mω2 (23)
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The x-component of the perturbed current density

Jx ¼ en0 υix1 � υex1ð Þ þ eni1υ0e (24)

and the y-component of the perturbed current density

Jy ¼ en0 υiy1 � υey1
� �� ene1u0 (25)

9.3 Conductivity tensor

From the Maxwell’s equation, we have

∇� B
! ¼ μ0 J

! þ μ0ϵ0
∂E
!

∂t
(26)

or

J
!¼ ∇� B

!

μ0
� ∂E

!

∂t
(27)

Faraday’s law gives the relationship between changing electric and magnetic
field as

∇� E
! ¼ � ∂B

!

∂t
(28)

For a plane electromagnetic wave

E
! ¼ E0

�!
e jðk!: r!�ωtÞ (29)

Where E
!
is the electric field, B

!
is the magnetic field, j represents the complex

number, k
!
is the wave vector, t is the time, E0

�!
and B0

�!
is complex magnitude of

electric and magnetic field. Then ∇ operation gives ik and ∂

∂t gives �iω. Substituting
these operators Faraday’s law become

k
! � E

! ¼ ωB
!

or

B
! ¼ k

! � E
!

ω
(30)

9.4 Permittivity tensor

From Maxwell’s equations, we get

D
! ¼ � k

! � k
! � E

!

ω2μ0
(31)
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which on expansion will give

Dx

Dy

Dz

2
64

3
75 ¼ 1

ω2ε0μ0

k2 � k2x �kxky �kxkz

�kykx k2 � k2y �kykz

�kzkx �kzky k2 � k2z

2
664

3
775

Ex

Ey

Ez

2
64

3
75 (32)

Then permittivity tensor will be

εr ¼ 1
ω2ε0μ0

k2 � k2x �kxky �kxkz

�kykx k2 � k2y �kykz

�kzkx �kzky k2 � k2z

2
664

3
775

In general

εrij ¼
1

ω2ε0μ0
k2δij � kik j
� �

(33)

But for a pure dielectric medium k ¼ ω
c
ffiffiffiffi
εr

p
and we will get

εr ¼
εrr � εrx �εrxεry �εrxεrz

�εryεrx εrr � εry �εryεrz

�εrzεrx �εrzεry εrr � εrz

2
64

3
75

Then, the Maxwell’s equations are used in view of the perturbed electric and
magnetic fields of the electromagnetic wave, and the plasma dielectric tensor εij is
obtained as

εijE j ¼ E jδij þ
ji E j
� �
iωε0

(34)

Finally, the wave equation k2δij � kik j � ω2

c2 εij
� �

E j ¼ 0 is written in the

following form

k2εyy � ω2

c2
εxxεyy � εxyεyx
� � ¼ 0 (35)

Where, the components of the dielectric tensor are obtained from Eq. (34) with
the help of the Eqs. (24) and (25)

εxx ¼ ω� ku0ð Þωe
2

ωΩ2 þ 1� ωi
2

ω2 (36)

εxy ¼ iωe
2

ωΩ
� ωi

2kυ0
ω3 (37)

εyx ¼ ωe
2

iωΩ
þ ωe

2ku0Ω
iΩ2ω ω� ku0ð Þ (38)

εyy ¼ ωe
2ku0ω̂k

Ω2ω ω� ku0ð Þ �
ωi

2

ω ω� ku0ð Þ þ
ωe

2ω̂

ωΩ2 þ 1 (39)
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By substituting these components into Eq. (35) we get the following cumber-
some analytical expression of the dispersion relation of electromagnetic waves
propagating in magnetized plasma [40].

k2c2

ω2 ¼ ω� ku0ð Þωe
2

ωΩ2 þ 1� ωi
2

ω2

þ
ωe

2

iωΩ
þ ωe

2ku0Ω
iΩ2ω ω� ku0ð Þ

� �
ωe

2

iωΩ
� ωi

2kυ0
ω3

� �

ωe
2ku0ω̂k

Ω2ω ω� ku0ð Þ �
ωi

2

ω ω� kyu0
� �þ ωe

2ω̂

ωΩ2 þ 1

( )
(40)

9.5 Typical parameters of Hall thrusters

The values and ranges of some typical parameters are given in Table 2.

9.6 Numerical results and discussion

We solve the dispersion Eq. (40) to find out complex root by using typical
values of the magnetic field, azimuthal wave number, collision frequency, electron
drift velocity, ion drift velocity and electron temperature. Then the effect of these
parameters on the growth γ of the electromagnetic wave is studied in Figures 1–4.

Figure 2 shows that the growth rate of the wave get enhanced for the larger
values of the drift velocity of the electrons [64]. Since the drift velocity can be
correlated with the discharge voltage, so it can be said that the growth rate is
increased with the discharge voltage. Esipchuk and Tilinin [83] also reported the
proportionality of the frequency of drift instability to the discharge voltage. The
increase in the growth rate may be attributed to the strong coupling between the
electric field and electron current [84].

Figure 3 shows the variation of growth rate under the effect of collisional
frequency. It is seen that the wave grows at a faster rate in the presence of more
electron collisions. Since the stronger resistive coupling of the oscillations to the
electrons’ closed drift requires the electron collisions, it is obvious that this insta-
bility grow faster in the presence of higher collision frequency. Similar results were
also reported in the simulation studies of resistive instability by Fernandez et al.
[41] that the growth rate is directly proportional to the square root of the collision
frequency.

The dependence of growth rate on the magnetic field is shown in Figure 4,
where it is observed that the wave grows faster in the presence of strong magnetic

Property Typical value Property Typical value

Inner diameter 60 mm Neutral velocity 300 m/s

Outer diameter 100 mm Electron temperature 5-10 eV

Plasma density 1017/m3 Ion temperature 1-5 eV

Neutral density 1018/m3 Neutral temperature 0:9 eV

Ion velocity 104 m/s Debye length 10�5 m

Collision mean free path 1 m

Table 2.
Typical values of parameters used in Hall thruster.
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Figure 3.
Variation of growth rate with collision frequency.

Figure 2.
The dependence of growth rate with electron drift velocity.
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field. The growth rate of the wave gets suppressed under the larger drift of the ions
as shown in the Figure 5. Since in the presence of their large drift, the ions try to
diminish the transverse oscillations of the electrons in the x-direction.

Figure 5.
Dependence of growth on ion drift velocity.

Figure 4.
Variation of growth rate with magnetic field.
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10. Results and the discussion

The different aspects of the Hall thrusters have been reviewed in this chapter
along with future challenges related to the performance and efficiency. The differ-
ent types of turbulence and oscillation with frequency ranges are also summarized.
Hall thruster Plasma support electrostatic and electromagnetic waves under the
influence of resistive effects. Therefore the waves (electrostatic and electromag-
netic) propagating in azimuthal direction in a Hall thruster channel are found to be
unstable due to the resistive coupling to the electrons’ closed drift in the presence of
collisions. The theoretical model for the propagation of electromagnetic instability
is derived in a Hall thrusters. The dispersion relation for the electromagnetic insta-
bility is derived analytically. The dispersion relation is solved numerically with the
help of MATLAB to study the growing and propagating modes. The dominated
modes are plotted to observe the behaviors of the instability.
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Chapter 11

The Emerging Field Trends
Erosion-Free Electric Hall
Thrusters Systems
Iryna Litovko, Alexey Goncharov, Andrew Dobrovolskyi
and Iryna Naiko

Abstract

The Hall-type accelerator with closed Hall current and open (that is unbounded
by metal or dielectric) walls was proposed and considered both theoretically and
experimentally. The novelty of this accelerator is the use of a virtual parallel surface
of the anode and the cathode due to the principle of equipotentialization of mag-
netic field lines, which allows to avoid sputtering of the cathode surface and pre-
serve the dynamics of accelerated ions. The formation of the actual traction beam
should be due to the acceleration of ions with the accumulated positive bulk charge.
A two-dimensional hybrid model in cylindrical coordinates is created in the frame-
work of which the possibility of creation a positive space charge at the system axes
is shown. It is shown that the ions flow from the hump of electrical potential can
lead to the creation of a powerful ion flow, which moves along the symmetry axis in
both sides from the center.

Keywords: Hall thruster, accelerator with closed Hall current, plasmaoptical
system, plasma lens, low temperature plasma, space charge, ion flow, crossed
electric and magnetic fields

1. Introduction

The realization that outer space is becoming an integral part of our earthly
existence becomes commonplace. Hundreds of all kinds of spacecraft (maneuver-
able and marching), plow the vastness of the vast space. The moving force of such
spacecraft has become the electric propulsions different kinds. Traditionally, Hall
thrusters (plasma accelerators with closed Hall current and metal or dielectric walls
[1–4] attract a special attention of the electric propulsion community. Remarkably
high efficiency, simplicity, and potential durability make the Hall thruster one of
the primary candidates for miniaturization and application in small communica-
tions satellites and using for primary propulsion in deep-space scientific missions.
Hall thrusters inherit coaxial geometry for which the material of the annular cham-
ber walls significantly affects the plasma discharge properties and erosion of the
dielectric walls. In order to avoid erosion developers, try to create modified wall less
accelerator constructions [5, 6]. But these attempts while are not completed, quite
complicated and sound many skepticisms.
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One of the promising ways to avoid erosion issues is the separation of the
magnetic and electrical circuits of the accelerator, which is easier to do in the
cylindrical geometry. This principle was carried out and tested in the original Hall
type erosion-less accelerator on a laboratory stand at the Institute of Physics NAS of
Ukraine [7–10]. The novelty of the proposed idea is the use of a virtual parallel
surface of the anode to the cathode due to the principle of equipotentialization of
magnetic field lines. Which allows to avoid sputtering of the cathode surface. It was
shown the potential drop forms at the axis of system that can use for ion beam
formation and accelerating.

We describe the Hall-type accelerator with closed Hall current and open (that is
unbounded by metal or dielectric) walls that was proposed and considered both
theoretically and experimentally. A two-dimensional hybrid model in cylindrical
coordinates is constructed in the framework of which the possibility of creation a
positive space charge at the system axes is shown. It is shown that the ions flow
from the hump of electrical potential can lead to the creation of a powerful ion flow,
which moves along the symmetry axis in both sides from the center. The formation
of the actual traction beam should occur due to the acceleration of ions by the
accumulated positive bulk charge. Thus, such type of accelerator could sound
interest in manipulating high-current flow of charge particle as well as can be
attractive for many different high-tech applications and for potential elaborations
of low cost, compact and durability electric thrusters.

This article is the brief review of the current status an ongoing experimental and
theoretical research and simulations results of such kind accelerator based on the
axial-symmetric cylindrical electrostatic plasma lens configuration and the funda-
mental plasma-optical principles of magnetic electron isolation and equipotentia-
lization magnetic field lines.

2. Experimental setup and results

Experiments were carried out on a laboratory stand, the schematic diagram of
which is shown in Figure 1 on the left. Vacuum chamber 1 contained a test mockup
of the accelerator with open walls. The accelerator consisted of a magnetic core with
permanent magnets 2 and an electrode system with cylindrical anode 3 and cathode
4 formed by a system of pins. The experimental installation allowed a controlled gas
input, by usinCHA-2 system. The gas pumping was performed with the use of a
vacuum unit with an oil-vapor pump. The photo of the accelerator with anode layer
and open wall is shown in Figure 1 on the right.

As can be seen from the Figure 1 on the left, the cathode is composed of two
parts that are separated in space. The ends of the cathode pins coincide with the
magnetic surfaces that in area between them are parallel to the anode surface. The
application of the plasmaoptics principles to the design of a cylindrical accelerator
with anode layer and open walls allowed to create an accelerator with virtual
cathode that is parallel to the anode plane for its entire width and with cathode that
is several centimeters wide. That allows to form a wide flow of accelerated ions to
the system axis of symmetry. Due to that each part of the cathode is made in the
form of pins, the collecting surface area is significantly reduced, that reduces the
contribution of the cathode material in the flow.

The discharge in the system burns due to the working gas (argon) ionization by
the electrons. Electrons are magnetized and formed stable negative space charge.
The created ions are accelerated from the ionization zone towards the cathode.

The formation of the magnetic field is provided by a system of permanent
magnets located in the magnetic circuit. By selecting the number and polarity of the
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magnets in each system layer, it was possible to change the magnetic field geometry
in a wide range. In experiment the system of permanent magnets was arranged in
such a way that the magnetic field in the gap between the cathode and the anode
was parallel to system’s axis as much as possible. It was owing to this configuration
of the magnetic field that a system with open walls was created.

2.1 Experimental results

As mentioned above, the cathode is composed of two parts separated in space
and their edge coincide with magnetic field lines that are parallel to anode surface.
The magnitude of the magnetic field is such that Larmor radius of the electron is
much smaller than the system radius. Due to this, the principle of the equipotentia-
lization of magnetic field lines with accuracy up to the electron temperature works
[11]. Accordingly, a cylindrical virtual surface is formed between these parts, which
potential is close to cathode potential. Through the electrons drift in the crossed
electric and magnetic field ExH there is a closed Hall current and corresponding
space charge, that creates a layer near the anode surface where the main potential
drop occurs [12]. With the appearance of the Hall current in the perpendicular
direction, the electron current along E becomes small. In turn, the ions are almost
unaffected by the magnetic field, because the Larmor radius of the ion is more than
characteristic system size [2, 13]. Ions under the electric field influence, moving in
the cathode direction, converge to the center and are pushed out of the system along
the axis. The electrons exit speed from the system along the axis is quite small and is
compensated by the working gas ionization by these electrons. At low pressure,
ionization occurs between the anode and virtual cylindrical cathode. With increas-
ing pressure, the anode layer size can reach the radius of the system. The operation
modes of the accelerator also change [9].

The dependence of the current strength on the applied potential to the anode for
different working gas pressure were obtained experimentally. The results of the effect
of the change in the working gas pressure in the source volume on the discharge
current density for the low-current mode are shown in the Figure 2. For the presented
curves for different voltages, it can be seen that the current density little depends on
the gas pressure in the system for potentials up to 1,5 kV in the discharge gap.

This result can be explained by the assumption that the ionized particles con-
centration under these conditions does not depend on the working gas pressure.
This corresponds to the obtained theoretical results also.

Figure 1.
Left: Experimental setup; vacuum chamber (1), magnetic system (H= 650–750 Oe) (2), anode (3), cathode
(4). Right: Photo of the accelerator with anode layer and open walls.
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Note that the operation modes of this kind accelerator are very close to those of
the classical accelerator with an anode layer. There are two operation modes of this
kind accelerator. The first is low-current, with a clearly visible narrow radiating
layer between the anode and cathode, in the range of 10�4 Torr. The current
increases monotonically with increasing applied voltage (see Figure 3a). With
increasing pressure at a constant applied voltage, this layer gradually occupies the
entire volume of the accelerator. During this mode, the ions are mostly formed in a
narrow anode layer and move towards the system axis, hardly experiencing the
influence of a magnetic field. Accumulating on the system axis, they are pushed out
of the volume along it. The study of the distance changing influence between the
virtual cathode and anode showed the existence of the optimum. The maximum
current on the system axis is fixed at a distance d=10 mm between electrodes, as one
can see from Figure 3a.

In the second mode – high current, the discharge extends to the entire internal
system volume. When the voltage reached a certain value (U > 1,8 kV), the

Figure 2.
Dependence of current density on the pressure the chamber at different values of the voltage applied to the
discharge gap.

Figure 3.
Volt-ampere characteristic of the accelerator in low-current mode at a) different distance between the anode
and cathode at pressure 10�4 Torr and b) at different values of pressure in chamber.
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discharge current increased in a jump-like manner (see Figure 4a), and the dis-
charge transited into the high-current mode, in which the distinct anode layer was
absent. In this mode, a typical discharge current was several orders of magnitude
higher (up to 2 A, as can be seen from Figure 4) than in the low-current mode.
Thus, It is evident that the transition into the high-current mode occurs under the
influence of two factors: the working gas pressure (see Figure 3b) and the voltage
applied across the discharge gap (Figure 4).

Another characteristic feature of the high-current mode is the formation of a
plasma torch. At the discharge voltage U > 1,8 kV bright radiation is observed from
the system volume from the ends of the cylindrical channel along the rotation
symmetry axis (see Figure 5a). In the discharge concerned, ions are accelerated
along system’s radius towards system’s axis. The torches at the ends, on the con-
trary, are observed along the axis, perpendicularly to the radius and the direction of
initial ion acceleration.

Thus, owing to the discharge geometry, in space limited by electrodes of the
accelerator there is an accumulation of ion space charge like a lens with a positive
space charge, that was proposed earlier for negatively charged particles beam
focusing [14–17]. The generated ions reach the system axis and accumulate in the
region around it. Ions are stored in the cylinder volume until their own space charge
creates a critical electric field. This field forces ions to leave the volume. The main
part of the generated ions escapes from the system perpendicularly to its radius.
Due to this plasma torches are formed at the edges of the device, which are clearly

Figure 4.
Volt-ampere characteristic of the accelerator at different pressure in a) low-current mode b) high-current mode.

Figure 5.
a) Plasma jet from volume of thruster in high current operation mode. b) Floating potential dependence on the
pressure at the system edge.
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visible in high-current mode. The results of measuring the floating potential along
the axis of the system show that under certain conditions along the plasma torch
axis there may be a potential drop (see Figure 5b), which can be used to accelerate
the generated ions and form a charged particles beam.

Radial studies of the plasma flow coming out along the system axis in this device
at different pressures revealed a significant increase in current density on the axis
(see Figure 6). That fact may indicate the plasma acceleration in this direction. The
study of the dependence of the uncompensated current density on the accelerator
volume shows the existence of a maximum for a pressure of 6�10�4 Torr. This
operation mode of the accelerator is mostly interesting for use as a prototype of the
ion-plasma small rocket engine.

Determination of the ion energy distribution function (see Figure 7a) in this
accelerator was performed by retarding potential method using a 3-line analyzer
(discharge current 1.5–2 A; voltage 1.5–2.1 kV; pressure in the range 10�4–10�3 Torr).
The research results showed the formation of a sufficiently monoenergetic beam with
of FWHM (as can be seen from Figure 7b), at the level of 10% of the average value
which reached two thirds of the anode discharge potential (in particular, at Uanode =
1.8 kV, E = 1.2 keV).

Figure 6.
a) Distribution of the current density along the system radius at the accelerator output. b) the dependence of
the current density on the system axis on the pressure in chamber at different values of potential at the anode.

Figure 7.
a) Ion energy distribution function ion energy distribution function (voltage 1.8 kV; pressure 3*10�4 Torr). b)
the dependence of FWHM (full width at half maximum) on the voltage applied to the anode.
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3. Theoretical model

3.1 One-dimensional hydrodynamic and hybrid model

3.1.1 Hydrodynamic model

To clarify the obtained experimental data, primarily a one-dimensional hydro-
dynamical theoretical model was developed (see Figure 8a). Here x-axis is directed
along the radius of the system. We have considered the discharge gap, where ions
production appear due to working gas ionization by electrons. Electrons are
magnetized, move along magnetic strength lines and drift slowly to anode due to
collisions. Ions are free and accelerated by electric field move to the system axis.

The closed system of equations that describes such system in hydrodynamic
approximation in stationary state has the form:

je þ ji ¼ jd (1)

ji xð Þ ¼ eνi
ðx
0
ne xð Þdx (2)

je xð Þ ¼ eμ⊥ neE xð Þ � d
dx

neTeð Þ
� �

(3)

Te xð Þ ¼ β

je xð Þ
ðx
0
je
dϕ
ds

ds (4)

ni xð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
M
2e

r ðx
0

ne sð Þνidsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ϕ xð Þ � ϕ sð Þp (5)

ne � ni ¼ 1
4πe

ϕ00 (6)

here ji, je, ni, ne - are ion and electron current density and density consequently,
νi - is the ionization frequency, μ⊥ ¼ eνe

mω2
eH
– electron transverse mobility, E - electric

field: E xð Þ ¼ � dϕ
dx, ϕ - potential, νe is the frequency of elastic collisions with neutrals

and ions, ωeH – the electron cyclotron frequency, Te – electron temperature.

Figure 8.
a) Model of discharge gap: 1- anode, 2- cathode, 3- permanent magnets system; b) potential distribution in the
gap for different parameters a value.
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In the framework of this model, both exact analytical and numerical solutions
were obtained [7, 10]. Based on the idea of continuity of current transferring in the
system and assumption that the discharge current density in gap volume is the sum
of the ion and electron components are found exact analytical solutions describing
electric potential distribution along acceleration gap, if Te = const. It has the next
form in low-current mode:

ϕ ¼ a x� 1ð Þ2 � 1
� �

þ 1, (7)

where a is parameter equals a ¼ νid2

2μ⊥ϕa
, d – gap length. The potential distribution

in the gap for different value of the parameter a is present in Figure 8b. It is found
under conditions when all electrons originated within the gap by impact ionization
only and go out at the anode due to mobility in transverse magnetic field, the
condition of full potential drop in the accelerating gap corresponds to equality gap
length to the anode layer thickness. In case when the gap length is less than anode
layer thickness, potential drop is not completed, and positive space charge domi-
nated. For case when the gap length is more than anode layer, potential drop
exceeds applied potential. This can be due to electron space charge dominated at the
accelerator exit. It was shown that potential distribution is parabolic for different
operation modes as in low-current mode well as in high current quasi neutral
plasma mode and weakly depends on electron temperature. For high-current mode
solution has form like expression (7):

ϕ xð Þ ¼ 1þ a2

2 f 2
x� 1ð Þ2 � 1

� �
(8)

where f ¼ νid
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M

2eϕa

q
– describes impact of ion density. Note, that if a = 2f2 we

obtain (7). This condition can be rewritten in form:

τed
τ2id

¼ 2νi or τedνi ¼ 2τ2idν
2
i ¼ 1 (9)

here τed ¼ d
μ⊥E

– electron lifetime, τid ¼ d
vid

– ion lifetime. Indeed (9), is some
generalization condition of self-sustained discharge in crossed E � H fields taking
into consideration both electron and ion dynamic peculiarities.

To clarify the effect of electron temperature on the characteristics of
accelerating layer, it was assumed that the electrons received energy from the
electric field, thus Te ¼ β � φ, where 0<β≤1. In this assumption, the solution has
the form:

ϕ xð Þ ¼ a
1þ β

x x� 2ð Þ þ 1 (10)

Consider a more complete description, assuming that heat loss occurs due to
different types of collision. Entering the characteristic time τ0 – energy loss by
collision, expression for electron temperature (4) can be represented as:

Te ¼ jdEτ0
ene

1� e�t=τ0
� �

(11)

If we assume that τ0 is equal to electron lifetime τed, we obtain:
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Te ¼ jdd
μ⊥ene

(12)

Thus, the second term in expression (3) disappears and we come back to the
solution (7). The numerical solution of system Eq. (1)–(6) showed that the electron
density changes extraordinarily little along the gap with typical operating parame-
ters, so our assumption about ne = const is justified.

So, even in such a simplified model, we obtain a result explaining the appearance
a space charge and finding the optimal length of accelerating gap. Nevertheless,
although the hydrodynamic model can well describe the dynamics of the electron
and ionic components, it does not make allowance for ionization state processes, as
well as the influence of neutral atoms in the working gas. A purely kinetic descrip-
tion cannot also be used because of a significant difference between the velocities of
electrons and ions. Therefore, a description using the hybrid model may be an
optimal decision.

3.1.2 Hybrid model

In the framework of this model [18, 19], the hydrodynamic description is used
for the electron component, and the kinetic description for the ionic and neutral
ones. This approach also allows the limited stay time of ions in the system to be
considered. A one-dimensional model was considered with regard for only the
single ionization. In this case, we can write the following equations for neutrals and
ions, respectively.

∂ f o
∂t

þ v0
∂ f 0
∂x

¼ �⟨σieve⟩ne f 0 (13)

∂ f i
∂t

þ vi
∂ f i
∂x

þ e
M

E
∂ f i
∂v

¼ ⟨σieve⟩ne f 0 (14)

here f0, fi – distribution function of neutrals and ions consequently, that satisfy
boundary conditions:

f 0 0, v, tð Þ ¼ 1

2πMTð Þ32
exp �Mv2

2T

� �
, v>0

f 0 0, v, tð Þ ¼ 0, v<0; (15)

f i 0, v, tð Þ ¼ 0

In (13) and (14) right part expression is:

⟨σieve⟩ ¼ σmaxve Teð Þ exp �Ui

Te

� �
(16)

here σmax – maximal ionization cross-section, ve(Te) – average electron thermal
velocity, Ui – ionization potential.

For electrons we can use hydrodynamic model and to solve system (1)–(6),
where instead Eq. (2) and (5), the equations are used:

ji ¼
ð
vi f idv and ni ¼

ð
f idv (17)
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The numerical solution of the system of Eqs. (13)–(17) showed that in the station-
ary case the difference between two models is insignificant (see Figure 9a). A com-
parison between the results of both models obtained in model experiments testifies to
an insignificant influence of the neutral component of a working gas on the formation
of the potential drop across the discharge gap for the examined initial conditions.

To solve the Eqs. (13) and (14), we chose a time step that satisfies the condition
Δt< Δx=vimax

, where Δx – spatial step, vimax – maximal ion velocity. The Figure 10
shows ion density changing in the gap during the time in high-current mode (under
applied anode potential equal 1200 V). At first ions number increases in near anode
region and remains almost constant in gap, then it increases almost linearly
throughout the gap and finally increases sharply at the cathode region.

Note that for correct description (especially high-current mode), it is necessary
to model ionization, collisions, and plasma creation, as well as motion of neutrals
and formed ions in the whole volume of accelerator, thus need consider
two-dimensional hybrid model.

3.1.3 2D-hybrid model and results

In the framework of this model the kinetic description is used in cylindrical
geometry for the ionic and neutral components and the hydrodynamic

Figure 9.
a) Comparison between the results of numerical calculations for the potential distribution in the discharge gap in
the hydrodynamic and hybrid models. b) Ions number dependence on r and z (r = 0, z = 0 – center of the system).

Figure 10.
Ion distribution in the gap on different time steps.
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one-dimension on each special layer zi<z<zi+1 description for the electron ones.
Thus, for ions and neutrals description we use Boltzmann kinetic equation:

∂ f i,n
∂t

þ v!i,n
∂ f i,n
∂ r!

þ e
M

Eþ 1
с
v� B½ �

� �
∂ f i
∂vi

¼ St f i,n
n o

(18)

We solved this equation by splitting on the Vlasov equation for finding trajecto-
ries of ions and neutrals:

∂ f i,n
∂t

þ v!i,n
∂ f i,n
∂ r!

þ e
M

Eþ 1
с
v� B½ �

� �
∂ f i
∂vi

¼ 0 (19)

and to correct the found trajectories considering the collision integral, in
which we took into account the processes of ionization and elastic and inelastic
collisions:

Df i,n
Dt

¼ St f i,n
n o

(20)

The Vlasov equations were solved by the method of characteristics [20]:

dv!k

dt
¼ qk

M
E
! þ 1

c
vk � B½ �

� �
,
d r!k

dt
¼ v!k (21)

To solve these equations the PIC method [21] with Boris scheme [22] was used to
avoid singularities at the axis. For initial electric field distribution was taken electric
field in the plasma absence: E rð Þ ¼ Ua

rln rc=rað Þ. The Monte-Carlo method was used for
modeling of ionization in this field. The probability of a collision of a particle with
energy εj during time Δt was found from expression [23]:

P j ¼ 1� exp �v jΔtσ ε j
� �

n j r! j

� �� �
(22)

here σ(ε) – collision cross-section (elastic, ionization or excitation), nj – density
of similar particles at the point rj. To determine the probability of collision a random
number s is chosen from interval [0, 1] with the help of a random number genera-
tor. If s<Pj, then assumed that collision has occurred. It is determined by the ratio
of the cross-sections with the random number generator, which collision has
occurred – elastic, excitation, or ionization. In dependence of this particle parame-
ters change or new ion add in computational box. The evolution of all particles that
are in the modeling region is traced at each time step. For this motion equations
were solved, and new velocities and positions of the particles were found. Particles
that move out the modeling box boundaries are excluded from consideration. After
quite a long time particle density distribution was found. The ion charge density
and current density are calculated from coordinates and velocities particles
according to formulas:

ρ r, tð Þ ¼ 1
V

X
j

q jR r!, r! j tð Þ
� �

, j r, tð Þ ¼
X
j

q jv j tð ÞR r!, r! j tð Þ
� �

(23)

where R(r, rj) – usual standard PIC – core, that characterizes particle size and
shape and charge distribution in it. For a cylindrical coordinate system it has
form [24]:
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R r1, zkð Þ, r j, z j
� �� � ¼

1
Vi

∗
r2iþ1 � r2j
r2iþ1 � r2i

∗
hz � zk � z j

�� ��
hz

, ri < r j < riþ1, zk � z j
�� ��< hz

1
Vi

∗
r2i�1 � r2j
r2i�1 � r2i

∗
hz � zk � z j

�� ��
hz

, ri�1 < ri < riþ1, zk � z j
�� ��< hz

0, i

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(24)

here Vi ¼ 2πrihrhz – volume of the cell, hr, hz – steps in the spatial coordinates.
After that the Poisson equation was solved and new electric field distribution

was found. Since electrons are magnetized, we consider their movement in radial
plane only, thus can solve for electrons one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations
on each layer at z separately. Solve it we find electron density, calculate electric field
on each layer and correct particle trajectories. After that the procedure was
repeated. Modeling time is large enough for establish of ion multiplication process.
The formation of the sufficient number of ions is possible due to magnetic field
presence, which isolates anode from the cathode. Ions practically do not feel the
magnetic field action and move from anode to the axis, where create a space charge,
first in the center of the system. Electrons move along the magnetic field strength

Figure 11.
Ion’s trajectories (calculation for Ua = 1 kV, H = 0.03 T) for different time step a) Nt = 50, b) Nt = 200.
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line, but due to collisions with neutrals, they start move across the magnetic field.
An internal electric field is formed which slow down the ions and pushes out them
from the volume along system axis. The Figure 9b shows results of modeling high-
current mode (Ua = 1.2 kV, pressure 0.15 Pa and magnetic field at the axis is 0.03 T).
In is shown how the ions number to axis increases when ionization process is
steady-state. One can see that number of ions increase not only to axis but along
axis from center to edge too. In Figure 11 the calculated ion trajectories for different
time steps are shown. One can see that the ions that appear due to ionization move
to center of the system. Coinciding on the system axis, they accumulate and create a
positive space charge, and then diverge along the axis in both directions under the
action of created own electric field. The ion space charge distribution for these case
is shown in Figure 12.

The electrons trajectories for this case are shown in Figure 13a. One can see that
the electrons are magnetized, moving along magnetic strength lines, and their
trajectories are almost parallel to the surface of the anode. The Figure 14 shows the
potential distribution for different time steps. One can see that at the beginning of
ionization, the potential drop is not complete in the gap and even has a negative sign
in the center of the system. With ions number increasing, they coincide in the

Figure 12.
Ion space charge for time step 70 (a) and 340 (b).
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center of the system and form a positive space charge cloud, the potential of which
even exceeds the applied potential Ua. This creates an electric field under which
ions begin to move along the axis of symmetry in both directions, from the center to
the edges, taking out with them part of space charge, reducing it in the center and
creating bulks of space charge at the ends of the system (see Figure 12).

If we look at the potential distribution along the z-axis, we see that the maxi-
mum potential with distance from the center first declines, but then gradually
begins to increase (see Figure 15). One can see that at a distance of 0.16 m from
system center maximum potential is 222 V(�0.22 Ua), while at a distance 0.21 m it
is already 396 V, which is equal to 0.4 Ua, and current density of ion beam reached
0.7 mA/cm2. Thus, the formed ions, initially accumulating in the center of the
system, under action of own created electric field can accelerated and create a
powerful ion flux from both edges of the accelerator.

4. Conclusion

Our research of the accelerator with closed electron drift and open walls
demonstrates its similarity to the accelerator with anode layer and metallic walls
in the accelerator channel. The low-current operation mode with an anode layer
confined by the interelectrode gap and the high-current operation mode with

Figure 13.
Electron (a) and ions (b) trajectories in accelerator for H = 0.03 T.
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well-distinguishable plasma torches at system’s ends are obtained. The jump-like
transition between the modes is shown to occur under the influence of the anode
potential and the working gas pressure. In the low-current mode, the discharge

Figure 14.
Potential distribution for different time step: a) Nt = 10, b) Nt = 100, c) Nt = 300.
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current depends much stronger on the voltage applied across the discharge gap than
on the working gas pressure. A hybrid theoretical model was developed, and simu-
lation results on its basis are obtained. In the framework of this model the possibility
of creation a positive space charge at the system axes is shown. It is shown that the
ions flow from the hump of electrical potential can lead to the creation of a powerful
ion flow, which moves along the symmetry axis in both sides from the center.

Thus, it is shown the carried out theoretical and experimental explorations
demonstrate attractive perspective for further development and elaboration new
generation erosion-free Hall-type accelerators. This open up possibility to apply
kind improved devices like the space electric propulsions and tools for High-Tech
ion-plasma surface treatment of functional materials.
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Chapter 12

Gyrotron: The Most Suitable
Millimeter-Wave Source for
Heating of Plasma in Tokamak
Santanu Karmakar and Jagadish C. Mudiganti

Abstract

In this chapter, brief outline is presented about gyro-devices. Gyro-devices
comprise of a family of microwave devices and gyrotron is one among those.
Various gyro devices, namely, gyrotron, gyro-klystron and gyro traveling-wave
tubes (gyro-TWT) are discussed. Gyrotron is the only microwave source which can
generate megawatt range of power at millimeter-wave and sub-millimeter-wave
frequency. Gyrotron is the most suitable millimeter wave source for the heating of
plasma in the Tokamak for the controlled thermoneuclear fusion reactors. This
device is used both for the electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) as well as
for the electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD). In this chapter, the basic theory of
gyrotron operation are presented with the explanation of various sub-systems of
gyrotron. The applications of gyrotrons are also discussed. Also, the present state-
of-the-art worldwide scenario of gyrotrons suitable for plasma heating applications
are presented in details.

Keywords: gyrotron, electron cyclotron resonance heating, fast wave device,
gyrotron cavity

1. Introduction

The conventional microwave-tubes, such as traveling-wave tubes (TWSs) and
klystrons follow the Pf2 law. As per this law, the product of maximum power (P)
and the square of frequency (f2) is constant for a device. This limits the maximum
power handling capability of a device at higher frequency, i.e., in the millimeter-
wave and sub-millimeter-wave frequency regime. Hence, it was found to be highly
difficult to develop a microwave source, capable of delivering megawatts of power
at millimeter wave frequency. In the last few decades, a new class of microwave
tube has emerged, called – Gyrotrons [1–9], which are based on cyclotron resonance
maser (CRM) instability [10–12]. This class of device has the capability to produce
very high power at millimeter-wave frequencies, much higher than other
microwave devices.

The gyrotron is the most suitable source for the heating of plasma in Tokamak
for controlled thermoneuclear fusion reactors. Gyrotron is being used as the heating
source for electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) as well as for the electron
cyclotron current drive (ECCD).
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Gyro-devices comprise of a family of microwave devices and gyrotron is one
among those. However, gyrotron being the most popular gyro-device, the entire
gyro-device family is sometime referred as gyrotrons. Various other commercially
available gyro-devices are: gyro-klystron, gyro-traveling wave tubes (gyro-TWT)
and gyro-twistron (a combination of Gyro-TWT and Gyro-Klystron).

In a gyro-device, a hollow electron-beam is generated with the help of a special
kind of electron gun, known as magnetron injection gun (MIG) operating in
temperature-limited regime of thermionic emission. This hollow electron beam is
made to gyrate at cyclotron frequency with the help of a strong axial magnetic field.
Subsequently, this gyrating electron beam is passed through an interaction struc-
ture, where the electron-beam interacts with the electromagnetic-wave (EM-wave).
In case of gyrotron, the interaction-structure is an open-ended cavity. In case of
gyro-TWT, the interaction structure is waveguide with an input and output cou-
pler. When the cyclotron frequency synchronizes with the frequency of the EM-
wave (frequency of EM-wave supported by the cavity in case of gyrotron and
frequency of the EM-wave fed at the input coupler in case of gyro-TWT) the beam-
wave interaction takes place. The transverse kinetic energy of the electron-beam
gets converted to electromagnetic energy. Hence, the EM-wave gets generated (in
gyrotron) or amplified (in gyro-TWT).

Let us now briefly discuss the origin of gyrotrons. It has been well known since
the mid-fifties that there appeared to be a limit to the upper frequency at which
most vacuum microwave devices could be made to operate with sufficient power
and efficiency, primarily due to the reduction of physical size of the components of
the device with increase of frequency [13]. This problem can be explained as
follows: As the frequency of operation of the device increases, the dimension of the
waveguide or cavity or the loading elements inside the waveguide (such as helix in
case of helix-TWT) become uncomfortably small, as their physical size is closely
related to the operating wavelength of the device. Furthermore, since the depth of
penetration of the field generated by the electromagnetic wave is proportional to
the operating wavelength, the field penetration inside the loading-element reduces
with the increase of operating frequency. Hence, in order to have a proper interac-
tion between the electron-beam and electromagnetic wave, electron-beam needs to
be placed closer to the structure carrying electromagnetic wave, if we wish to retain
an acceptable efficiency of beam-wave interaction [1, 2]. All these awkward
requirements clearly indicate an urgent need for a radical change of approach. In
conventional vacuum electronic slow-wave devices (such as TWT), periodic load-
ing elements are required for slowing down the phase velocity of the electromag-
netic wave (slow wave interaction: vph < c) so that the phase velocity becomes
synchronized with the velocity of the slow space-charge wave produced by a
perturbed electron beam. In case of helix-TWT, helix acts as periodic loading
element, alternatively known as slow-wave structure (SWS). Whereas in gyro-
device, alternatively known as fast-wave devices, the periodicity in the propagating
medium is removed and the periodicity is brought in-to the electron-beam. The
interaction now takes place with an electromagnetic wave whose phase velocity is
higher than the free-space velocity of light (fast wave interaction, vph > c) [1–3].
Instead of periodicity of the loading element, the periodicity of the electron-beam
comes into play. This leads to a quasi-synchronism between the electromagnetic
wave and the electron-beam.

Gyro-devices comes under the category of Bremsstrahlung radiation device [13].
Here, instead of periodic show-wave-structure, the electron beam is made periodic
by generating a hollow electron-beam gyrating under the influence of a strong axial
magnetic field. When this electron beam is perturbed, two cyclotron waves get
generated, namely slow and fast cyclotron wave. When the velocity of the fast
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cyclotron wave is synchronized with EM-wave, beam-wave interaction takes place.
That’s why these devices are known as fast-wave device.

A variety of interaction stricture geometries are proposed in the literature
[9, 11–13] for gyro-devices. In case of gyrotron, the interaction structure is an open
ended cavity. Well directed and concentrated efforts were made in the mid-
seventies by Granastein and his team at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) [13],
as well as Gapanov and his team at IAP, Russia [14] who, with some help from
others, succeeded in mounting an extensive research effort in the whole area of
Bremsstrahlung radiation device, which include free-electron lasers as well as
gyrotrons. Since then, gyro-devices have developed very rapidly to offer prodigious
amounts of power, and very high efficiency of the order of 50% or more. Figure 1
shows capabilities of various vacuum electronic devices in terms of frequency and
average power. It’s evident from the figure, for frequencies above the Terahertz
range, laser devices are most suitable source for generation of electromagnetic
wave. Again, for frequencies below the millimeter-wave range, conventional
microwave tubes are most suitable source for the generation of high power.
Gyrotron fits in between these two frequency regimes. Gyrotrons are best suited
when the operating wavelength is approximately 1 mm and output power require-
ment is between hundreds of kilowatts to few megawatts. That’s why Gyrotron is
found to be the most suitable source for the heating of plasma.

2. Basic types of gyro device

Ever since the advent of cyclotron-resonance maser (CRM) instability devices, a
vast amount of research work has been carried out and a number of gyro-devices
have been developed. Out of these, the most popular device is gyrotron (alterna-
tively known as gyro-monotron). The other two commercially available gyro-
devices widely used in radar applications are, gyro-TWT [3, 8], and gyro-klystron
[3]. However, the entire class of gyro-devices are usually referred as gyrotron.
There are few less popular gyro-devices, namely, Gyro backward-wave oscillator
(gyro-BWO), gyro-twystron [3] (a combination of gyro-TWT and gyro-klystron),
cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) and slow-wave cyclotron amplifier
(SWCA) [13]. Technology for these devices are not as matured as for gyrotron,

Figure 1.
Domain of microwave tubes/ laser devices.
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gyro-TWT and gyro-klystron. Some of the gyro-devices are oscillators and some are
amplifiers. Same is brought out in the Table 1.

In Table 1, the most popular gyro-device names are written in red. As is evident
from the Table 1, cyclotron autoresonance maaser (CARM) can be configured both
as amplifier as well as oscillator.

In the following section, two most popular gyro-devices, namely, gyrotron, and
gyro-TWT are discussed in brief with the schematic diagrams.

2.1 Gyrotron (gyro-monotron)

A schematic diagram of the gyrotron with axial output of cavity mode is shows
in Figure 2(a). The schematic view of high-power gyrotron with radial output of
Gaussian beam is shown in Figure 2(b). Here the beam-wave interaction take place
in an open-ended cavity. The hollow electron-beam from the electron-gun (known
as magnetron injection gun) is injected into a region with very strong axial magnetic
field [3, 6–10]. Magnetic flux densities of the order of several Tesla are normally
required and this usually necessitates the use of superconducting magnets [6].

The beam-wave interaction takes place in the interaction cavity region. In order
to avoid the thermal issues, gyrotrons usually incorporate a highly overmoded
cavity. The reported continuous wave (CW) and pulsed power capabilities of the
gyrotron are three order of magnitude higher than the conventional microwave
oscillators.

In case of axial output gyrotrons (Figure 2(a)), output millimeter-wave gener-
ated in the cavity propagates along the axis of the gyrotron and comes out of the
gyrotron through an output-window. The spent-electron beam (the electron-beam
after the beam-wave interaction) gets collected in the collector. In case of gyrotron
with radial-output (Figure 2(b)), the cavity-resonator mode of EM-wave gets
converted to Gaussian (TEM00) mode with the help of a quasi-optical launcher
(QOL) and 3 or 4 mirrors. The Gaussian beam comes out of the gyrotron radially
(perpendicular to the axis of gyrotron) through the output-window and the spent
electron-beam gets collected in the collector.

2.2 Gyro-traveling wave tube (gyro-TWT)

Gyro-TWT is a high power millimeter-wave amplifier [3, 8]. This is used in
millimeter-wave radars. Gyro-TWT is also used for electron-cyclotron current drive
(ECCD) for Tokamak. In this device, the interaction-cavity is replaced by a non-
resonant structure (waveguide) to produce beam-wave interaction. This device has
the potential of amplifying EM-powers of 2 order of magnitude higher than the

Oscillator Amplifier

Gyrotron(Gyro-Monotron) Gyro TWT

Gyro Backward Wave Oscillator Gyro Klystron

Gyroton Gyro Twistron

CARM Cyclotron Autoresonance Maser (CARM)

Slow Wave Cyclotron Amplifier (SWCA)

Gyroton-TWT

Magnicon

Table 1.
The complete family of gyro-device.
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conventional TWT. Gyro-TWT provides a high spectral quality amplification over a
narrow bandwidth. The device interaction essentially involves a narrow band reso-
nance between the electron-beam and the electromagnetic-wave near the wave-
guide cut-off due to the dispersive nature of the waveguide interaction structure.
However, wideband coalescence is possible by proper dispersion shaping of the
waveguide. Axial phase synchronism is required between the traveling wave and
the gyrating electron. Techniques are being used to increase the band-width by

Figure 2.
(a): Gyrotron with axial output. (b): High power Gyrotron with radial output of Gaussian beam.

Figure 3.
Gyro TWT.
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tapering the magnetic field or by periodically loading the waveguide structure. The
cross sectional view of gyro-TWT is shown in the Figure 3.

3. Basic principle of gyrotron

In a gyrotron, the electron beam, which is normally in the shape of a thin hollow
cylinder, is injected into a region with strong axial magnetic field and passed
through a cylindrical cavity or waveguide region containing an electromagnetic
wave with an azimutal component of electric field [1–3]. The rotational velocities of
the electrons are normally 1.2 to 2 times the axial velocity. So, majority of the
electron energy is rotational.

Because the magnetic field is very large, the orbit diameter for the electrons is
very small. As a result, the thickness of the hollow electron beam is several times the
diameter of the electron orbit as shown in Figure 4, and in effect, the hollow
electron-beam contains a large number of small beams, referred as beamlets [2, 6].
Figure 4 shows the thickness of the hollow electron-beam as twice the diameter of
beamlet.

The basic operating mechanism of gyrotron can be explained by considering the
interaction of a single beamlet of electrons with the electric field. In Figure 5 it is
assumed that electrons in a single beamlet are initially uniformly distributed along a
single helical path prior to interaction with the RF electric field. The electrons are
assumed to rotate in the counter clockwise direction as they move through the RF
field. The rotational frequency of electrons is the cyclotron frequency, which is
given by

ωc ¼ e
m
B0 (1)

Where, B0 is the externally applied axial magnetic field, e is the electron-charge,
and m is the mass of the electron. In a gyrotron, the velocity of electrons is a
significant fraction of the free-space velocity of light, hence, the relativistic effect
comes into play. So, the mass of the electrons is significantly greater than their
rest-mass, i.e.,

Figure 4.
Gyrotron cross section showing electron trajectories.
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m ¼ γm0 (2)

Where m0 is the rest-mass of the electron and γ is the relativistic mass factor,
which is given by

γ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v=cð Þ2

q (3)

Where, v is the velocity of electron and c is the free space velocity of light. The
value of γ increases when an electron is placed in an accelerating field.

The radius of the gyrating orbit, alternatively known as Larmor radius (rL), may
be obtained by the following equation

ωcrL ¼ vt (4)

Where, vt is the transverse velocity of the electron-beam.
Now, referring again to Figure 5(a), when the electric field is such that it

tends to accelerate electrons (top of the orbits), the electron mass is increased
and so the cyclotron frequency (ωc) decreases for these electrons. Similarly,
when the electric field tends to decelerate electrons (bottom of the orbits), the
electron mass is decreased, and so ωc is increased. Since the rate of rotation is
decreased for some electrons and is increased for others, orbital bunching
occurs if the electrons are permitted to drift, as indicated at the right-hand side of
Figure 5(a).

If the cyclotron frequency (ωc) is somewhat lower than the frequency of
the electromagnetic wave (ω), then the position of the bunches along the
helical orbit is delayed with respect to the phase of the applied field as indicated in
Figure 5(b). Hence, the bunched electrons face a decelerating field and give-up
their kinetic energy to the field. As the electron bunches rotate in near synchronism
with the alternating RF-field, they continue to give-up energy on each half-cycle of
rotation.

The interaction that has just been described for the electrons in a single beamlet
in a gyrotron also takes place in the other beamlets. Thus, the electron distribution
becomes as indicated in Figure 6. As the direction of the electric field alternates, the
direction of motion of electron also alternates, and so the electrons throughout the
transit period of the electron-beam give-up energy on each half cycle of operation.
This is how the beam-wave interaction happens.

Figure 5.
Bunching of electrons in a Gyrotron.
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3.1 Operation at harmonics of cyclotron frequency

With the proper shape of the RF-field, it is possible to excite harmonic mode of
interactions with the electrons [1, 2, 8, 13–15]. As shown in Figure 7, the EM-wave
field oscillates at a frequency twice the cyclotron frequency [2], i.e., ω = 2ωc. The
direction of the field reverses in the center of the electron orbit. Thus, an electron that
is initially decelerated by the field is moving transverse to the field when the field
reverses, and so does not have its orbital energy changed. By the time the field reverses
again, the electron has moved 900 around its orbit and is again in a decelerating field.
Thus, during each full orbital motion of electron, the RF-field goes through two
complete cycles. Hence, for harmonic mode of operation, for a given operating fre-
quency, the cyclotron frequency is half the value used in fundamental mode of
operation. As a result, the magnetic field is reduced by a factor of two. Operation at
frequencies higher than the second harmonic are also being examined [15], but the
intensity of the interaction is reduced, making the efficiency of gyrotron low.

For harmonic mode operation, the frequency of operation of the gyrotron is
approximately given by

ω ffi s
e

γm0

� �
B0 (5)

Figure 6.
Electron motion in relation to direction of electric field in a gyrotron.

Figure 7.
Harmonic interaction of an electron and a field varying at twice the cyclotron frequency. (a) At an arbitrary
time T, (b) At half RF cycle after T.
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where, s is an integer, representing the harmonic number. Value of s equals to 2
corresponds to second harmonic operation. It signifies that the electromagnetic-
wave frequency of the gyrotron is chosen to be twice the cyclotron frequency.
Harmonic operation reduces the magnetic field requirements by factor of s (B0/s).
For gyrotrons operating at W-band or above, magnetic field requirement is very
high (beyond 3 Tesla), it’s not possible to obtain such magnetic field from a normal
solenoid magnet. This necessitates the use of superconducting-magnets. Harmonic
operation is a suitable choice for such class of gyrotrons, as second harmonic
operation reduces the magnetic field requirement to half. Hence, such magnets can
be built with non-superconducting solenoid coils. However, the harmonic operation
reduces the efficiency of the gyrotron.

4. Main subsystems of gyrotron

In a gyrotron, a hollow electron beam gyrating at cyclotron frequency under the
influence of a strong axial magnetic field interacts with the transverse electric field
excited inside the cavity. If the cyclotron frequency is synchronized with the
frequency of millimeter wave supported by the cavity (cut-off frequency of the
cavity) for the selected higher order mode, millimeter wave gets generated. This
phenomenon is known as cyclotron resonance maser (CRM) interaction. The hol-
low gyrating electron-beam is generated with the help of magnetron injection gun
(MIG). The gyrating electron-beam is passed through a beam-tunnel and fed into
an open ended interaction-cavity. The millimeter wave generated in the cavity
region diffracts out with the help of a non-linear taper (NLT). The waveguide mode
of electromagnetic-wave is covered to Gaussian mode with the help of a quasi-
optical launcher (QOL) and mirror units. The millimeter wave is taken out of the
gyrotron with the help of a high power millimeter-wave window. The spent
electron-beam is collected in a collector. The required axial magnetic field through-
out the gyrotron, starting from the MIG to collector is provided by a magnetic-
system consisting of a main superconducting-magnet along with a number of
non-superconducting solenoid magnets. Out of all these subsystems, MIG and
interaction-cavity are the most important subsystems of gyrotron. The following
section describes some of these main subsystems of gyrotron.

4.1 Magnetron injection gun (MIG)

Most high power gyrotrons use magnetron injection guns (MIGs), which pro-
duce annular electron-beams in which electrons gyrates in cyclotron frequency. The
gyrating frequency is so chosen that the beam-wave interaction at desired mode can
take place. For good interaction-efficiency, the transverse velocity component of
electron should be as large as possible. A spread in transverse velocity results in a
spread in axial velocity, and eventually reduces the efficiency of the gyrotron.
Hence, the electron velocity spread should be kept as small as possible [8]. The cut-
section view of a typical MIG with anode is shown in Figure 8 indicating various
parts of MIG.

The electrons are emitted from a annular cathode operating in temperature
limiting regime of thermionic emission [2, 3]. MM-type dispenser cathode is used as
emitter. The electron motion is taking place in crossed electric and magnetic fields
so that the electrons follow helical trajectories around the magnetic flux lines with
the electrons gyrating in cyclotron frequency. The accelerating potential of 20–
70 kV is applied between the cathode and the anode. The MIG can have a diode or a
triode configuration. In the triode configuration, there are two anodes, namely
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modulating anode and accelerating anode. In triode configuration, second anode
provides the main accelerating potential. Whereas, the first anode (which is closer
to cathode) is used to fine-tune the velocity pitch-factor of the beam (ratio of
transverse to axial beam-velocity) as well as for pulsing the beam (i.e., for switching
the beam ON and OFF). Gyro-TWT’s usually incorporate triode MIG. In diode
configuration, there is only one anode. Diode MIG needs much simpler power-
supply for providing the necessary voltages. However, on the flipside, gyrotrons
with diode MIG have lesser control over the beam.

4.2 Interaction cavity and nonlinear taper

The gyrating electron beam enters the interaction cavity, where the beam-wave
interaction takes place [3, 6, 8–13]. This is an open ended overmoded cavity oper-
ating near cut-off [3, 6]. The interaction cavity generally consist of 3 sections,
namely downtaper-section, straight section and uptaper-section. The shape of the
cavity is dependent on the mode of the electromagnetic field with which the beam is
intended to interact and also the harmonic number of interaction. The required
diffractive quality factor of the cavity is achieved by proper fine tuning of the cavity
shape. Schematic drawings of a typical Gyrotron cavity is presented in Figure 9.

Figure 8.
Cut-section view of a typical MIG.

Figure 9.
A typical Gyrotron cavity.
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The down-tapering is offered to the input-end of the cavity. This prevents the
millimeter wave from back-traveling towards the MIG. The up-tapering is offered
in the output-end of the cavity. The up-tapering helps the millimeter-wave to
diffract out of the cavity. In case of coaxial gyrotrons, a coaxial insert is placed at the
center of the cavity. The main beam-wave interaction takes place at the straight
section of the cavity.

The millimeter-wave signal generated in the cavity needs to diffract out of the
cavity. The same is achieved by the non-linear taper (NLT). This NLT is basically a
tapered waveguide section with a specific tapering profile. A raised-cosine profile is
incorporated in the NLT region to avoid reflection of electromagnetic-wave. This
section acts as an interface between the interaction cavity and the QOL [6, 16–20].
Generally interaction cavity operates at a mode much higher than the dominant
mode of the cavity. This enable the use of much higher cavity dimension and
volume and this in-turn eliminates the bearing on the maximum power handling
capacity at higher frequencies of millimeter-wave and sub-millimeter-wave regime.
Broadly, the cavity operating modes are divided into three categories, namely, TE0 n

mode, TEm n (m > n) mode and TE1 n mode. TEm n mode, when m> > n, is called the
whispering gallery mode. This mode is most widely used in gyrotrons for plasma
heating applications. The relative merits and demerits of these modes are presented
in the Table 2.

4.3 Beam-tunnel

The radius of the hollow electron beam generated by MIG is generally much
larger than the required hollow beam radius at the cavity region. The purpose of the
beam-tunnel is to gradually bring down the beam radius to the value needed in the
cavity region. Beam-tunnel is basically a cylindrical waveguide structure placed
between the anode and interaction-cavity. The inner radius of the beam-tunnel at
the anode end is matched to the anode inner radius and at the cavity end is matched
to the input inner radius of the cavity. In order to ensure that the beam-tunnel does
not take part in interaction, lossy dielectric material is placed inside the beam-
tunnel. One of the popular configuration of beam-tunnel is a stack of alternate
metal (OFHC copper) and lossy ceramic (AlN, SiC) rings stacked inside the cylin-
drical waveguide of beam-tunnel (Figure 10). The axial length of the beam-tunnel
is so chosen that that the electron beam undergoes an adiabatic compression as it
propagates from the MIG to the cavity, i.e., the beam trajectories follows the
magnetic flux lines. This configuration ensures maximum beam laminarity and
minimum beam-turbulence. Cavity.

4.4 Quasi-optical launcher

The purpose of the quasi-optical launcher (QOL) is to convert the cavity mode
of EM-wave into a Gaussian (TEM00) mode. This is accomplished with the help of a
helically-cut waveguide section (QOL) followed by 3 or 4 toroidal mirrors system.
QOL consist of a mildly tapered waveguide structure with helically cut end (known
as Vlasov launcher) with dimple patterned inner surface (Denisov type surface
deformation). Millimeter wave is launched from the QOL to the mirror system [16].
After passing through the mirror system, a Gaussian beam (with more than 98%
Gaussian mode purity) is emerged. A typical QOL and 3 mirrors for converting cavity

mode to Gaussian (TEM00) mode is shown in Figure 11. The Gyrotron with Gauss-
ian output is most suited for plasma heating applications. Because, the Gaussian
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millimeter-wave beam can be transmitted through a waveguide over a very long
distance with very little attenuation. Hence, the gyrotron can be placed away from
the plasma vessel. Sometimes, the Gaussian beam is further converted to HE11 mode
with the help of a matching optic unit (MOU) placed external to gyrotron and then
transmitted to the plasma vessel. This arrangement further reduces the attenuation
of the beam.

4.5 High power output window

The millimeter-wave signal is finally taken out of the gyrotron with the help of the
high-power output window. This window consists of a ceramic disc which isolates the
ultra-high vacuum environment inside the gyrotron enclosure from the outside

TE0n Mode

Advantage

• Smallest Ohmic Loss
• Easy to excite

Disadvantage

• Suffers from mode competition with TE2n mode
• Difficult to convert to Gaussian (TEM00) mode

Whispering Gallery Mode (TEm n) m > > n

Advantage

• Beam need to be placed near the cavity wall. Reduces
space charge depression

• Suitable for high harmonic operation (reduced magnetic
field requirement)

• Large Cavity dimension leads to high power handling
capability

Disadvantage

• Prone to higher beam interception on the cavity wall

TE1 n mode

Advantage

• Mode competition can be avoided by splitting the cavity
wall

• Beam need to be placed near the center of the cavity.
Hence less beam interception on the cavity wall

Disadvantage

• Higher space-charge depression inside the cavity

Table 2.
Gyrotron cavity modes.
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atmosphere. The ceramic disc material and thickness is so chosen that it appears
almost transparent to the electromagnetic-wave and themillimeter-wave comes out of
the gyrotron through the window with minimum attenuation. Also, a material, which
is a good thermal conductor but bad electrical conductor, is chosen for window.
Usually single disc window is used. However, for the purpose of VSWRmatching,
sometime double disc window may be incorporated. For short-pulse operation,
sapphire, beryllium-oxide (BeO) or boron-nitride may be used as window ceramic
materials. For long pulse high-power operation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

Figure 11.
A typical QOL for converting TE6,2 cavity mode to Gaussian mode.

Figure 10.
Cut section view of a beam tunnel.
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diamond is generally used as the window material due to its very high thermal
conductivity.

4.6 Collector

After the electron-beam comes out of the interaction-cavity, the spent electron-
beam gets collected in the collector. The kinetic energy of the spent-electron beam
(the electron-beam which has already undergone beam-wave interaction) gets
dissipated in the collector. Hence, if the electronic-efficiency of a gyrotron is 40%,
60% of the electron beam power gets dissipated in the collector. Since the dissipated
power in the collector is very high, the thermal management of collector is a very
critical issue. The cut-section view of a typical collector is presented in the
Figure 12. In some of the high power gyrotrons, a low frequency magnetic sweep-
ing coil is used for sweeping the electron-beam along the length of collector to avoid
creation of hot-spots. For the enhancement of overall efficiency of gyrotron, multi-
stage depressed collector (MDC) is used, where the collector is kept at a negative
potential with respect to cavity.

4.7 Magnetic system

The purpose of the magnetic system is to generate required axial magnetic field
profile needed for the cavity as well as the MIG and collector. For lower frequency
operation, non-superconducting air-cooled solenoids are preferred. However, for
higher frequency operation (i.e., for gyrotrons operating at W-band or beyond),
superconducting magnets are being used. The state-of-the-art magnets employ
cryogen free superconducting magnet technology. Which eliminates the need of re-
filling of liquid helium. Some researchers have reported gyrotrons developed with
Samarium-Cobalt (Sm2Co17) permanent magnets and special type of room temper-
ature solenoid made out of copper foil. Such gyrotrons usually operate at higher
harmonic mode of interaction.

5. Applications of gyrotrons

Gyrotrons have wide range of applications. These applications coves the domain
of scientific research, industrial heating, homeland security and defense. Same is
shown in tree diagram (Figure 13).

Figure 12.
Cut-section view of a typical collector.
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5.1 Major application

Majority of gyrotrons developed worldwide are being used for the electron
cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) of plasma in the controlled thermoneuclear
fusion reactor [7]. The plasma is kept confined in the plasma vessel with
the help of very high value of superconducting magnetic field (magnetic
confinement). The magnetically confined plasma is then exposed to very high
power millimeter wave beam generated with the help of a gyrotron. This
elevates the temperature of the plasma to 1000000 C. At this temperature, fusion
reaction takes place. Millimeter-wave beam generated by a gyrotron is also used
for the electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD), electron cyclotron resonance
ion source (ECRIS) and also for the diagnostics cooling tower system (CTS). For
the ITER (international thermoneuclear experimental reactor) project, it’s
proposed to use 20 numbers of 170 GHz long-pulse gyrotrons to generate
combined heating power of 24 MW. For this purpose, till now, the highest order
mode number attempted is TE34,19 for the generation of 2 MW of continuous

Figure 13.
Applications of gyrotron.
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power at 170 GHz. The photograph of a 2 MW gyrotron for ECRH application is
shown in Figure 14. The photograph of a ECRH System (Stellarator W7-AS)
with 140 GHz gyrotron is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 14.
2 MW Gyrotron for ECRH application.

Figure 15.
140 GHz Gyrotron based ECRH system (Stellarator W7-AS).
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5.2 Other applications of gyrotron

Other important scientific research application of gyrotron is in the area of
spectroscopy. This includes, electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy, dynamic
nuclear polarization – nuclear magnetic resonance (DNP-NMR) Spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction magnetic resonance (XRDMR) spectroscopy etc. Also,W- band frequency
of 95 GHz being an atmospheric window, gyrotrons operating at W-band are having
special significance in connection with defense and homeland-security [17, 18]. The
active denial systems (ADS) for controlling low-intensity conflicts, uses 95 GHz
gyrotron. Also a number of millimeter-wave radar systems, such as space surveil-
lance radar, space derby radar, imaging radar and weather radar uses W-band
gyrotron as well as gyro-TWT/ gyro-klystrons.

6. Worldwide scenario of gyrotron for plasma heating

Worldwide, a number of research institutions, academic institutions and indus-
tries are working in the field of gyrotron, with frequency varying from lower end of
microwave range (8 GHz) to 1 THz. The output power of these gyrotrons also
ranges from 100 s of kW to few MW. Pulse duration also varies from few millisec-
onds to full continuous wave (CW) operation. The efficiency of gyrotron varies
from 10–70%. The worldwide scenario of Gyrotron for plasma heating purpose are
presented in the Tables 3 and 4 [7, 11–13, 19–21].

Institute Frequency
(GHz)

Mode Power
(MW)

Efficiency
(%)

Pulse length
(Sec)

Cavity Output

CPI, USA 28,35 TE02 TE02 0.2 37 CW

CPI, USA 53.2,56,60,70 TE01/02 TE02 0.23 37 CW

CPI, USA 70.15 TE10,3 TEM00 0.6 47 (SDC) 2.25

CPI, USA 84 TE15,4 TEM00 0.56 44 (SDC) 2.0

CPI, USA 94.9 TE6,2 TEM00 0.12 50 (SDC) CW

Gycom, Russia 68 (70) TE9,3 TEM00 0.5 (0.68) 50 (48)
(SDC)

1.0 (3.0)

Gycom, Russia 75 TE11,5 TEM00 0.8 70 (SDC) 0.1

Gycom, Russia 82.7 TE10,4 TEM00 0.65 53 (SDC) 0.3

Gycom, Russia 82.7 TE10,4 TEM00 0.9 32 0.3

Gycom, Russia 82.7 TE10,4 TEM00 0.2 52 (SDC) CW

Gycom, Russia 84 TE12,5 TEM00 0.88 54 (SDC) 3.0

Gycom, Russia 84 TE12,5 TEM00 0.5 (0.2) 50 (SDC) 10 (CW)

Hughes 60 TE02 TE02 0.2 35 0.1

IECAS, China 24.1 TE01 TE01 0.15 24 0.02

IECAS, China 34.3(2Ωc) TE02/03 TE03 0.2 30 0.02

Mitshubishi, Japan 88 TE8,2 TEM00 0.35 29 0.1

NEC, Japan 35 TE01 TE01 0.1 30 0.001

NRL, USA 35 TE01 TE01 0.15 31 0.02

Philips, Germany 70 TE02 TE02 0.14 30 CW
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Institute Frequency
(GHz)

Mode Power
(MW)

Efficiency
(%)

Pulse length
(Sec)

Cavity Output

CPI, USA 140 TE02/03 TE03 0.1 27 CW

CPI, USA 140 TE15,2 TE15,2 0.32 31 3.6

CPI, USA 140.2 TE28,7 TEM00 0.9 33 (SDC) 1800

KIT, Germany 140.8 TE03 TE03 0.12 26 0.4

KIT, Germany 162.3 TE25.7 TEM00 1.48 35 0.007

KIT, Germany 139.8 TE28,8 TEM00 1.0 50 (SDC) 12

KIT, Germany 139.8 TE28,8 TEM00 0.92 44 (SDC) 1800

Gycom, Russia 140 TE22,6 TEM00 0.96 36 1.2

Gycom, Russia 140 TE22,6 TEM00 0.54 36 3.0

Gycom, Russia 140 TE22,6 TEM00 0.1 35 80

Gycom, Russia 170 TE25,10 TEM00 1.0 53 (SDC) 570

Gycom, Russia 170 TE25,10 TEM00 0.8 55 (SDC) 1000

Gycom, Russia 140 TE22,6 TEM00 0.8 32 0.8

Gycom, Russia 140 TE22,6 TEM00 0.88 50 50.5(SDC) 1.0

Toshiba, Japan 170 TE31,8 TEM00 1.3 32 0.003

Toshiba, Japan 170 TE31,12 TEM00 1.56 27 0.1

Toshiba, Japan 168 TE31,8 TEM00 0.52 19 1.0

Toshiba, Japan 168 TE31,8 TEM00 0.52 30 (SDC) 1.0

Table 4.
Gyrotrons for electron cyclotron resonance heating, above 140 GHz.

Institute Frequency
(GHz)

Mode Power
(MW)

Efficiency
(%)

Pulse length
(Sec)

Cavity Output

Toshiba, Japan 77 TE18,6 TEM00 1.2 38 (SDC) 10.0

Toshiba, Japan 77 TE18,6 TEM00 0.3 36 (SDC) 900

UESTC, China 70(2Ωc) TE02/03 TE03 0.1 20 0.0001

UESTC, China 94(2Ωc) TE02/03 TE03 0.12 20.5 0.0001

94 TE61/62 TE61/62 0.09 43 CW

SDC: Single-Stage Depressed Collector; CW: Continuous Wave Operation.

Table 3.
Gyrotrons for electron cyclotron resonance heating, 28–95 GHz.
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